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ABSTRACT

This study is an indepth examination of societal

conditions related to the rise of the Albertan western

separatist movement" during 1980-. The paradigm chosen to

analyze Albertan societal conditions was from Neil J.

Smelser's Theory of Collective Behavior. To operational

ize the given paradigm, Maurice Pinard's theory of one

party dominance, James C. Davies' theory of revolution,

and the concept of 'issues' were employed. In comparison

to Saskatchewan and Ontario, only Alberta's federal and

provincial political party systems were characterized by

the condition of one-party dominance. A sudden state of

uncertainty, a revision of Davies' theory of revolution,

likewise prevailed exclusively within Alberta. In addi

tion, Alberta underwent greater social changes during the

1970's. These findings indicated further that Alberta's

political, economic, and social conditions seemingly com

bined to produce a pre-conducive state for the re-emergence

of the western separatist movement in that province.
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INTRODUCTION

The Albertan western separatist movement in Canada

gained national prominence during 1980. It was no longer

considered a western joke or a movement of less significance

in comparison to the separatist threat within Quebec. This

study will examine the societal conditions that existed and

that may have thereby contributed to its rise. It will

examine whether any significant changes have occurred within

Alberta's political, economic, and/or social sectors and if

any of these changes were unique to Alberta in comparison to
~

two other provinces. Thus, the main purpose of t'his study

is to ascertain if the above-mentioned changes occurred and

thereby established a conducive predisposition to the rise

of the Albertan western separatist movement during 1980.

Moreover, the comparisons may help in indicating possible

reasons for the movement's relative confinement to Alberta.

A major area of study within the discipline of

sociology is social movements. This area of study spec i-

fically asks four basic questions:

(1) What is the previous condition of society
from which a movement emerges?, (2) What sequence
of events is required before a movement begins?~

(3) What determines the timing of its inception?,
and (4) What are the personal characte~istics of
people which make them receptive to a new movement?
(Cameron, 1966: 173)
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The present study examines the first, second, and third of

these questions in relation to the rise of the Albertan

western separatist movement during 1980. This study thereby

is a sociological examination of the context in which the

Albertan western separatist movement arose.

At this poi?t, additional factors should be noted

for an overall view of the study's research design. First,

the analysis of the chosen variables for the three provinces

of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Ontario will be limited to a

ten-year period prior to 1980. Secondly, this study will

predominately emphasize statistical data and quantitative

analysis. A discussion of the research design and its selec

tio~ will be given in greater detail later.

Chapter one is a history of the western separatist

movement in Canada. Minimal information wa~ known about

the western separatist movement prior to 1980. In fact,

few people realized that a western separatist movement had

existed since the latter years of the 1960's. This chapter

is designed to dispel that perception. Also, in this chap

ter, the location and extent of the outbreak of western

separatist sentiment will be determined, and there will be

an attempt to identify the supporters and/or sympathizers

of the western separatist organizations. In addition, the

seriousness of the western separatist threat will be examined.

The findings from this chapter will strongly influence the

remainder of the study.
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Chapter two describes as well as operationalizes

the theory to be used in the empirical examination of the

various societal conditions. The theoretical approach

chosen for this study is from the field of collective be

haviour. Specifically, Neil J. Smelser's Theory of Collec

tive Behavior has been selected as the underlying framework.

The chapter's first half therefore contains an indepth exa

mination of Smelser's model and the reasons for choosing

and omitting portions of his theory.

The second half of the chapter describes how the

selected portions of Smelser's theory will be operational

ized. The determinant of structural conduciveness, for

instance, will be operationalized through the use of Mau~ice

Pinard's theory of one-party dominance while the determinant

of structural strain will be operationalized through the

use of James C. Davies' theory of revolution. Moreover,

the determinant of precipitating factors will be opera

tionalized through the use of 'issues'.

The third chapter is a discussion of 'issues' co~

tributing to the rise of each phase of the Albertan western

separatist movement. A discussion of different types of

issues, recent in comparison to older ones, is provided.

The criteria used in order to select the recent issues as

precipitating factors is then established. The remainder

of the chapter is divided into the following three sections;

(1) a discussion of the issues prior to the development of
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the Albertan western separatist movement during the late

1960's, (2) a discussion of the issues prior to the re

emergence of the Albertan western separatist movement in

the early 1970's, and (3) a discussion of the issues prior

to the rise of the Albertan western separatist movement in

1980. This chapter's findings indicate that precipitating

factors played a significant role with respect to the rise

of each phase of the given movement.

Chapter four consists of an analysis of political,

economic, and social conditions over a ten-year period in

relation to the rise of the Albertan western separatist

movement. The empirical analysis, as indicated earlier,

is twofold. First, there will be an examination of a number

of variables in order to determine the possible existence

of structural conduciveness, structural strain as well as

the possible existence of any major changes within Alberta

prior to the movement's rise. If the determinants existed

and if major changes occurred, it will be concluded that

their presence may have thereby contributed to the move

ment's re-emergence within Alberta. In addition, these

findings will be compared to the corresponding statistics

for Saskatchewan and Ontario. The comparisons are provided

in order to determine if Alberta contains any noteworthy

distinctions that may indicate possible explanations for

the movement's relative confinement to that province.
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Chapter five provides further analysis of the

possible existence of structural conduciveness, structural

strain, and social changes with respect to the rise of the

Albertan western separatist movement during 1980. A national

cross-sectional survey entitled Social Change in Canada:

Trends in Attitudes, Values, and Perceptions (May-August,

1979) (See Chapter 5 for details) is used as the chapter's

source 0f data. This survey is useful since it is

designed to measure respondent's a) perceptions of
their quality of life ... their expectations and
aspirations in these areas, b) personal values,
c) alienation, and d) policy priorities and
attitudes.

(Atkinson, et. al., 1979)

A number of the survey's variables will therefore be useful

indicators of th~ possible existence of the above-mentioned

determinants and conditions. An analysis of these variables

in relation to Albertans' opinions concerning separatism

will then be conducted.

Throughout the examination of societal conditions,

a direct, causal relationship is not implied between the

given variables and the rise of the Albertan western se-

paratist movement. Societal conditions are not determin-

istic of a movement's rise. Indeed, additional factors;

e.g. the effect of a populace's beliefs and motivations dur-

ing the given period, the internal structure and organiza-

tion of the movement, the presence af social controls

within the society as well as humanistic elements, determine

if a movement will arise.
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CHAPTER ONE: A HISTORY OF THE WESTERN
SEPARATIST MOVEMENT IN CANADA

Prior to the flurry of western separatist activity

in 1980, minimal attention was given to the western separa-

tist movement. In fact, few people, especially in Central

Canada, were conscious that western separatist organiza-

tions existed prior to 1980. Rather, central Canadians were

tenuously aware of western alienation and the familiar

western grievances of protective tariffs and discriminatory

freight rates. Thus, these organizations seemingly emerged

for the first time after the 1980 federal general election.

As will be indicated, that perception of the western

separatist movement is fallacious. The movement has a

history extending to the latter years of the 1960's. The

movement, therefore, cannot be considered as a recent pheno-

menon. Moreover, it will be indicated that the western

separatist movement consisted of three phases. The first

phase arose in the late 1960's, a second phase emerged in

the early 1970's, ~nd a third phase re-emerged in the early

months of 1980.

In the examination of the various western separatist

organizations in each phase of the movement, the following

characteristics of the groups will be determined; the

founder(s) of the organization, the organization's ideals

7
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and/or goals, the location and turnout of the group's meet

ings, the characteristics of the people that attended the

gatherings, the extent of the organization's membership, and

the presence or absence of internal conflicts within the

group. These characteristics of the various organizations

are given in order to determine the physical location of the

western separatist movement, the social backgrounds of the

movement's supporters and/or sympathizers as well as the

extent of western separatist support and thereby the serious

ness of the existing western separatist threat.

Phase I - The Early Movement During the 1960's

Prior to the nineteen-sixties, western separatism

in Canada had not been an issue for thirty years. A number

of western separatist groups then re-emerged in the latter

years of that decade. In July 1969, it had been noted,

"the West was more and more thinking the unthinkable .,.

separatism" (Stewart, 1969: 34).

In British Columbia and Alberta, five 'major'

western separatist groups arose in the late nineteen-sixties.

They were; the Western Parliament Advocates, the British

Columbia Separatist Association, the Western Canada Separa

tist Movement, the V9ice of Western Canada, and the Dominion

of Canada Party. Very little information is available with

respect to the Western Parliament Advocates. It is only

possible to note that the group did arise during that period
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(White, 1977: 6).

The British Columbia Separatist Association was also

formed in the late nineteen-sixties. The group's founder

was Bob Reeds, a cabaret owner in Vancouver. This organiza-

tion, according to Stewart, was primarily founded to promote

Reeds' nightclub (1969: 39). Still, the 2,800-seat Queen

Elizabeth Theatre was rented by Reeds in order to organize

a debate on separatism with a Vancouver broadcaster.

Approximately one-hundred people attended the meeting

(Ibid.: 39). Aside from the advertisement of Reeds' cabaret

and the occurrence of this debate, the group did not accom-

plish much more.

In Alberta, the Western Canada Sep~ra~ist Movement

was organized. The group claimed to have a "substantial

secret membership". But according to stewart, "they were

so secret I couldn't find any of them in two days of hard

looking in Edmonton" (Ibid.: 39). In addition, the Voice

of West~r_I).._Q9:nClda was another separatist group based in

Alberta. Gerry Beck, an Edmonton accountant, founded the

V.O.W. organization during October 1969. By October 1970,

the group supposedly had over four-hundred members. Later,1

this group amalgamated with the Dominion of Canada Party.

The Dominion of Canada Party was founded by a

"sprightly and aggres~ive 55-year-old grandmother" named

Mrs. Frawley (Ibid.: 39). The Dominion of Canada Party was

not separatist. Instead, Mrs. Frawley's followers preferred

t
I
1
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to remain and fight for their interests within Confederation.

Regarding membership, Stewart stated that Mrs. Frawley felt

she could not reveal the group's strength, but "she did show

me an impressive bundle of supporting letters and receipts

for donations as well as a map indicating 24 DOC chapters

across the west" (Ibid.: 39).

The Dominion of Canada Party, as noted previously,

merged with the Voice of Western Canada. Gerry Beck became

the group's executive secretary. From July 1969 to October

1970, the Dominion of Canada Party's branches rose to

eighty-six. The branches were supposedly located from

Victoria to Halifax (Kostek, 1970: 3). Regarding the

character and growth of the group, Beck. stated, "we have

lawyers, teachers, doctors, clerks, just about every occupa

tion represented, and we're getting more interest in the

movement every day" (Ibid.: 4). In addition, the Dominion

of Canada Party acquired a separatist tinge after the merger

of the two groups (Ibid.: 3).

The western separatist movement was basically con

sidered a fringe phenomenon and thereby was not seen as a

serious threat to Confederation. None of the western

separatist organizations was "presently too impressive in

either intellectual terms or in numbers" (Barr, 1971a: 14).

Besides, the western separatist movement that arose during

the late nineteen-sixties had quickly "fizzled out" (White,

1977: 6).



Chart 1-1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE WESTERN SEPARATIST MOVEMENT IN THE 1960'S

Year: Groups Based In British Columbia: Groups Based In Alberta:

1969 Western Parliament
Advocates

- an unknown group
- based in B. C.

British Columbia
Separatist
Association 1969

- founder Bob
Reeds

'-V
demise of the
association
shortly after
the Queen Eliza
beth Theatre
meeting

Dominion of
Canada Party
1969

- founder
Mrs. Frawley

I
I
I
I
I

Western Canada
Separatist
Movement

- an unknown
group
based in
Alberta

Voice of
Western Canada
1969

- founder
Gerry Beck

1971

I

MERGER

Dominion of Canada Party-Voice of Western Canada
+

maintains DOCP title
t

Dominion of Canada Party 1969

Executive Secretary - Gerry Beck

little mention of the above-mentioned groups - reportedly "fizzled out"

~

~
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Evidently, only a very small minority was willing to

embrace a "radical change" (op. cit.: 20). Still, Stewart

noted, "although ... none of them (the advocates of western

separatism) has come to much, western separatism 1s no joke"

(1972£ 12). A number of prominent, western leaders recognized

the possible threat of western separatism. In 1970, Premier

Thatcher of Saskatchewan warned Ottawa that separatism could

flourish in western Canada as well as in Quebec (Bird, 1970:

7). Although Senator John Nichol did not perceive western

separatism as serious, he did recognize a possible threat to

Canada's future, "I don't think there's anything in this

separatist bit, but I can see a generation from now a lot

of people out here looking at Confederation and wondering

if it makes any sense" (Stewart, 1969: 37).

John Barr similarly saw the western separatist

movement as a potential threat to Canada in the future. The

movement, according to Barr, was in a "relatively early

phase" (1971a: 13). Moreover, "the existing Western se

paratist organizations resembled their counterparts in

Quebec in the late 50's" (Ibid.: 14). Thus, Barr warned,

"the existing Western separatist organizations ... may well

be replaced in time by quite different and more formidable

movements" (Ibid.: 14).
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Phase II - The Re-emergence of the Western Separatist Move
ment in the 1910's

Western separatism did re-emerge as prophesied by

Barr. In the mid-nineteen-seventies, separatist groups were

again organized and located primar~ly in British Columbia

and Alberta. From 1974 to 1979, approximately six major

separatist groups were formed; the Western Canada Party,

the Committee for Western Independence, the Western National

Party, the Independent Alberta Association, the Western

National Association, and the Western Independence Party.

Various newspaper, magazine, and journal articles as well

as personal recollections by Douglas Christie, revealed

conflicting information on some of the above-mentioned

groups. Thus, there exists a degree of confusion regarding

the proper names, founders, and times of formation of some

of these organizations.

WESTERN SEPARATIST GROUPS BASED IN BRITISH COLUMBIA:

Prior to February 1975, the Western 9~D~g~- fg~ty---------_.... .

was formed as the first "federal political partyll to con-

template II anything in the way of western Canadian identity

politicallyll (Christie, 1982: Tape #25). At that time,

Ontario had 88 seats, Quebec had 74 seats, and the western

provinces merely had 68 seats in the House of Commons

(Normandin, 1975: 175). A majority government, as indicated,

could be elected without the support of western Canadian

)

\
\

I
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voters. Christie concluded, "this party got nowhere in the

election of 1974 because it did not have any means of say

ing to the people of western Canada. that they could do any

more than effectively have what was then 68 seats" (1982:

Tape #25). The Western Canada Party failed in 1973/74

since they could not offer a stronger voice for western

Canadian interests in the federal government than the tra

ditional parties.

The Western Canada Party apparently re-emerged or

a new party under the same name arose in November 1976. Re

garding the organization's origin, Neale Adams reported that

the Western Canada Party was an offshoot of Douglas

Christie's Committee for Western Independence (1977: 8).

The Montreal Star also reported that the Western Canada

Party split from the Committee for Western Independence in

the fall of the previous year (1977: C12). As a result,

it is uncertain if the Western Canada Party was a continua

tion of the fore-mentioned organization or an offshoot of

Christie's group.

On January 29, 1977, Edward G. Fleming, president

of Western Canada Party, led a campaign for separatism in

British Columbia as well as any other western province

that could be persuaded to join the movement (adam, 1977:

C2). By February 1977, Fleming announced that there would

be a full slate of separatist candidates in the next British

Columbian and Albertan provincial elections. These acti-



Chart 1-2
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE WESTERN SEPARATIST
MOVEMENT IN THE 1970'S

Year Western Separatist Groups Based in British Columbia:

1974 Western Canada P'arty Committee for Western
_ founder (unknown) Indepetid~nce

- collapse of party after - founded in 1974
the federal election in I - founder - Douglas

1975-t----~~~~-----i--------------~---=:r::~=~--------------
-----~-.------------.---------------~-/'t_------- -------------
1976 Re-emergence of the : / X

Western Canada Party: (\,0
(1) either a continua- .¥CP~
tion of activities by I

the Western Canada Party I

founded in 1974 or :
(2) a splinter group from I
the Committee for Western I

Independence - president :
Edward G. Fleming :

-----~-------------t--------------~----------- --------------
1977: little mention of the I

I Western Canada Party :
I after the western, pro- I

I vinc'ial elections :
-----t----------------------------r----------- --------------
1978 I I

I I-----T----------------------------r--------------------------
1979 \ February 1979 - Fifth

I Annual Meeting
I - Christie ousted from
I his pos it ion as chairman
I Changes in the organiza-
: tion:
: (1) new chairman - Joan
I Det twiller
I (2) name changed to
: Western National Party

-----~----------------------------~-----------ir-------------
1980 : Christie resigns as chair-

I man over dispute concern
ing extent of group's
activities

- Stan Bennett becomes
new chairman

\II
the group's activities
are restricted to B. C.
only
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vities were in accordance with the Western Canada Party's

goal of "carving out a nation composed of British Columbia,

Alberta, the Yukon and perhaps other provinces" (Globe and
\

Ma i 1 , 1977: 11).

If the Western Canada Party won the provincial elec-

tions in British Columbia and Alberta, Fleming stated,

"we'll abolish goddamm Ottawa. Who needs it? ... This

country is too cumbersome to handle as one" (Ib-id.: 11).

As indicated, the Western Canada Party, unlike the previous

groups in the late nineteen-sixties, represented a serious

shift and devotion to the cause of western separatism.

During the initial period of organization, Fleming

stated that he had the private support of "a dozen Social

Credit MLAs" in British Columbia (Odam, 1977: C2). On

March 12, 1977~ the Western Canada Party supposedly had

5,900 to 5,500 ~~~~~~9 (Globe and Mail, 1977: 11). By

the end of 1977, Fleming reportedly aimed unrealistically

for 100,000 members. Although western separatism was dis-

missed as an insignificant force at that time, there was

concern over the sympathetic support that the Western

Canada Party received from a portion of Social Credit MLA's

in British Columbia (Wills, 1977: C3; Adams, 1977: 8).

Thus, Neale Adams noted, "what was once the sUbject of

cranks was becoming respectable" (1977: 8).

In 1974, Douglas Christie, a Victoria lawyer,

founded the Committee for Western Independe~ce by writing a

(
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letter to the Victoria Colonist concerning the political,

economic, and social effects of Confederation on the develop-;

ment of Canada (Christie, 1982: Tape #25). Christie's

analysis within the letter supposedly demonstrated that

Ontario and Quebec dictated the economic and political

policies within the federal government. Christie argued

that the western provinces had little or no input into the

federal gover~~ent's decision-making process due to Ontario's

and Quebec's dominance despite the decisions' effects on the

western provinces' interests. Ch~istie thereby invited

people to write to him in order to form an organization

that would "first demand within Confederation, and I e:n- ---l
phasize that its first objective was to demand within Con-

federation, our fair share of political power and then the

alternative, if that was not to be possible then, that we

might have the right to independence" (Ibid.: Tape #25).

Thus, the Co~~ittee for Western Independence was initially

started as a "pressure group" (Mcl\~artin, 1981: AIO).

The goal of the Committee for Western Independence

was expressed in the Western Canadian Petition of Right;
~.- "- ". - .".. ..

the organization's original doctrine. The doctrine basically

stated, "if we (western Canadians) are not to have our fair

share of political freedom within Confederation~ then, through

the help of prOVidence, (we are) to form a nation out of the

area of western Canada" (Christie, 1982: Tape #25). Al-

though the organization was originally a pressure group,
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the Committee for Western Independence shifted its goal to

a declaration of independence for the western provinces and

Yukon Territories (Vancouver Sun~ 1978: All).

In 1974~ one-hundred-and-fifty supporters attended

the first Committee for Western Independence's meeting at

the Oakridge Auditorium in Vancouver~ British Columbia. The

original blueprint in order to achieve economic and political

sovereignty was designed at that meeting (Ibid.: All). But

from the first to the fourth annual meetings~ little was

done to achieve the goal of independence (Ibid.: All).

Thus at the fourth annual meeting in 1978~ the members de

cided to conduct a campaign that pronounced the message of

independence across the western provinces. They also ad

vocated a membership drive in order to raise $2.4 million

within a year to "help finance the campaign's trip~ publish

brochures~ and organize political campaigns" (Ibid.: All).

Prior to the campaign~ the organization's membership con

sisted of approximately "1~500 people across Canada who have

been members at one time or another ll (Ibid.: All). In addi

tion~ Christie declared~ IIlet's face it~ we're a joke finan

cially" and IIwe're not very well organized" (Ibid.: All).

Christie held meetings during his tour in Hope

(B.C.)~ Princeton (B.C.)~ Penticton (B.C.)~ Vernon (B.C.),

Banff (Alta.), Calgary (Alta.), Lethbridge (Alta.), Medicine

Hat (Alta.), MOOSe Jaw (Sask.), Regina (Sask.), Brandon

(Man.), Winnipeg (Man.), Yorkton (Sask.), Saskatoon (Sask.),
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Prince Albert (Sask.), Edmonton (Alta.), Red Deer (Alta.),

Prince George (B.C.), Williams Lake (B.C.), Kamloops (B.C.),

and Vancouver (B.C.) (Christie, 1982: Tape #25). From

Christie's tour, one can conclude that the organization's

activities extended across British Columbia and the prairie

provinces, and that the organization was also attempting to

gain support from both rural and urban areas. Thus, the

movement's support likely came from this base. By the end

of the tour, the Committee for Western Independence had

approximately 2,000 members (Calgary Herald, 1978: B2).

Later, the organization claimed a membership of 3,500 be-
----.------- -......

fore its annual meeting in February 1979 (Williamson, 1979:

9 ) .

It is important to note that this organization was

hindered by internal dissension. The dissension concerned

Christie's so-called autocratic behaviour. For example,

Douglas Christie was asked to give a presentation to the

Task Force on Canadian Unity in 1978. During his presenta-

tion, Christie shouted, "Vive Ie Quebec Libre " (McMartin,

1981: AIO). Christie's remark was an indication of his

hope to see "the same happen in British Columbia" (Ibid.:

AIO). Shortly afterwards, Christie claimed that "three

members of Parliament were members of the committee, though

he refused to divulge their names" (Ibid.: AIO). Members

of his committee, in response, began to accuse Christie of

"acting autocratically and making policy statements without
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advising them" (Ibid.: AIO).

At the fifth annual meeting in February 1979~ the

founder and chairman of the organization~ Douglas Christie~

was "ousted" from his position as leader (Williamson~ 1979:

9). According to Williamson's report~ critics of Mr.

Christie said~ "he was an autocratic leader who ignored

his board of directors~ neglected vital organizational duties

and was plunging prematurely into political action on an all

out independence policy" (Ibid.: 9). The head office of the

organization was to be moved from Christie's law office in

Victoria to a new location in Vancouver. Joan Dettwiller

became the new chairman (McMartin~ 1981: AIO). Concerning

Christie's leadership, Dettwiller added~ "Christie made

himself very unavailable ... He's not a co-operative person.

He wants everything his own way completely" (Ibid.: AIO).

Regarding Dettwiller's takeover of his position~ Christie

stated that "having been involved in advocating Western

independence since 1975~ I felt that it was time that I took

a period of rest and I did not run for the leadership of the

Committee for Western Independence in February 1979"

(Christie~ 1982: Tape #25).

Additionally~ the Committee for Western Independence

decided to soften its image. Critics within the organization

felt that the group was losing support as a result of the

independence stance exemplified in the organization's name

(Williamson~ 1979: 9). Hence~ the organization's name was
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changed from the Committee for Western Independence to the

Western National Party or Association. In his final report

to the committee, Christie insisted, "we have not yet

achieved that which we intend to achieve, which is independ

ence for British Columbia first, and the rest of western

Canada after that" (Ibid.: 9).

No significant activities, according to Christie,

occurred after his departure as leader until February 1980

(1982: Tape #25). Indeed, the organization was regarded as

a "fledging western separatist party" during the period of

internal dissension and throughout the period of Dettwiller's

leadership (Winnipeg Free Press, 1980a: 31).

The newly re-named organization will be referred to

here as the Western National Party. Although the re-named

organization is mainly referred to as the Western National

Association, this distinction is made to differentiate this

organization from a group in Alberta with the same name.

On February 24, 1980, Douglas Christie regained the

leadership of the Western National Party (Ibid.: 31). A

stronger separatist platform was then re-established by

Christie. The aim of the Western National Party of British

Columbia and Alberta was to run separatist candidates in the

British Columbian and Albertan provincial elections (Ibid.:

31). After the federal general election of February 1980,

the organization claimed 3,500 members. It was also noted

that "memberships were coming in at the rate of fifty a day
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in Victoria and Vancouver" (Montreal Gazette, 1980: 19).

But, the Western National Party was also burdened

by internal dissension. A major dispute arose over policies.

One of the major disputes concerned whether or not the or

ganization should be confined to endeavours in British

Columbia or the western provinces. Christie advocated that

the organization extend its activities throughout the western

provinces while the board members wanted to limit the or

ganization's activities to British Columbia. As a result

of the dispute, Christie resigned as leader.

Stan Bennett became the new leader of the organiza

tion. Concerning Christie, Bennett said, "we were trying

to stay away from his ranting and ravings. We wanted a

less strident profile ... I think Mr. Christie felt he him

self was the movement. The image of the young Victoria

lawyer who wanted to represent the voice of Western Canada

was a matter of supreme importance to him" (McMartin, 1981:

AIO). Bennett added, "virtually, he was not consulting the

executive. And he had trouble with the three previous

executives to this one. He fought with all of them" (Ibid.:

AIO). In response to these accusations, Christie stated,

"I'm impatient to get things done. I always tried to reach

a consensus, but at times, if I felt it was my time involved,

I would accept the invitation. I didn't ask permission from

the directors to speak" (Ibid.: AIO).

After his resignation Christie attempted to acquire
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the membership lists and records of the Western National

Party through the Supreme Court of British Columbia. Two

interm meetings were held in order to determine the possessor

of the records. Mr. Christie won the right to possess the

records in the first while Mr. Bennett won the right to

possess the records in the second hearings (Christie, 1982:

Tape #25). Mr. Christie concluded, "these two hearings were

actually designed to split and divide the Western National

Party" (Ibid.: Tape #25). Regarding Christie's action,

Bennett stated, "I think he did it because he felt the

committee voting against him was a personal attack. But it

was just politics" (McMartin, 1981: AIO).

The Western National Party continued to exist al-

though Christie left and formed another western separatist

organization called the 'Western Canada C~~~~pt'. The con-
~--,. .~. ~'-'~ .. " ..~~.. _- .".- .. --" -"." ~ "

tinuing organization claimed a membership of 1,000 indivi

duals; mainly located in British Columbia (Spicer, 1980: A5).

According to Bennett, the Western National Pa~ty would re-

main an organization restricted to activities within British

Columbia and would thereby "leave the rest of Western

Canada to determine its own future" (McMartin, 1981: AIO).

An interesting appendage may be added before leaving

the discussion of the various western separatist groups that

Douglas Christie founded during this period. On May 10,

1979, a provincial general election was held in British

Columbia. Douglas Hewson Christie ran as a candidate for
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the provincial legislature in the Esquimalt-Port Renfrew

riding. The election results were as follows:

Table 1:1 Election Results of the Esquimalt-Port Renfrew
Riding

NAME OF CANDIDATE & PARTY # OF VOTES % OF VOTES

Mitchell, Frank John (NDP) ........ 12,419 · .... 51.4%

Kahl, Lyle Benjamin James (SC) .... 9,812 · .... 40.6%

Langlois, Bill (PC) ............... 1,462 · .... 6.0%

Christ ie, Douglas Hewson (IND) .... 280 · .... 1. 2%

Williams, Wayne Arthur (IND) •..... 131 · .... 0.5%

Stansall, Donald Cecil ( IND ) ...... 72 ·.... 0.3%

(Normandin, 1979: 608)

As indicated, Douglas Christie was not elected to the pro-

vincial legislature. Unfortunately, The Canadian Parlia-

mentary Guide did not state whether or not Christie ran as

a Western National Party candidate. If Christie's platform

was based on separatism, the election could serve as a good

indicator of the extent of western separatist support in

British Columbia at that time.

WESTERN SEPARATIST GROUPS BASED IN ALBERTA:

During 1974, a new separatist organization, the In-

dependent Alberta Association, arose in Alberta. The

founders of the organization were described as "a group of

disgruntled influential, Calgary area residents" (Dykstra,
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1980a: AI). In other words, the Independent Alberta

Association was organized by prominent and influential men

such as: Lloyd Gilmour, a publisher of an oil magazine;

Milt Harradence,a lawyer and a former Alberta Conservative

leader; Glen Morrison, a businessman; Bob McCulloch, a

Calgary oil executive; and Robert Matheson, an Edmonton

lawyer (Ibid.: AI; Skene, 1981b: 14). The organization was

headed by John RUdolph, a Calgary 'oilman', and by Robert

Matheson, the organization's vice-president (White, 1977: 6).

The goal of the Independent Alberta Association was

to form a political party in order to run candidates on a

separatist platform against Peter Lougheed's government

(Dykstra, 1980a: AI). After the 1976 electoral victory of

the Parti QU~becois in Quebec, John RUdolph stated, lIat

this point the whole country is up for grabs ... the only

reason we remain in Confederation is sentiment ll (Vickers,

1976: 8). The next provincial election, according to Milt

Harradence, would thereby be fought on separatism. But

despite the victory of the Parti QU~becois and its inspira

tional effect, the Independent Alberta Association did not

form a political party (op. cit.: AI). Overall, the acti

vities of the Independent Alberta Association were unsuccess

ful in relation to achieving the organization's goal of in

dependence. At its peak, the organization claimed a member

ship of five-hundred individuals (Vickers, 1976: 8).
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Although the organization did not accomplish its

goal, it did commission two studies on the costs of Con

federation to Alberta. The first study was conducted by

Warren Blackman, an associate professor of economics at the

University of Calgary. The study was entitled, 'The Costs

of Confederation Parts 1 & 2'. The study, according to

Robert Dykstra, was based on 1974 figures concerning lithe

federal equalization programs, the transfer of wealth from

the richer to the poor provinces, plus the oil and gas ex

port taxes that go to subsidize higher-priced imported oil

for Quebec and the Maritimes" (198ob: A9). The estimated

cost to stay in Confederation for Alberta was $2.6 billion

a year as a result of these fede~al programs. Hence,

Blackman concluded that Alberta could easily survive as a

viable, independent state (op. cit.: 8).

According to Christie, another study entitled 'The

Status of a Province' was commissioned by this group. The

study indicated that flat no time had any province subject

to the Statute of Westminster or subsequent to the Statute

of Westminster ratified Confederationfl (Christie, 1982:

Tape #25). As a result, each province maintained its

'sovereign jurisdiction' after the passage of the Statute

of Westminster in 1931. For Matheson, the possession of

sovereign jurisdiction by each province meant that "uni

lateral seccessicn by a province was found to be a matter

of right, not of revolution" (Skene, 1981b: 14). Thus,
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Chart 1-3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE WESTERN SEPARATIST
MOVEMENT IN THE 1970'S

Year Western Sep"a-r"at"i-st G-roups Based in Alberta:

1974 Independent Alberta Associa
tion

1977

1978/
1979

founders - Lloyd Gilmour
~ Milt Harradence
(later founder of
the West"ern Tn
dependence Party in
1977)

Glen Morrison 
- Bob McCulloch
~ Robert Matheson
(later vice
presi~ent and co
founder of Western
Canada Federation
West-Fed)
- John Rudolph

President - John Rudolph
- - - - - - - - - ~ ~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Doug Low - new president" of Western National
IAA As soc iat ion
- headed transition of the~ ~ 8
IAA into the Western ~ ! - Lormed on February 2

____ ~a:i~n:l_A~s~c=a:i~n !_1:7~ ~ _

I - amalgamation with the
: Committee for Western
f Independence

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - -~ - - - - - -
1979 : - new group known as

I the Western National
I Party
I
I
I
I
I
I
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each province had the right to secede from Confederation

"by political choice" (op. cit.: Tape #25).

The above-mentioned, commissioned studies were the

Independent Alberta Association's major accomplishments.

Afterwards, Blackman noted that the Independent Alberta

Association merely "ran out of steam ... and then it just

died" (Dykstra, 1980a: AI). Doug Low, an Edmonton business- /

man, became the organization's last president before its

demise. It was Mr. Low that headed a transition of the

Independent Alberta Association into the Western N~tio~l

Association (Williamson, 1979: 9).-- .....__.-~- .. -.-

The new organization was officially formed on

February 28, 1977. At that time, it was Canada's "newest

federal political party" (Winnipeg Free Press, 1977: 7).

The major aim of the party was self-determination. The

association specifically wanted "a written constitution

guaranteeing self-determination for western Canadians"

(Ibid.: 7). Although the party advocated self-determination,

Gerry Ronayne, the association's media director, stated, "we

are not a separatist party ... there's a large degree of

alienation in western Canada. Separatism for us would be

a last resort" (Ibid.: 7).

Concerning political representation, the Western

National Association advocated the establishment of a Senate

similar to the one in the United States. Hence, the Senate

would consist of an equal number of representatives from each
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province while the House of Commons would maintain repre

sentation by population. Meanwhile, the British monarchy

would remain as the government's figurehead (Ibid.: 7). In

addition, the Western National Association wanted "the judi

ciary separate from political appointees" as well as

"separate executive and legislative branches" (Ibid.: 7).

If these changes concerning political representation within

Confederation were considered as unacceptable, the Western

National Association's platform then advocated the goal of

self-determination through "effective representation in the

decision-making processes of government with powers deter

mined by a written constitution approved by 75 per cent of

western Canadians" (Ibid.: 7).

Regarding membership, the association stated that

they had supporters in the four western provinces. But, its

two-hundred members were mainly located in Alberta; the or

ganization's "first area of concern" (Ibid.: 7). In a tour

of Saskatchewan and Manitoba in 1978, the association re

portedly attracted small crowds. For example, only one

hundred people attended an association's meeting in Winnipeg

(Calgary Herald, 1978: B2).

On August 4, 1978, the executive of the Western

National Association and the Committee for Western Independ

ence held a joint meeting in Red Deer, Alberta. At that

meeting, the association decided to amalgamate with the

Committee for Western Independence. The smaller association
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apparently developed a stronger separatist stance. For

example, Gerry Ronayne stated, "we hope to be the cutting

edge of Western indep~ndence. We like to say independence

instead of separatism" (Ibid.: B2). In addition, the un

named association hoped to establish affiliate groups in

Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Unlike the Western National

Association's previous goal, the new organization planned to

run candidates in the next provincial election. The Western

National Association's goal of running candidates federally

was dropped since llthe West has sent some excellent men to

Ottawa over the years and nothing has changed!' (Ibid.: B2).

The decision to run candidates only in provincial elections

reflected the association's shift toward a s~ronger se

paratist stance.

The reader should note the distinction between the

Western National Party and the Western National Association.

First, the Western National Association, originally the

Independent Alberta Association, joined forces with the

Committee for Western Independence in 1978. After the

Western National Association and the Committee for Western

Independence amalgamated, the newly formed organization was

known as the Western National Party or Association. The

newly formed organization was known predominantly as the

Western National Association. But in this study, the or

ganization is referred to as the Western National Party in

order to distinguish the new group from its past.
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In 1977, another western separatist group, the

Western Independence Party, emerged. Unfortunately, media

coverage of this group was almost nonexistent. The few

brief statements about the party indicated that it was

located in Alberta and that the former leader of the

Albertan Conservat~ve Party, Milt Harradence had formed the

organization (Globe and Mail, 1977: ll). The group appar

ently disappeared very qUickly. In addition, the founder of

the party presently "disclaims any interest or association

with any form of politics" (Dykstra, 1980a: Al). Milt

Harradence is currently an Alberta Court of Appeal judge.

The re-emergence of western separatism was seen as

a possible threat to Confederation during the period from

approximately 1974 to 1979, especially after the Parti

QU~becois victory in Quebec in 1976. It was stated, "until

now, separatism in the West has been treated as a joke in

Central Canada. The PQ victory in Quebec has given a 11ft

to the Western separatists, however, and the joke has be

come less funny" (White, 1977: 6). Although the presence

of the separatist movement was small, western political

leaders again recognized the seriousness of its existence.

Bill Hamilton, a former Conservative federal cabinet

minister, stated, "while separatists are a very small

minority, I have to say I have been struck by the fact that

they include some very responsible and informed people ll

(Gwyn, 1977b: Bl). In Regina, a provincial deputy minister
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also stated, "I'm really scared. Feelings are so deep, and

they're getting deeper. For the first time, even if only

informally, people like lawyers and civil servants and

businessmen are starting to calculate the costs and benefits

of Confederation" (Ibid.: Bl). According to Quebec Liberal

leader Claude Ryan, western Canada's discontent with the

federal system was "as real a threat to Canadian unity as

Quebec separatism" (Gendron, 1979: A5).

Public opinion polls indicated a low level of support

for western separatism during the given period. In 1977,

Southam Inc. conducted a public opinion poll entitled 'the

Searching Nation'. The results indicated that "only one in

10 on the Prairies would vote for breaking from Canada with

or without economic ties. The B.C. figure was even less"

(Oake, 1980: 57). In February 1977, a Calgary Herald poll

showed less support for western separatism. The results

were 93.7 per cent of Calgarians opposed while 2.7 per cent

of Calgarians favoured Albertan separatism (McCune, 1980: AI).

Moreover, memberships merely ranged from 14 to 5,000 in

dividuals in relation to the various western separatist

groups (Gwyn, 1977b: Bl).

Prior to the federal general election on May 22,

1979, the advocacy of independence reportedly caused a loss

of support for the organizations (Williamson, 1979: 9).

Williamson noted, "talk of independence as a solution pro

duced either yawns or hostility" (Ibid.: 9). Support or
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sympathy for the western separatist organizations seemed to

decline further after the federal general election on May

22, 1979. Since the Progressive Conservative party formed

the government with an Albertan-born prime minister and

since a number of influential cabinet posts were filled with

MPs from the West "Albertans felt they finally had won a

hand in running the country" (Dykstra, 1980a: Al). As a

result, "advocates of independence, at least in Alberta,

were content to admit that Joe Clark's victory was a death-

knell to Western separatism" (1980b: AI).

Phase III - The Rise of the Western Separatist Movement in
1980

The descent of the western separatist movement did

not last very long. On February, 1980, the Liberal Party

defeated Joe Clark and the Conservatives without the support

of western Canadian voters. In fact, only two Liberal MPs

were elected from the West. As a result, Stanley Roberts,

president of a western research organization - Canada West

Foundation observed, "there was a sharp knee-jerk reaction

immediately following the election. I trust there isn't

and hope there isn't an increase in separatist sentiment"

(Montreal Gazette, 1980: 19). But, a reporter noted, "the

next step - from frustration to the desire to secede and

go it alone - got off the ground when the federal Liberals

returned to power" (Ma, 1980: A19). Indeed, western

1
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separatist groups qUickly re-emerged at that time.

The threat of western separatism continued to grow

during 1980. After the federal general election, a question

being asked was Ilis Western independence, as some Westerners

are suggesting, an idea whose time has come" (Dykstra, 1980a:

AI)? In March 1980~ it was reported, "all across the west,

people who spoke out on the idea of western separatism were

amazed to find strong, widespread support ll (Montreal Gazette,

1980: 19). By July 1980, observers felt that the latest re

surgence of western separatism must be taken seriously

(MacDonald, 1980: 7).

The re-emergence of western separatism reached its

peak in Novemb~r 1980. Jeff Sallot noted, Ilseparatist feel

ings in Alberta had never been so high" (1980a: 3). Meet

ings and rallies were drawing "several hundred people" rather

than a handful of individuals (Winnipeg Free Press, 1980d:

6). In addition, a separatist meeting or rally occurred

almost every night within Alberta during the given period

(Sallot, 1980c: 13). As a result, western separatism was no

longer considered a fringe phenomenon.

After February 18, 1980, eight organizations arose

that advocated or sympathized with the western separatist

cause. They were; the Western Canada Federation, the Western

Canada Concept, the Rupert's Land Independence League, the

Western Party, the Committee for an Independent West, the

Unionest Party, the United West Association and the National

J
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- existence con
tinues despite
loss of support
and splintering
of the group

Unionest Party
- founded in
1980
- founder is
Dick Collver
- gained little
support

United West I Western Canada
Association : Concept (WCC)
President - I - founded in
Patrick A" I July 1980
Brown : - found ed by
- not a se- 1 Douglas
paratist or- I Christie after
ganizatlon I his resigna-

_.~ tion from the
,,~ef... - - I \oJestern Na-

..~~~ - ~(J.. : t ional Party
_ - t"'" .l( ,- 0 ('I" \ t," ~ f_ -:-

L- - 1 (:>Q~ - \ ., c..c..
...... I ~ '-~(Io;'"

. Western Party I Rupert's ~nd

1980-81 1 IndependenceI .
- founder Tom • League
McArthur - founded in
- absorbed the I November 1980
Rupert I s Land I - founded by
Independence I David Laird
League I
- ~uickly (MERPER)
falled 1

_" - - - - - - - - _I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _

National Party
- founded in
January 1981
- founded by
Hu Harries

Chart 1-4 THE RISE OF THE WESTERN SEPARATIST MOVEMENT IN 1980

Year I Western Separatist Groups in 1980

1980 I Western Canada Committee for an
Federation Independent West
(West-Fed) - founded in
- founded on 1980 by Tom and
May 23, 1980 Phil Matkin
- founded by - founders dis-
Elmer Knutson band organiza-
and Robert tion and in-
Mathesonstruct their
President - former members
Elmer Knutson to join either
Vice-President -. West-Fed or WCC
Robert Matheson

- _ ..J ' ~ .J
I •

19811, April 1981 -
Elmer Knutson
resigns as
top executive
of West-Fed
- Jim Rayment
is elected
new West-Fed
executive
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Party.

This phase of western separatist support was

located predominantly i~.Alberta (Crispo, 1981: 9). The
L _ ...... __

Canada West Foundation, for example, polled 1,230 westerners

concerning western separatism prior to the announcement of

the Liberal Party's controversial budget of 1980. The re-

suIts showed that Alberta had the highest percentage lean

~ng.~oward independenc~ (Grescoe, 1981: 10). Giles Gherson

likewise noted, "the battery of squabbling separatist groups

never achieved any significant degree of visible support in

Manitoba, Saskatchewan or British Columbia" (1980b: 7).

Western Canada Federation became the largest organi-

zation advocating western separatism during thi~ period.

Elmer Knutson, an Edmonton businessman, unintentionally

founded West-Fed by writing an angry letter to the editor of

the Edmonton Journal in order to protest the Liberal Party's

victory in the 1980 federal general election with only two

seats from the West. In the letter, Knutson stated that

"French power" was taking over the country. As a result,

Knutson retorted, "Quebec must go, or we must kick them out

... They and us must divorce. The divorce must be done now

or else western Canada must separate physically as we did

politically last night" (Robertson, 1981: 102). This

letter apparently instigated the emergence of the largest

western separatist group during 1980.
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Knutson did not intend to pursue the matter further,

but felt that he had "a 'mora1 obligation' to lead a local

campaign toward western separatism" when he was deluged with

three-thousand calls and letters that offered him money,

support, and encouragement (Montreal Gazette, 1980: 19;

Robertson, 1981: 102). Knutson included twelve-thousand

dollars of his personal funds in order to start the campaign.

Also, the letter had attracted the attention of Robert

Matheson; the former vice-president of the Independent

Alberta Association. Together the two men formed West-Fed

on May 23, 1980 with Elmer Knutson as presijent and Robert

Matheson as vice-president (Skene, 1981b: 14).

The goal of West-Fed was to form a federation of

the four western provinces and perhaps the Yukon and the

Northwest Territories. Still, Knutson felt that West-Fed

was not a separatist group for a combination of historical

and legal reasons. According to Knutson, the British

Parliament's passage of the Statute of Westminster of 1931

made each province of Canada a sovereign state with the

right to self-determination. Robert Matheson explicitly

stated, "we are a sovereign province and we have every right

to do what we are proposing" (Cleroux, 1980b: 11). Thus,

Confederation was a myth. Moreover, the British North

America Act had never been ratified by the provinces (Ma,

1980: A19). As a result, Canadians never had a constitu-

tion. Hence, the ten provinces were "separate, sovereign

!
~
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and independent" (Winnipeg Free Press, 1981c: 49). Knutson

concluded, "How can we separate something that never was

put together" (Ibid.: 49)?

West-Fed did not intend to form a political party

since the process would take too long in order to fulfill

the organization's goal (MacDonald, 1980: 7). Knutson also

felt that "constitution-writing and nation-building comes

before political parties and should include all people of

whatever political party" (Godley, 1981: AI). Thus, West

Fed remained a "protest movement" and a "pressure group"

(Ma, 1980: A19). West-Fed would achieve its goal by

"collecting enough populist clout to pressure Lougheed in

to calling an assembly to draft a constitution for an in

dependent west" (Robertson, 1981: 105). The same strategy

was to be used in the other western provinces. Thus, the

initial demand of West-Fed was that the four western pro

vinces should hold an election to create a constituent

assembly. Next, the assembly would draft a constitution

for the new country (Williamson, 1981: 12). Later, the four

western provinces' electorate would vote on the draft in a

referendum (Cleroux, 1980b: 11).

If the draft was approved, "legislation approving

the new constitution would then be introduced in the Legis

lature of each province whose electors had approved the

constitution". Furthermore, "if the legislation passed,

the Queen would be told about it, 'praying for her Majesty's

f
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assent to such a constitution'" (Ibid.: 11). Afterwards,

West-Fed would cease to exist since its purpose would be

accomplished. Regarding additional policies, West-Fed i

favoured "unilingualism, capital punishment, abolition of

the metric system, a return to 'traditional immigration

sources and policiep', and no special privileges for minority

groups" (Blicq, 1981a: 9).

The founding meeting of West-Fed consisted of twenty

eight members. During August, approximately three-hundred

to five-hundred people attended a debate between former

British Columbia, cabinet minister Phil Gaglardi and Elmer

Knutson at the Hyatt Regency Hotel's ballroom in Vancouver.

Knutson then claimed that his organization had 5,000 members

in the four western provinces, the Yukon, and the Northwest

Territories (Spicer, 1980: AS). From the founding meeting

to the debate, organized meetings usually occurred in rural

Albertan towns. The rural meetings reportedly drew hundreds

of individuals.

A sharp increase in membership did not occur until

the federal government introduced its controversial budget

on October 28, 1980. Shortly afterwards, West-Fed organized

a rally at the Town and Country Centre in Airdrie, Alberta;

a small farming community. The five-hundred seat community

hall was reportedly filled (Cleroux, 1980b: 1). The audience

mainly consisted of small businessmen, ranchers, farmers, and

housewives (Zwarun, 1980: 27). Furthermore, the audience was
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described as being elderly and Progressive Conservative

(Skene, 1981b: 12). Bruce Roper, a former member of West

Fed, stated, "about half of the audience were convinced

separatists, a quarter were federalists, and the rest came

to find out what West-Fed was all about" (Cleroux, 1980b: 1).

At the meeting, approximately one-hundred-and-seventy

memberships were sold at a price of five dollars each

(op. cit.: 12). Western separatism, after the rally, was

proclaimed a 'grassroots movement' (Zwarun, 1980: 28).

Two days later, the characterization of West-Fed's

supporters changed as a result of a meeting held by Carl

Nickle. Nickle's decision to join West-Fed is significant

because he was considered an influential, community leader.

Indeed, Carl Nickle's personal background is impressive.

Nickle was the former editor of the Daily Oil Bulletin; the

so-called "bible in petroleum circles" (White, 1981: 4).

Nickle also had eleven directorships on company boards, one

of which was the Canada Trust Company (op. cit.: 28). More

over, Nickle was a director of the Canadian Unity Foundation

as well as a former Progressive Conservative MP for Calgary

South from 1951 to 1957. Thus, the conversion of an in

fluential and a former pro-federalist community leader gave

the western separatist movement credibility. Nickle's de

cision to join West-Fed as a member supposedly rt was a signal

to the Albertan business establishment that talk of separa

tism was no longer subversive" (Sallot, 1980a: 3). As a
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result, Nickle's membership helped to "put West-Fed on the

map" (Whi t e, 19 81: 4).

In November 1980, Carl Nickle held a luncheon meet

ing at the Calgary Inn in order to explain his reasons for

joining West-Fed. Seven-hundred to one-thousand seats at

ten dollars a plate were sold in less than forty-eight hours

without advance advertising (op. cit.: 3; Byfield, 1981b:

93). An additional three-hundred individuals stood outside

the hall to listen (Grescoe, 1981: 11). The audience con

sisted mainly of businessmen. As a result, western separa

tism was re-labelled a "blue-chip" movement (Ma, 1980: A19).

West-Fed apparently developed a wide base of support from

both farmers and Albertan businessmen. Moreover, Nickle's

meeting was significant because it was the largest turnout

for West-Fed (Winnipeg Free Press, 1980e: 10).

West-Fed gained additional momentum after Nickle's

meeting. In December, Knutson went to Winnipeg, Manitoba

in order to preach his message. Approximately four-hundred

people went to hear Knutson despite the cold weather of only

-22 Celsius (Vancouver Sun, 1980c: BIO). But, Knutson re

portedly drew a mixed response from the audience. The

audience was described as "some interested, a few hostile,

and others just curious" (Ibid.: BIO).

According to Dennis Epps, president of the Manitoba

branch of Western Canada Federation, West-Fed already had

three-thousand members in Manitoba at that time with minimal,
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active campaigning. Epps stated, "wetve never tried to sell

the idea - all the people we have came to us" (Ibid.: BIO).

The membership supposedly came from a variety of occupations

and areas. Regarding activities, the Manitoba branch of

West-Fed merely held one meeting during the summer prior to

Knutson's visit. The branch also had published only one

newsletter. Epps stated that he intended to organize addi

tional meetings in rural Manitoba (Ibid.: BIO).

Knutson extended his tour to other western provinces.

In January 1981, Knutson held a second meeting at the Hyatt

Regency Hotel in Vancouver. Approximately 1,000 to 1,500

people attended the gathering (Williamson, 1981: 12; Godley,

1981: AI). Hence, Robert Williamson reported, "West-Fed

bowled back into town vigorously soft-pedalling its separa

tist aims in its pitch to West Coasters, who have long dis

dained separatist outfits" (1981: 12). The rally apparently

represented the largest expression of British Columbians t

discontent with the federal Liberal government since the

federal general election of February 18, 1980 (Ibid.: 12).

It was estimated that four-hundred West-Fed members

from the Lower Mainland area attended the rally. Williamson

noted, "a large proportion of the rest of the audience con

sisted of well-heeled suburbanites, including bankers,

stockbrokers, builders and many small businessmen" (Ibid.:

12). Roaghly two-hundred people decided to join West-Fed

after the meeting.
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Knutson continued to tour for the organization in

the new year. After the meeting in Vancouver, Knutson

organized a rally in Weyburn, Saskatchewan where approxi

mately 800 to 1,400 people attended the gathering (Byfield,

1981b: 93). A four-day tour of Manitoba was also organized

at the end of January 1981. Knutson held meetings in

Minnedosa, Winkler, La Riviere, and Steinbach (Winnipeg

Free Press, 1981c: 49). In Minnedosa, the meeting consisted

of two-hundred people; mostly middle-aged farmers and their

wives (Ibid.: 49). In Winkler, one-hundred people gathered

to hear Knutson. Roughly twenty-eight people joined West

Fed (Blicq, 1981a: 9). At La Riviere, one-hundred people

attended his meeting~ West-Fed officials sold an additional,

forty memberships (Blicq, 1981b: 12).

By the end of March 1981, West-Fed supposedly had

thirty-thousand members. Half of the members reportedly

were Albertans (White, 1981: 4). West-Fed, in addition, J

opened eight offices across the West in less than a year

(Oake, 1981: A4). But as noted by various reporters, West

Fed's success was difficult to judge since Knutson would not

allow anyone to examine the organization's membership lists.

During the Manitoba tour, Knutson announced that

Western Canada Federation was planning a $4-million ad

vertising campaign (Winnipeg Free Press, 1981c: 49). The

organization needed a donation of one-thousand dollars each

from two-thousand farmers and/or businessmen to accomplish
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its fund-raising goal (Blicq, 1981b: 12). But on February

25, 1981, Western Canada Federation was merely looking for

people to donate one-thousand dollars to finance a $800,000

campaign (Streich, 1981: 10). Knutson expected the campaign

to "start in about a month and could generate about 400,000

new memberships" (Ibid.: 10). He had evidently reduced his

expectations concerning the amount of donations required for

the campaign. This reduction is important since it signals

the decline of enthusiastic support for the western separa

tist movement in 1981.

An indication of West-Fed's declining rate of growth

during the early months of 1981 was provided by the audi

ences' cool response to Knutson during his four-day tour of

Manitoba. Knutson's retort to the audiences' response also

indicated the diminishing enthusiasm and support for his

organization's goal; "if Manitoba doesn't want to go along,

it doesn't have to ... I'm confident Alberta is going and

pretty sure B.C. is going too" (Blicq, 1981b: 12).

But, rallies attracted diminishing support after

November 1980 even within Alberta, West-Fed's base of

support. For example, a planned rally at Edmonton's Jubilee

Auditorium in December 1980 had to be cancelled since the

organizers anticipated 'bad weather' (Gherson, 1980b: 7).

Yet, cold temperatures had not deterred the scheduling of

meetings and rallies previously.

Western Canada Federation was also plagued by in-
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ternal dissension. At a West-Fed directors l meeting after

Carl Nickle1s luncheon speech at the Calgary Inn, it was

reported that "Calgary oilmen spoke scathingly of amateurish

leadership and refused to allow funds they had raised to go

toward supporting other West-Fed chapters" (Ibid.: 7).

Furthermore, executive members of the organization began

to resign. In January 1981, Bruce Roper, a founding member

and vice-president of West-Fed1s Calgary chapter, left. In

March 1981, the entire Calgary executive and two members of

the Edmonton executive likewise departed from the organiza-

tion. Moreover, West-Fed1s Calgary office was closed and

the proposed $800,000 advertising campaign was cancelled

(~warun, 1981: 20a). Internal dissension reached its peak

during April 1981. At that time Elmer Knutson, the founder

and president of West-Fed, resigned from his position since

he was unable to resolve the organization1s internal con-

flicts (Vancouver Sun, 1981: A7).

One may ask, lwhat caused the internal dissension l ?

Although an incomplete answer, internal dissension stemmed

from the leadership of Elmer Knutson. Doug Owram, a his-

tory professor at the University of Alberta, observed, "the

whole movement was right-wing anyway, but the people on

the respectable right began to get a little embarrassed,

especially by the blatant racism" (Oake, 1981: A4). For

example, Knutson was criticized for making public references

to " c hinks, wops and French Jesuits" (Zwarun, 1981: 20a).
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Former members additionally charged Knutson with leading the

movement to right-wing ruin, especially his tirades against

"bilingualism, the metric system, and the dangers of

federally-imposed 'socialism'" (Vancouver Sun, 1981: A7).

As a result, the organization began to lose members, sym-

pathizers, and potential supporters (Oake, 1981: A4; Zwarun,

1981: 20a). Jim Rayment, a Calgary businessman, was elected

to replace Knutson as the new West-Fed president.

Another major separatist organization, the Western

Canada Concept, was established by Douglas Christie after

the Northwest Territories. Christie summarized the or-

ent nation from the four western provinces, tpe YUkon, and

ganization's aim as "one nation, one language (English),

his resignation from the Western National Party in July

1980. Western Canada Concept's goal was to form an independ-

I
j

independence for Western Canada" (Sallot,one Government

1980a: 3). It was proposed that a constitutional monarchy

would exist with the Queen as the Head of State. The

government would consist of two Houses; the Lower and the

Upper Chambers. The Lower Chamber would be based on re-

presentation by population while the Upper Chamber would

be based on representation by region. Christie also stated

that tariffs would be abolished. Moreover, the new nation

would remain with NATO and Norad (McMartin, 19&1: AIO).

The new nation and its government, according to

Christie, would be established through non-violent and
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democratic means only (op. cit.: 3). To accomplish its

aim, Western Canada Concept initially circulated a peti-

tion in order to force the provincial governments to hold a

referendum on independence (Skene, 1981b: 14). A ten year

moratorium on the vote was suggested by Christie to pro-

tect the referendum from newly arrived in-migrants from

Ontario (Sallot, 1980a: 3). If the provincial governments

ignored the petition and/or refused to hold a referendum,

Western Canada Concept would become a political party and

would thereby run candidates in the next provincial elec-

tions to obtain a vote on separatism (op. cit.: 14).

The organization's first major activity was a twenty-

three city tour of the western provinces. Christie started

the tour on July 1, 1980, but attendance at the meetings

was low. Denise Harrington noted, "Christie drew two

people in Brandon (Man.), eight in Winnipeg (Man.), twenty

five in Medicine Hat (Alta.), 275 in Lethbridge (Alta.),

and fifty-five in Edmonton (Alta.)" (1981: 28). Despite

the poor attendance, Western Canada Concept supposedly had

(

j

1,500 members by the end of the summer of 1980 (Spicer, 1980:
. ,----- --

A5) .

On October 31, 1981, Christie organized another tour

of the western provinces. This tour immediately followed

the pronouncement of the Liberal government's controversial

budget on October 28, 1980. As a result, attendance at the

meetings had notedly increased. A meeting in Lethbridge,
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for example, attracted four-hundred people. In Calgary,

two separate meetings were organized in order to accomodate

the audience. The meeting hall in Red Deer was reportedly

crowded. In Edmonton, approximately one-hundred people

attended the first meeting while roughly two-hundred-and-

fifty people went to the second gathering. Many of the

attendants stated that they only heard about the second

meeting by word of mouth; not by the advertisements placed

in a local newspaper (Christie, 1982: Tape #25, Sallot, 1980a:

3 ) .

From November 10 to November 20 Christie organized a

rally to be held in Edmonton's 2,700 seat Jubilee Auditorium.

On November 20, 1980, approximately 2,500 to 2,700 people

attended. The rally was regarded as the largest separatist

meeting in western Canada's history (Spectator, 1980c: 11).

At the rally, it was reported that "many ... signed member-

ship cards and a petition calling on the four Western pro-

vincial governments in order to hold independence referen-

dums" (Ibid.: 11). Although membership figures were not

provided, Western Canada Concept reportedly had 2,500
----"

members by mid-Novem~~r (Ma, 1980: A19).

But, attendance at Western Canada Concept's meet

ings decreased after the Edmonton rally. On December 8,

1980, Western Canada Concept organized another rally at the

2,700 seat Southern Alberta Jubilee Auditorium in Calgary.

Unlike the capacity crowd in Edmonton, only 1,100 people
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attended (Spectator, 1980e: 3). Also, there was a sub

stantial decrease in attendance at a Vancouver meeting.

It was reported that "only fifty people bothered to attend"

(Grescoe, 1981: 10). In the early months of 1981, Christie

merely attracted eighteen people to one Western Canada

Concept meeting (Zwarun, 1981: 20a). Clearly, Western

Canada Concept lost a substantial portion of its momentum

after November 1980.

It is important to note that dissension also existed

within Western Canada Concept. A splinter group formed dur

ing the week of organization for the Jubilee Auditorium

rally in Edmonton. The group was led by David Laird, an

Edmonton plumber. Appro~imately six local organizers joined

him. The splinter group was named the Rupert's Land In

dependence League. Similar to Western Canada Concept, the

Rupert's Land Independence League was "dedicated to Alberta's

independence by running candidates in provincial elections

and 'other peaceful means'" (Harrington, 1981: 32). But,

the group split from Western Canada Concept because they

did not want to join an organization based in Victoria,

British Columbia. Another reason for the split was because

Christie was supposedly withholding funds that were needed

to form an Edmonton local (Ibid.: 32).

Additional dissension existed within the Calgary

branch of Western Canada Concept. Torn McArthur, an owner

of a Calgary gemstone mining business and a former Social

J
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Credit candidate in the 1979 provincial election, claimed

that Christie was "thwarting a Calgary local's attempt to

organize" (Ibid.: 32) .. Also, McArthur felt that Christie

was "naive to believe Westerners were ready to vote for in

dependence in a referendum when they still feared it would

not be feasible" (Ibid.: 32). As a result, McArthur formed

the Western Party. The Western Party circulated a petition

in order to obtain official registration in Alberta. In

addition, the organization absorbed the Rupert's Land In

dependence League. But, Harrington noted that this party

declined very quickly. The Western Party's first meeting

only attracted fourteen people; including its own organizers

(Ibid.: 32).

In response to rumours of a merger between Western

Canada Concept and West-Fed, Knutson denied that the two

organizations were attempting to join forces. Knutson also

denied Christie's claim that the two leaders had met

(Winnipeg Free Press, 1980e: 10). There were two basic

reasons prohibiting the merger between Western Canada Con

cept and West-Fed. First, West-Fed had no immediate plans

to become a political party. West-Fed's policy, as noted

previously, was to work within the "mainstream political

parties of their choice by organizing at the riding level

to take control of constituency associations" (Cowan, 1981:

9). It was thereby hoped that political party affiliations

would not hinder persons from joining West-Fed. Meanwhile,
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Western Canada Concept was already a registered political

party in British Columbia. The two organizations therefore

had differences in their goals.

Second, West-Fed's aim was to create a federation of

the four western provinces. Western Canada Concept ad-

vocated the creation of a single government after separa-

tion. Due to this major difference in policy, the two

separatist groups showed few signs of joining forces (Cowan,

1981: 9).

Knutson did claim that West-Fed,hoped to unite with

other separatist organizations in the West. In fact, smaller

separatist groups were disbanding and asking their members

to join either West-Fed and/or Western Canada Concept (Ma,

1980: A19). For example, the Committee for an Independent

West advised its "members to "join \~est-Fed or the Christie

group" (Ibid.: A19). The Committee for an Independent West

was founded by Tom and Phil Matkin; both lawyers in Card-

ston, Alberta. The organization supposedly had two-hundred

members before it disbanded.

Another separatist organization, the Unionest Party,- -" ---..

was located in Saskatchewan. Its founder was Dick Collver,

former head of Saskatchewan's Prog~essive Conservative

Party. The Unionest Party's goal, unlike the previous

separatist organizations, was to unite the Western provinces

with the United states. Collver summarized the organiza-

tion's goal accordingly, "we have the same CUlture, same

J
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language, same religion. Our economy and politics are

dominated by the Americans anyway. So why not join the

United States? We are better off as Americans than as

second-class citizens in Canada" (Ibid.: A19). The Unionest

Party attempted to achieve party status in Alberta after

the Liberal Party'~ bUdget in 1980, but its efforts were

unsuccessful (White, 1981: 4). Still, it claimed one-

thousand members; approximately seven-hundred members in

Saskatchewan and three-hundred members in British Columbia

(Spicer, 1980: A5).

Neither West-Fed nor Western Canada Concept per-

ceived the Unionest Party as a serious alternative to Con-

federation. Douglas Christie noted, "nobody thought and I

didn't then nor do I now think it will ever succeed as an

idea. The idea of joining the United States appeals to

nobody As it turned out, the people of Saskatchewan

never did give any support to the Unionest Party" (1982:

Tape #25). Christie seemed to be adamantly against the

idea, "I argued in those days that it would be of no benefit

to the people of western Canada to substitute a foreign

bureaucracy five-thousand miles away in Washington for one

four-thousand miles away in Ottawa rT (Ibid.: Tape #25). As

indicated, the Unionest Party received minimal support.

The United_.J1_c:st Associa,t~_on, in comparison, t'las not---- -- ~-- ---- ------ ._--_. - _..-
J

a separatist organization. Patrick A. Brown was its founder _1

and president. The United West Association consisted of
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roughly one-hundred-and-fifty men "whose livelihood depended

on the health of the oil and gas industry" (Skene, 1981b:

12). The association also published its own newspaper en

titled United West News The Great Divide in order to in

form westerners of their current plight within Confedera

tion. Thus, the United West Association was similar to a

'pressure group'. But in a personal letter, Patrick Brown

warned, "our organization is not advocating separatism at

this time but we are well aware that 'once the work horse

is fully loaded it only takes one more feather to break its

back'''.

Lastly, there existed the National Party. The

National Party was founded in January 1981 by Hu Harries,

an ex-Liberal MP for the Edmonton-Strathcona riding from

1968 to -1972. The National Party of Canada was a pro

federalist party. It was formed in order to provide a

viable channel "for Western Canadians tired of being ig

nored by the existing federal parties" (Skene, 1981a: 26).

According to Harries, his party would "provide an answer

to those who felt the only alternative to frustration with

central Canada was separation" (Ibid.: 26). The National

Party's platform consisted of a reaffirmation of pro

vincial ownership of natural resources, a guarantee of world

prices for oil, sulphur, wheat and potash, and a reformed,

'regionalized' Senate (Ibid.: 26).

Harries' organizers had initially established offices
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in Vancouver and Edmonton. The National Party aimed at

attracting four-hundred delegates to a spring convention

in 1981. Harries planned a leadership convention for the

party in the fall of the same year. Afterwards, the National

Party intended to "contest any and all by-elections in pre

paration for the ul~imate test - a federal election" (Ibid.:

26). In the future, the National Party's organizers felt

that the Atlantic provinces could be a source of potential

support since the Atlantic provinces were engaged in a

fight with Ottawa over off-shore oil rights. But, there

was minimal support for the National Party and it appears

to have consisted of "little more than an announcement"

(Byfield, 1981b: 93).

Support for western separatism varied throughout

the "year after the federal general election on February 18,

1980 according to public opinion polls. In a survey con

ducted by Canada West Foundation, thirteen per cent of

westerners supported western separatism shortly after the

federal general election (Farquharson, 1980: C28). From

March 8-10, the Opinion Center, a Calgary-based research

company, conducted an opinion poll for the Calgary Herald

and the Edmonton Journal. The poll indicated that ninety

per cent of Albertans felt that the province should remain

within Confederation. Five per cent felt that the province

should separate while a further five per cent did not

offer an opinion. In other words, thirty-two of the six-
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hundred respondents expressed a desire for western separa

tism. In relation to the form of separation, "four of the

thirty-two opted for an independent Alberta alone, twenty

five preferred a western federation and the remaining three

expressed no opinion" (McCune, 1980: Al). The opinion

poll's results were. similar regardless of sex, age, educa

tion, occupation or place of residence (Ibid.: Al).

Canada West Foundation conducted another poll on

western separatism amongst Albertans in the week ending

October 25, 1980. The results indicated; eighty-five per

cent wanted to remain a part of Canada, seven per cent felt

the western provinces should form an independent country,

four per cent favoured a union with the United States,

two per cent favoured "something else - including Alberta

as a independent nation", and the remainder had· no opinion

or did not respond (stevens, 1980: 6). In other words,

eight-five per cent favoured Confederation while thirteen

per cent favoured separatism in Alberta (Ibid.: 6). Further

more, the Canada West Foundation's poll indicated that

ninety per cent favoured Confederation while nine per cent

favoured separatism across the four western provinces.

From this, the Canada West Foundation concluded, "there

was good reason to believe there were approximately 400,000

western Canadians who favoured breaking up the country"

(Ma, 1980: A19). This poll likewise indicated an increase

in separatist support after the 1980 federal general elec-
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tion. Moreover~ the poll indicated that separatist senti-

ment in Alberta was stronger than elsewhere in the region. -J

The Calgary Herald and the Edmonton Journal con

ducted their own poll after October 28~ 1980. The results

indicated that twenty-three per cent supported an independ-

ent West. The figure was "even higher than the hard-core

support for separatism in Quebec~ which usually runs about

twenty per cent" (Braid, 1980: AIO). Mel Hurtig, an Ed-

monton book publisher~ also commissioned a pUblic opinion

poll during the last two weeks of November 1980. The poll

asked~ 'Do you think Alberta should separate from the rest

of Canada?' (Sallot, 1980e: 8). Eighty-six per cent an-

swered 'no' while fourteen per cent answered 'yes'. The

results thereby indicated "an increase in separatist senti-

ments in Alberta" (Ibid.: 8). David Elton, professor of

political science at the University of Lethbridge, stated

that Hurtig's poll would have shown greater separatist

i
I

I
J

sentiment if the participants were asked if they favoured an

independent federation of the four western provinces (Ibid.:

8) .

But by January 1981, the vast increase in separatist

sentiment subsided. A poll conducted by the C.B.C. in-

dicated that separatist support returned to the pre-budget

levels of the four western provinces. Apparently, seventy-

five per cent favoured Confederation~ fourteen per cent

favoured separatism~ and eleven per cent did not respond

",
j

J
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(Winnipeg Free Press, 1981a: 1). Thus, support for western

separatism varied from five to twenty-four per cent after

February 18, 1980. The polls indicated further that western

separatist support in Alberta was the strongest than else-

where.

Interest in western separatism began to decline in

the early months of 1981. Western separatist meetings and

attendance had decreased (Gibbins, 1981b: 49). Polls in-

dicated that western separatist support stabilized at twelve

per cent by April 1981 (Oake, 1981: A4). In response, Mel

Hurtig stated, "I see no significant support for separatism

in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and British Columbia ... In

Alberta there does not appear to be any separatist threat in

the foreseeable future" (Vancouver Sun, 1981: A7).

Other observers felt that the "separatist balloon"

was "punctured" (Zwarun, 1981: 20a). By the end of April,

1981, Roger Gibbins, a political science professor at the

University of Calgary, stated, "in the short term, the

separatist movement in Western Canada is dead" (198lb: 49).

Suzanne Zwarun similarly argued, "the time seemed ripe for

west ern separat ism, and yet tE:~ idea went as quickly a::t it

had come. A 24-hour fever of the western psyche ... it has
(-------

subsided into public indifference and organizational chaos"

(op. cit.: 20a). The major problems with the separatist

movement, according to observers, was its lack of a well-

known credible leader and a clearly defined platform re-

J
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presenting a common interest among the four western provinces

(Gherson, 1980a: 9). The fighting within and between various

separatist organizations had also contributed to the decline

in the growth and support of the western separatist movement.

One may ask, 'Did the western separatist movement

during 1980 merely represent another fad'? The response of

politicians indicated the gravity of the movement's exist

ence. For example, Joe Clark, leader of the federal Pro

gressive Conservative Party, noted that western separatism

was real and strong. Clark added, lito pretend that anger

is not here is to guarantee that the anger will grow" (Globe

and Mail, 1980b:9). Senator Ernest Manning, Alberta's

Socred premier for twenty-five years, also noted, "1 a'11

deeply troubled by the large number of serious-minded people

in western Canada who a year ago would have rejected the

idea of separatism but who are now supporting organizations

advocating that the West separate" (Grescoe, 1981: 10).

During the height of western separatist activity,

Peter Lougheed, the premier of Alberta, recognized the

seriousness of the movement by sending an observer to Carl

Nickle's luncheon meeting (Sallot, 1980b: 4). Premier

Allan Blakeney of Saskatchewan stated that he expected "a

growth in western separatist groups and parties as 1981 goes

on" (Winnipeg Free Press, 1980f: 4). Premier Sterling Lyon

of Manitoba, in contrast, considered western separatism as

a nonissue. But in December 1980, Lyon felt that it was
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important to recognize the feelings of frustration by western

Canadians (Vancouver Sun, 1980c: BIO).

At the municipal level, Edmonton Mayor Cecil Purv~s

stated, "for the first time in my life, I am disturbed by

possible western separatism. It's real, it's deep, it's

cutting and it's bitter" (Sallot, 1980a: 3). Purves added,

"people who six months ago you never would have guessed were

separatist are now joining, and in numbers" (Ibid.: 3).

The western separatist movement thereby is difficult to dis

miss as a 'fasionable fad' since western separatism attracted

the serious attention of various politicians.

Western separatism is rightly perceived as a continu

ing threat regardless of its decline because lithe grievances

that the movement built on are all still there" (Zwarun, 1981:

20a). Thus, the western separatist movement is a reaction.

It is a "symptom of anger and frustration rather than a

genuine desire to separate" (White, 1981: 4). The western J

separatist movement arose as a result of underlying condi-

tions. The movement will continue to pose a dangerous threat

to Confederation if the underlying causes remain unresolved

and if the majority of the Western population no longer per

ceive viable channels of expression as open. Majorie Nichols

clearly expressed this view when she stated, "What the

chances for success of any new party would be are really

irrelevant to the political message here. Ordinarily sober

and dedicated public people do not spontaneously start talk-
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ing about new separatist parties, or new national parties,

or new coalition parties unless there is something wrong"

(Nichols, 1977: 4).

In other words, the western separatist movement did

not arise because western Canadians were disloyal citizens.

Rather, the wester~ separatist .movement may be perceived as

an indication that certain background conditions exist which

constitute western grievances. The western Canadian view is

explicitly stated by Doug Low, the last president of the

Independent Alberta Association, "most of the people in

western Canada are loyal citizens of Canada. Most of us would

like to see Canada continue to run. But we have to have some

changes made" (Williamson, 1979: 9). Western Canadians,

therefore, are no longer content to merely complain about

their grievances (Zwarun, 1980: 28). Without the use of

viable channels of expression and/or the existence of possible

solutions to their grievances, western Canadians may be

driven to separatism as the only available alternative.

West-Fed's slogan, "independence if necessary, but not

necessarily independence", clearly reveals the threat be-

hind the western separatist movement (Williamson, 1981: 12).

Conclusion:

A western separatist movement has existed from the

latter years of the 1960's to the present day. This chapter

has demonstrated three other factors about this movement.
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First~ the western separatist movement was located mainly

in Alberta, especially during its third phase. Second, the

supporters and/or sympathizers of the movement came from a

variety of social backgrounds. Third, the movement posed a

threat to Canada's unity.

The western separatist movement continues to exist

as a serious threat to Canada because the underlying causes

of the movement still persist and remain unresolved. The

purpose of this study is to examine the underlying societal

conditions that may have contributed to the rise of the

western separatist movement, particularly during 1980. This

study will focus on Albertan societal conditions since the

western separatist movement was and continues to be confined

largely to Alberta.
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CHAPTER TWO: A THEORETICAL APPROACH TO THE STUDY
OF THE SOCIETAL CONDITIONS RELATED
TO THE RISE OF THE ALBERTAN WESTERN
SEPARATIST MOVEMENT

Statement of the Problem

During the nineteen-seventies, the focus of national

attention was on Quebec and the possibility of Quebec

separatism. After the Front de Lib~ration du QU~bec crisis

in 1970, Quebec again captured Canadian concern with the

provincial, electoral victory of a separatist leader and
, , , ~

party, Rene Levesque and the Parti Quebecois, on November

16, 1976: From November 16, 1976 to May 20, 1980, the

issue of Quebec separatism frequently covered the front

pages of Canadian newspapers. But after the negative vote

on the issue of separatism in the Quebec referendum on

May 20, 1980, Canadian newspapers devoted more coverage to

the issue of western separatism. Thus, western separatism

appeared to suddenly emerge at that time.

This study will examine the societal conditions

that existed and that may have contributed to the rise of

the Albertan western separatist movement in 1980. Speci-

fically, ~here will be an examination of political, economic,

and social conditions that may have led to the development

of the Albertan western separatist movement. It must be

stressed that societal conditions merely influence people's

73
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actions indirectly; they do not dictate or determine them.

Thus~ this is an empirical~ exploratory study of societal

conditions that are indirectly related to the rise of the

Albertan western separatist movement. For an overall and

thorough understanding of the re-emergence and growth of

the movement~ additional studies of the various groups'

organizational structures and memberships must also be

conducted.

Since this study is limited to an empirical~ ex

ploratory study of societal conditions~ it is important to

clarify what is not being examined. First~ this study is

not an examination of the groups and organizations that

advocate western separatism in Alberta. Second~ this study

does not examine the reasons for the continued well-being,

success or failure of the western separatist movement.

Third, the study does not pretend to espouse a general

theory for the appearance of social movements. Fourth, the

study's purpose is not to test any particular theory's

ability to explain the occurrence of the Albertan western

separatist movement.

Consequently, one may ask, 'What is the significance

of a study that limits itself to an examination of societal

conditions in relation to the occurrence of an episode of

collective behaviour?' Waterman notes that an examination

of societal conditions is important since "larger societal

trends ... are likely to be more or less direct sources of
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motives, expectations, and resources that figure in the

decisions of the collectivities in question" (1978: 69).

Thus, an examination of Albertan societal conditions is

significant because they have underlied and, as a result,

they may have contributed to the rise of the given movement.

An Outline of a Theoretical Approach to the Present Study

Societal conditions in relation to the rise of the

Albertan western separatist movement will be examined basic

ally from the stance of collective behaviour. This is a

particularly appropriate choice for this study, since the

area of collective behaviour's theory and research ~n social

science explicitly emphasizes'the importance of examining

underlying societal conditions (Smelser, 1962: 5-12). The

interrelationship between societal conditions and episodes

of collective behaviour such as social movements is clearly

stated by Toch who notes "Society not only gives rise to

social movements, but also helps to determine their sUb

sequent fate. The relationship of social movements to the

world at large may promote, deflect, or retard their growth

or decline" (1965: 203).

Among collective behaviour theories, perhaps the

best known and also the most relevant to this research is

that developed by Neil J. Smelser (1962). There are two

main reasons for selecting Smelser's theory as the theore

tical framework for this study. First, as Marx and Wood
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note, Smelser's work provides the only comprehensive and

detailed theory of collective behaviour for researchers,

... Into a loosely organized field which was domin
ated by social-psychological and even psychological
theories, Smelser introduced a more sociological
approach to collective behavior. Where there was
previously little systematic analysis, Smelser in
troduced a highly systematic and broad, yet par
simonious, schema, in between middle-range theories
and entire systems analysis. (1975: 416)

Second, Smelser's theory provides virtually the only com-

prehensive approach to collective behaviour which is formu-

lated in such a way that it can be used as a tool for

empirical analysis. Lewis describes Smelser's theory as

IT ••• currently the only viable theory of collective behavior

available to sociologists" and notes that it "provides an

opportunity for integrating a large body of data on a

collective behavior episode with the only detailed theory

available" (1972a: 87). As a consequence, certain portions

of Smelser's theory are used here to help structure the

empirical examination of the indirect causal relationship

between societal conditions and the emergence of the Albertan

western separatist movement.

Before proceeding, the meaning of the term 'collec-

tive behavior' will be clarified. An episode of collective

behaviour, according to Smelser, refers to "an uninstitution-

alized behavior ... a behavior formed or forged to meet

undefined or unstructural situations" (1962: 8-9). Smelser

specifically states that the character of any episode of
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collective behaviour consists of an "uninstitutionalized

mobilization to reconstitute a component of social action

(values, norms, mobilization, and situational facilities)

on the basis of a generalized belief (hysterical, wish

fUlfillment, hostile, norm-oriented, and value-oriented)"

(Ibid.: 382).

The central defining characteristic of an episode

of collective behaviour, as indicated, is a "belief en

visioning the reconstitution of some component of social

action" (Ibid.: 11). Since there are five different types

of generalized beliefs, Smelser identifies and defines five

different types of collective behaviour: the panic, the

craze,. the hostile outburst, the norm-oriented, and the

value-oriented movements (Ibid.: 2). The five types of

collective behaviour can be reduced to two classes; the

"collective outburst panics, crazes, and hostile out-

bursts, which frequently (but not always) are explosive"

and the "collective movement ... collective efforts to

modify norms and values, which frequently (but not always)

develop over longer periods" (Ibid.: 3). In this research,

the rise of an episode of collective behaviour from the

second category is being examined since the movement has

developed over a period of time and has intended to change

certain segments of society in accordance with its goals

and interests.
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As the theoretical approach for this study is based

on Smelser's work, it is appropriate to begin with an indepth

examination of his theory of collective behaviour. First,

Smelser's theory can be divided into two parts. In the

second part, Smelser's theory focuses on the components

of social action (values, norms, mobilization, and situa

tional facilities) as well as the short-circuiting process.

The main purpose of the components of social action is to

develop "a language for describing and classifying action"

(Smelser, 1962: 383). Moreover, Smelser states that "it is

a 'flow chart' for tracing the course of action and not a

direct source of explanatory hypotheses" (Ibid.: 383). Thus,

the second part of the theory is mainly meant to describe

and classify the types of 'structural strain' within society.

As a result, it is seen as a basis for a typology of

'generalized beliefs' to be used when defining the various

types of collective behaviour. Given this, the second part

of Smelser's theory is irrelevant here since it lacks

pertinence with respect to the present, empirical study of

societal conditions.

The second part of Smelser's theory is inapplicable

to the present study for additional reasons. Smelser himself

recognizes that the components of social action are too

"abstract and distant from the concrete details of collec

tive behavior" (1962: 20). Marx and Wood also note that the

"formulation of typologies (in the second part of the
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theory) tend to be abstract and not well related to system

atic analysis of empirical data" (1975: 368). Hence> the

components of social action and the typologies will not be

incorporated into this study since they are highly abstract

and since they do not contribute a useful analytic approach

to the examination of societal conditions in relation to the

rise of a movement.

What then is the relevance of-Smelser's theory of

collective behaviour to this study? The study's purpose>

as indicated> is an examination of the societal conditions

which existed when a number of Albertans mobilized to form

and/or join western separatist organizations during 1980.

The first part of Smelser's theory is meant to answer a

similar yet broader question> "What determines whether an

episode of collective behavior of any sort will occur" (1962:

12)? As a result> portions of the first section of Smelser's

theory are useful in that they provide a theoretical frame

work for this study.

In the first part of the theory> Smelser identifies

the different types of conditions (determinants) that may

lead to an episode of collective behaviour. The determin

ants> in addition> must combine in a value-added process in

order for an episode of collective behaviour to occur. Un

like the theory's second part> the first part is meant as

an analytic model in order to provide 'explanatory hypotheses'

regarding the rise of an episode of collective behaviour
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(Smelser, 1962: 12 & 383). The first part of the theory is

thereby useful for the present study because the determinants

through a value-added process attempt to explain the occur-

rence of an episode of collective behaviour.

The determinants of collective behaviour, for Smelser,

are; structural con~uciveness, structural strain, the growth

and spread of generalized beliefs, precipitating factors,

mobilization of participants for action, and social control

(1962: 15-17). Moreover, Smelser states that these six

determinants must concurrently exist within society. The

examination here will therefore included a discussion on the

value-added process in relation to these determinants.

An Indepth Examination of the Theoretical Approach for
The Present Study

Smelser first introduces the determinant of struc-

tural conduciveness. For Smelser, this refers to the degree

of permissiveness within a social structure that allows or

encourages the development of collective behaviour (Smelser,

1962: 384). The meaning of the concept is further clarified

by asking, "Do certain structural characteristics, more than

others, permit or encourage episodes of collective be-

havior" (Ibid.: IS)? Structural conduciveness, in addition,

is perceived as the "most general necessary condition" in

order for an episode of collective behaviour to occur (Ibid.:

384). Thus,it will be determined if the condition of struc-
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tural conduciveness existed and thereby, possibly contributed

to the rise of the Albertan western separatist movement in

1980.

The second general condition that encourages the

rise of collective behaviour is the determinant of structural

strain. Smelser first isolates the determinant accordingly,

... Writers on collective behavior assume almost
universally that people enter episodes of (collec
tive) behavior because something is wrong in their
social environment ... They join reform and re
volutionary movements because they suffer from the
injustices of existing social arrangements. Such
assumptions isolate an important set of determinants
in the genesis of collective behavior. In this
study we group such determinants under the heading
of 'structural strain'. (1962: 47).

Smelser defines structural strain as "the impairment of the

relations among parts of a system and the consequent mal-

functioning of the system" (Ibid.: 384). In other words,

structural strain refers to an objective structural condi-

tion. Smelser notes that "some form of strain must be pre-

sent if an episode of collective behavior is to occur. The

more severe the strain, moreover, the more likely is such

an episode to appear" (Ibid.: 48).

Many recent analysts also perceive structural strain

as an important underlying factor in relation to the emer-

gence of an episode of collective behaviour. For instance,

Marx and Wood note that collective behaviour is often

associated with strain (1975: 375). Mar~ and Wood state

further, "when a group's traditional or anticipated way of
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life is disrupted, the likelihood of collective behavior is

increased ll (Ibid.: 376). The determinant of structural

strain will therefore be included within this study since

it is another 'general' determinant of societal conditions

and since it is also seen as a 'necessary' determinant in

order for an episod~ of collective behaviour to occur.

Smelser distinguishes two types of structural

strain. Smelser explicitly states, lIbefore we can classify

any event or situation as ~ source of strain, we must assess

this event or situation with reference to cultural standards

and personal expectations ... Strain, then always expresses

a relation between an event or situation and certain cul

tural and individual standards" (1962: 51). The determinant

may therefore refer to the existence of either actual or

lIanticipated" lIambiguities, deprivations, conflicts and dis

crepancies" within a society (Ibid.: 15-16 & 51).

A researcher, as a result, may examine the existence

of 'real' and/or of 'anticipated' structural strain(s). In

this study, the first type of structural strain will mainly

be examined with regard to Albertan societal conditions.

The reasons for focusing on the first type of structural

strain will be given later.

Smelser additionally notes that there is "no direct

causal link between a particular kind of strain and a parti

cular kind of collective behavior ll (1962: 47). Smelser

argues, "the connection, then between foci of structural
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strain and collective behavior is indirect" (Ibid.: 66).

The presence of actual structural strain, as indicated, may

merely contribute to an episode of collective behaviour.

This study, therefore, is primarily interested in the in

direct relationship between the existence of actual struc

tural strain and th~ emergence of the Albertan western

separatist movement during 1980.

The third determinant of collective behaviour is

the 'growth and spread of generalized beliefs'. This de

terminant will not be examined in the present study for

three major reasons. First, Smelser's analysis examines

the creation of generalized beliefs in the second part of

his theory where he deals with the components of social

action. The second part of the theory, as previously stated,

is irrelevant to this study for various reasons. As a

result, this determinant is not used here in relation to

the rise of the Albertan western separatist movement.

Second, Smelser's determinant of the growth and

spread of generalized beliefs is not included in this study

since it is presently being subjected to severe criticism.

For example, Marx and Wood note that the determinant is

castigated for "insufficiently dealing with heterogeneity

of beliefs among, and within, the rank and file and the

leaders" (1975: 407). Marx and Wood add further, "quantita

tive attitude studies of activists and of mass constituencies

has called attention to the heterogeneity of beliefs and
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motivations among those in the same social movement" (Ibid.:

382). Similarly, Stallings states that Smelser's assump

tion of "consensus among likeminded individuals as the basis

for order and organization" is unwarranted and that "a

more useful starting point is the assumption of hetero

geneity, with unit~ among movement participants seen as

problematic rather than as automatic" (1973: 476). Stall

ings adds, "the key problem then becomes the explanation

of collective action out of the heterogeneity of individual

definitions" (Ibid.: 476). In other words, it cannot be

assumed that beliefs are shared across the groups and/or

individuals as suggested by Smelser.

Third, the determinant of the .growth and spread of

generalized beliefs is excluded since the present study is

based on secondary sources. One might argue that it is

possible to tell from reports in newspapers etc. whether

there are generalized beliefs developing in Alberta. In

fact, Smelser used this approach to establish the existence

of generalized beliefs. However, Marx and Wood contend

that "when citing beliefs of specific movements, such as

the Townsend or Technocracy movements, Smelser cites studies

of movement ideologies, or statements from the movement's

literature, rather than data on the beliefs of the rank and

file" (1975: 407). Smelser is severely criticized for this

approach since "the use of general statements of movement

ideologies seems to imply that most, if not all, of the
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participants share these generalized beliefs" (Ibid.: 407).

Marx and Wood note that "there is a need to more carefully

analyze the interrelations of beliefs" (Ibid.: 408).

Stallings similarly states~ "there is a tendency to

confuse movements ideology with individual belief struc-

tures" by relying ~n pamphlets~ speeche~ monographs~ slogans~

and articles (1973: 470). Stallings adds~ "this is a form

of the ecology fallacy in which a collective phenomenon

(ideology) is used to predict the responses (beliefs) of

individuals" (Ibid.: 470). As a result of these criticisms~

the present study will not examine the possible existence of

the growth and spread of generalized beliefs based on se-

condary sources-.

Next~ Smelser introduces the determinant of precipi-

tating factors. The concurrence of the determinants of

structural conduciveness~ structural strain~ and the growth

and spread of generalized beliefs do not constitute suffi-

cient conditions in order for an episode of collective be-

haviour to occur (1962: 16). For Smelser~ "It is usually

a specific event which sets the flight (an episode of

collective behavior) in motion" (Ibid.: 16). Such specific

events are considered as precipitating factors. Smelser

elaborates~

these events may confirm or justify the fears or
hatreds in a generalized belief; they may initiate
or exaggerate a condition of strain; or they may re
define sharply the conditions of conduciveness. In
any case~ these precipitating factors give the
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generalized beliefs concrete, immediate substance.
In this way they provide a concrete setting toward
which collective action can be directed. (1962: 17)

Thus, the determinant of precipitating factors refers to

the occurrence of a specific event that may trigger an

episode of collective behaviour by providing concrete sub-

stance to the generalized beliefs within a society. This

determinant will therefore be incorporated into the present

study since it advocates an examination of tangible events

that may have triggered the rise of the Albertan western

separatist movement.

The determinant of mobilization of participants

supposedly brings the affected group into action (Smelser,

1962: 17). In his analysis of norm-oriented and value-

oriented movements, Smelser stresses that four factors

should be examined with respect to this determinant. They

are: "the role of leaders in organizing the movement for

action; the real and derived phases of mobilization; the

effect of the success or failure of the movement's specific

strategies and tactics" as well as "the effect of the move-

mentIs overall success or failure on its development"

(Ibid.: 296-297 & 355).

The determinant of mobilization evidently examines

the movement's internal structure and organization. This

study, as previously noted, is not an examination of the

Albertan western separatist movement per se. Rather, it is

a study of the underlying, societal conditions that existed
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and that may have contributed to the rise of the Albertan

western separatist movement. Therefore, the determinant of

mobilization will not be included in this study.

The last determinant of collective behaviour identi

fied by Smelser is social control. Unlike the other deter

minants, the opera~ion of social control is a "counter

determinant" with respect to the development and continued

existence of an episode of collective behaviour. To quote

Smelser, "the study of social control is the study of those

counter-determinants which prevent, interrupt, deflect, or

inhibit the accumulation of the determinants just reviewed"

(1962: 17).

For analytic purposes, Smelser distinguishes two

types of social control. First, it is possible to analyze

the type of social control that minimizes the determinants

of structural conduciveness and structural strain. This

type of social control prevents the occurrence of an episode

of collective behaviour (Smelser, 1962: 17).

The second type of social control is implemented

after the occurrence of an episode of collective behaviour.

According to Smelser, the second type of social control

"determines how fast, how far~ and in what directions the

episode will develop" (1962: 17). To assess the second type

of social control's effectiveness, it is asked how the

agencies of social control (e.g. the police, the press,

the religious authorities, and the community leaders) act
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in the presence of an episode of collective behaviour;

"Do they adopt a rigid~ uncompromising attitude? Do they

vacillate? or Do they themselves take sides in the dis

turbance" (Ibid.: 17)? In other words~ an examination of

this determinant is crucial because "once an episode of

collective behavior has appeared its duration and severity

are determined by the response of the agencies of social

control" (Ibid.: 384).

In this study~ the first type of social control will

not be included because it would be necessary to examine

them and their effects in person. Since this study is being

conducted outside of Alberta~ it is not feasible to exa

mine them adequately. Also~ the second type of social

control will not be included in the present study since it

deals with social controls after the occurrence of an

episode of collective behaviour. The purpose of this thesis

is to examine underlying societal conditions that may have

contributed to the rise of the Albertan western separa~ist

movement; not a response to it.

Lastly~ Smelser introduces the concept of the value

added process. For Smelser~ a single determinant is unable

to produce an episode of collective behaviour. Smelser

explicitly states~ "together the necessary conditions con

stitute the- sufficient condition for the episode" (1962:

382). Thus~ a sufficient condition for the occurrence of

an episode of collective behaviour is produced as a result
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of the concurrent existence of all of the above-mentioned

determinants. As suggested by the value-added process,

it will be ascertained if the chosen determinants were

present prior to the rise of the Albertan western separatist

movement during 1980. If they were present, Smelser's

theory can help explain how societal conditions contributed

to the rise of the given movement.

Another major point regarding the value-added

process is that the determinants of collective behaviour

do not need to occur within a specific order. Smelser

explicitly states, "the logic of value-added ... does not

posit a definite sequence for the empirical establishment

of events and situations" (Ibid.: 20). Instead, the. addi

tion of the various determinants of collective behaviour

is an analytic rather than a temporal process (Ibid.: 382).

Hence, this process may also help in explaining the occurr

ence of the Albertan western separatist movement in rela

tion to the chosen determinants.

All of Smelser's determinants, as indicated through

out the previous discussion, will not be employed here since

some of them deal with the nature of an episode of collect

ive behaviour and not the prevailing societal conditions

which may have contributed to the rise of the Albertan

western separatist movement during 1980. Moreover, certain

determinants are eliminated despite their usefulness since

the thesis is shaped by the quality and the availability of
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data on the western separatist movement as well as by the

inability to obtain the co-operation of the various western

separatist organizations to participate in a related

scientific study. Nonetheless, the selected determinants

of structural conduciveness, structural strain, and pre-

cipitating factors. comprise an adequate, analytic approach

for the purposes of this study.

Though the limitation of concepts may appear as a

shortcoming, this approach is supported by Maurice Pinard

who argues that all of the determinants in Smelser's theory

are not of equal weight (1975: 246). In fact, Pinard notes,

"structural conduciveness and structural strain are the

two most important determinants of collective behaviour"

(Ibid.: 21). The other determinants of collective behaviour,

for Pinard, are primarily expected to follow the two, 'most

important' determinants (Ibid.: 246). Pinard explicitly

states,

once the conditions are ripe with strain and conduc
iveness, these will be in part responsible for the
setting of precipitating events and even, to a
certain extent, mobilization for action ... many
other factors may also be involved in the activa
tion of the other determinants, but we suggest that
strain and conduciveness can be two important
causes of these determinants. (Ibid.: 246-247)

Pinard continues, "we do not imply that -the latter deter-

minants are not necessary factors in protest movements,

but simply that they are not wholly independent factors,

and therefore, not as fundamental as strain and conducive-

riess" (Ibid.: 247). Thus, the independent determinants of
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structural conduciveness and structural strain are both seen

as the most important and fundamental conditions for the

"appearance of a new movement" (Ibid.: Ill).

A common critique of Smelser's theory is that "al-

though the six conditions of collective behavior have

stimulated much di~cussion and research, these conditions

are not well operationalized ll (Marx and Wood, 1975: 411).

For example, Marx and Wood state that the determinant of

structural conduciveness is II potentially useful but also

ambiguous II (Ibid.: 409). Similarly, Firestone notes that

there is a II problem in specification of the concept of

strain ll (1974: 119). The concepts from the first part of

Smelser's theory are evidently inapplicable in their pre-

sent state to a study of societal conditions since they are

too abstract. Marx and Wood clearly indicate lIin many

cases the concepts must be further operationalized" (op. cit.:

371). Thus, the remainder of this chapter will attempt to

operationalize the concepts of structural conduciveness,

structural strain, and precipitating factors.

Operationalization of the Determinants of Collective Be
haviour to be Used in this Study

In any study which attempts to employ a theory as

a basis of social analysis, it is important to consider how

best to operationalize the concepts which will be used. As

for the present study of the societal conditions precipitat-
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ing the rise of the western separatist movement in Alberta,

this task is made easier by the fact that several of Smelser's

concepts have already been operationaliz~d and used as the

basis of other studies. For example, Smelser's concept of

the determinant of structural conduciveness underlies much

of Maurice Pinard's analysis of the rise of a third party in

the province of Quebec (1975). Similarly, in his theory of

revolution, James C. Davies operationalizes many of the

attributes which are related to the determinant of struc

tural strain. Likewise, there have been several studies

which have attempted to examine the impact of 'precipitating

factors' on episodes of collective behaviour. Consequently,

the rest of this chapter will concentrate on the ways in

which these earlier studies have operationalized the key

concepts which are to be used here and will begin to assess

the implications of these works for this study's analysis.

In examining Pinard's operationalization of the

determinant of structural conduciveness, we will examine

his theory of one-party dominance, assess the ability of

that theory to explain the rise of the Social Credit Party

in Quebec, and examine how his theory can form the basis of

the present analysis. Also, it will be determined if Pinard's

method of operationalizing the determinant of structural

conduciveness can be applied to this study.

The present study will likewise use James C. Davies'

theory of revolution in order to operationalize the deter-
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minant of structural strain. After a discussion of Davies'

theory, a critique of his work will be given. Despite the

critique, it will be argued that the theory of revolution

still suggests a method of examining actual conditions as

well as anticipated expectations within a society through

the use of various.economic and psychological variables.

The last section of this theoretical chapter will

operationalize the determinant of precipitating factors.

The concept of 'issues' will be introduced and defined in

ord~r to help explain the rise of a social movement. It

will be argued that an examination of 'issues' within a

society is important because 'issues' may act as precipitat

ing factors. Therefore, an examination of possible 'issues'

within Alberta will be necessary since the existence of

issues may have acted as precipitating factors in relation

to the rise of the Albertan western separatist movement.

Operationalization of the Concept of Structural Conduciveness

There are two major reasons for selecting Maurice

Pinard's method of operationalizing the concept of structural

conduciveness. First, Pinard recognizes structural con

duciveness as an important determinant in relation to an

episode of collective behaviour since it "generally deter

mines which courses of action are structurally possible"

(1975: 246). The present study, as noted previously, also

recognizes the importance of the determinant of structural
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conduciveness with respect to an examination of Albertan

societal conditions. Second, Pinard's method of operational

ization is selected because he offers the only concrete,

analytic method of operationalizing the determinant of

structural conduciveness available in the literature. As

a result, it will be beneficial to examine how Pinard has

operationalized the concept and how Pinard's method of

operationalization can be applied to this study.

The determinant of structural conduciveness, for

Pinard, refers to a political variable; the conduciveness

of the party system or the existence of one-party dominance.

Structural conduciveness or one-party dominance in a two

party or multi-party system refers to "'a situation in

wtich the party in power cannot be seriously challenged by

t~e opposition party' since 'the latter is too weak to re

place the former'" (Ibid.: 22). Thus, structural conducive

ness refers to the lack of an alternative, opposition party

to the party that forms the government. With the elector

ate's unwillingness to support a weak opposition, a third

party will likely emerge as an alternative channel for the

expression of the electorate's discontent, especially under

the condition of structural strain.

At this point, a correlation possibly exists between

the emergence of a third party and the weakness of the

opposition. Graham White describes the possible correla

tion accordingly, "when a third party does arise, its
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strength will be negatively related (at the electoral-

district level) to the previous strength of the opposition

rather than of the dominant party" (1973: 402). If an

opposition party is seen as an adequate, alternative

source to the dominant party in power, the emergence of a

third party is unlikely. As indicated, it is the strength

of the opposition party, not the strength of the dominant

party, that is important with respect to the determinant of

structural conduciveness (op. cit.: 451).

The condition of one-party dominance is specifically

determined by the following key proposition;

the indications are that whenever the opposition
party (or the strongest of many opposition parties)
fails to retain at least a third of the votes while
in opposition, it tends to be replaced by 'third'
parties. In other words, a third of the votes seems
to be the empirical cutting point below which a
situation of one-party dominance is created. Con
versely whenever there exists a strong two-party
system, third parties usually fail to make any
serious inroads. (Pinard, 1975: 37)

It is this measure that will be used in order to ascertain

if the determinant of structural conduciveness existed

within Alberta as a societal condition in relation to the

rise of the Albertan western separatist movement during 1980.

Pinard's analysis of the 1962 federal election in

Quebec provides a concrete example of how to apply his

theory. Pinard determines whether the determinant of

structural conduciveness, as operationalized by his approach,

is an important condition with respect to the rise of
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Quebec's Social Credit party. Pinard's findings indicated

that there were no cases of Conservative one-party dominance

in any Quebec electoral districts. Pinard further observed

that the success of the Social Credit party was stifled in

districts with stronger Conservative support (Ibid.: 25).

Overall, the Conservatives in Quebec were not a viable

alternative to the Liberals. Thus, Pinard concludes, "this

finding supports our argument that ... the weakness of the

Conservative party and the ensuing Liberal one-party domi

nance created a situation conducive to the rise of the

Social Credit Party" (Ibid.: 25). As a result, the deter

minant of structural conduciveness, as operationalized by

Pinard, is considered as· an important condition with respect

to the Social Credit party's rise. In the present study, a

similar analysis of the societal condition of structural

conduciveness in Alberta will be conducted. Thus, it will

be ascertained if the determinant of structural conducive

ness may have contributed to the rise of the Albertan

we~tern separatist movement in 1980.

Pinard extends his analysis to determine if the

theory of one-party dominance can explain the rise of

other third parties at the provincial and federal levels

in Canada. The results of his analyses were affirmative.

Pinard concluded, "the hypothesis that one-party dominance

is conducive to the rise of third parties seems to account

for instances other than the 1962 upsurge of Social Credit
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in Quebec ... in short, one-party dominance precedes and is

a factor in the rise of new movements" (Ibid.: 36 & 69). In

other words, the existence of strong opposition parties

constitute serious deterrents while the existence of weak

opposition parties constitute conditions of conduciveness

with respect to th~ possible rise of third parties (Pinard,

1975: 38-39). Thus, structural conduciveness is seen as a

necessary and fundamental determinant in relation to the

rise of other third parties.

However, the issue here is whether or not Pinard's

theory of one-party dominance contributes to an explanation

of the rise of the Alber~an western separatist movement

during 1980. One may ask, 'Why must the dissatisfied turn

to a third party as the new channel in order to express

their concerns and interests?' In fact, the dissatisfied

do not need to limit their channels of expression to third

parties. Social or political movements are other methods

of expressing the dissatisfied's concerns and interests.

Social movements are generally seen as informal organiza

ti8ns that function as channels in order to express feel

ings of discontentment or frustration with a society. Toch

elaborates, "when people feel themselves abandoned or

fr~strated by conventional society, they can sometimes by

pass established institutio~s and create informal social

organizations 'on the side'" (1965: 3). For Toch, the pur

pose of the informal social organizations is to provide
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unavailable services in order to "protest indignities, to

escape suffering, to release tension, to explain confusing

events, or in some other way to create a more tolerable

way of life than is afforded by existing formal organiza

tions" (Ibid.: 3). Thus, people may turn to social move

ments in order to express their grievances if conventional

channels of expression are or are perceived to be closed.

Pinard also realizes that "one-party dominance will

tend to give rise to what we might call protest movements"

(1975: 442). Although Pinard considers the theory of one

party dominance as a "more or less stable feature of the

party structure which, given the appearance of strain dur

ing certain periods, will give rise to third .parties", the

theory of one-party dominance can be used in other studies

in order to determine if it is a necessary condition for

the rise of different channels of expression for dissatis

fied concerns and interests; i.e. the rise of social and/or

political movements. In other words, there is no guarantee

that dissatisfied concerns or interests will be expressed

merely through "conventional politics" to achieve change

(Costain, 1981: 101). Thus, Pinard's method of operational

izing the determinant of structural condiciveness can be

applied to this study.
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Operationalization of the Concept of Structural Strain

At this point, a possible method of operationalizing

Smelser's second determinant of structural strain will be

examined. In this study, James C. Davies' theory of re

volution is selected in order to operationalize the deter

minant since he provides an account of how the concurrent

existence of actual and anticipated structural strains con

tribute to an explanation of the rise of a revolution or

rebellion. In other words, Davies' theory is used here

because it apparently incorporates Smelser's distinction

of the two types of structural strain.

Before proceeding, it is important to note that

Davies' theory of 'relative deprivation' mainly attempts

to explain the rise of revolutions or rebellions. The

present study might be criticized for operationalizing

Smelser's determinant of structural strain by using Davies'

~heory on the grounds that it cannot be applied to examina

tions of different types of social and/or political move

ments.

This criticism is easily resolved by Davies who

notes that his theory is applicable to other movements; not

merely the revolutions and rebellions that he has examined;

i.e. the Dorr's Rebellion of 1842, the Russian Revolution

of 1917, and the Egyptian Revolution of 1952 (1962: 14).

Wallis also observes that Davies' theory of revolution has

already been used in many, various analyses of social move-
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ments (1975: 360). As a result, it is logical that the

given theory can be applied to this study as well.

Davies begins his theory by stating that it is

difficult to determine the time of a revolution's or a re-

bellion's occurrence. Davies notes that various theorists

attempt to explain. the rise of revolutions in relation to

periods of either social and economic progress or regress.

Unlike the previous theorists, Davies incorporates both

perspectives within his theory since "both ideas have ex-

planatory and possible predictive value, if they are jux-

taposed and put in the proper time sequence" (1962: 6).

Thus, the key proposition of Davies' theory is that "re-

volutions are most likely to occur when a prolonged period

of objective economic and social development is followed by

a short period of sharp reversal" (Ibid.: 6). As a result,

a discernible pattern exists in relation to the rise of a

revolution or rebellion with respect to 'objective' societal

conditions.

But as previously noted, Davies does not limit his

explanation of the rise of revolutions to an examination of

objective, structural strains. In fact, Davies develops

his theory further by noting that

the all-important effect on the minds of people in
a particular society is to produce, during the
former period, an expectation of continued ability
to satisfy needs - which continue to rise - and,
during the latter, a mental state of anxiety and
frustration when manifest reality breaks away from
anticipated reality. The actual state of socio-
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economic development is less significant than the
expectation that past progress, now blocked, can
and must continue in the future. (1962: 6)

Political stability and instability are thereby dependent

upon a state of mind. Davies concludes, "it is the dis-

satisfied state of mind rather than the tangible provision

of 'adequate' or 'inadequate' supplies of food, equality

or liberty which produces the revolution" (Ibid.: 6).

From this discussion, Davies' theory obviously includes

Smelser's distinction between the two types of structural

strain. In addition, Davies establishes the importance of

determining whether or not subjective as well as objective

structural strains exist within society.

Davies incorporates this distinction between the

two types of structural strain into the following theory.

For a revolution or rebellion to occur, a gap develops

between the existence of expectations and gratifications.

In other words, a gap widens between the actual and the

expected conditions within a society. As a result, the

people's situation becomes more intolerable as the gap

widens between what the people want and what they can get.

Davies clearly expresses his theory in the given chart:
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Chart 2-1 Davies' Theory of Need Satisfaction
and Revolution
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~his theory is known as the 'J-curve' pattern.

At this point, the concept of 'gratifications' needs

to be clarified. For Davies, 'gratifications' refer to the

satisfaction of basic needs. They may range from "physical

(food, clothing, shelter, health, and safety from bodily

harm) to social (the affectional ties of family and friends)

to the need for equal dignity and justice" (Ibid: 8). Hence,

basic human needs have a very wide range. The necessary

ingredient in order for a revolutionary state of mind to

occur is a threat to the satisfaction of these needs.

Davies explicitly states, "the necessary additional ingre-

dient is a persistent, unrelenting threat to the satisfact-

ion of these needs: not a threat which actually returns

people to a state of sheer survival but which puts them in
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the mental state where they believe they will not be able to

satisfy one or more basic needs" (Ibid.: 8). Thus, physical

deprivation may not be the prime factor for the occurrence

of a revolution, rather, the prime factor is probably the

fear of losing "ground gained with great effort" (Ibid.: 8).

Moreover, ~t must be stressed that there is a dis

tinction between the two psychological variables of Smelser's

generalized beliefs and of Davies' rising expectations.

Generalized beliefs, for Smelser, are akin to magical beliefs

since they envision the reconstitution of the components of

social action in order to alleviate structural strain (1962:

8 & 11). The nature of Davies' expectations, in comparison,

can be described as projections. These projections or ex

pectations are based upon previous experiences with respect

to the fulfillment of 'expected need satisfactions'. Since

the 'actual need satisfaction' is no longer able to parallel

the 'expected need satisfaction', a gap develops between

actual and expected societal conditions. As a result, a

revolution or rebellion may occur. Davies' expectations, as

indicated, differ from Smelser's gen~ralized beliefs in that

they do not incorporate a vision or solution in order to

alleviate structural strain. Thus, the two concepts are dis

tinct although they are both psychological variables. Davies'

concept of rising expectations is merely an elaboration of

Smelsers' determinant of anticipated structural strain; not

an elaboration of Smelser's concept of generalized beliefs.
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Although Davies states that the prime factor to be

examined is the prevailing mood or state of mind in a society~

the present study will primarily. examine the underlying

state of economic conditions since the various western

separatist organizations did not wish to participate in a

survey of their me~berships' subjective perceptions and ex

pectations. As a result, this study is mainly concerned with

an examination of 'actual' economic conditions that may

have contributed to the rise of the Albertan western separa

tist movement during 1980. The analysis will therefore be

based on various indicators "in order to determine if actual

economic conditions within Alberta followed the J-curve

pattern suggested by Davies. However, an analysis of anti

cipated structural strain will be included in Chapter 5 of

this study through the use of attitude questions from the

Social Change in Canada Study (1979).

Operationalization of the Concept of Precipitating Factors

In the field of collective behaviour~ Johnston notes

that social movements may be seen as "responses to problems

which inhere in the social structure" (1980: 334). Like

wise~ Toch realizes that the expression of grievances and

the formation of collective behaviour "must stem from

specific discontents of specific people with specific situa

tions in which they find themselves" (1965: 5). Aya also

notes~ "righteous indignation over concrete grievances~ not
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frustration, best describes the impetus to action" (1979: 70).

Thus, an additional factor should be included with respect

to an examination of societal conditions; the possible

existence of present-day issues. This study will therefore

attempt to identify and to examine possible issues in

Alberta that may h~ve thereby contributed to the rise of

the Albertan western separatist movement.

At this point, the concept of 'issues' will be de

fined since it is used to operationalize the determinant

of precipitating factors. An issue is described as being

a matter that is characterized by disagreement amongst

people. Moreover, an issue is a matter that people have the

right to disagree upon. Thus, disagreement, argument, and

counterargument are allowed on the matter under discussion

(Killian and Turner, 1957: 219-220). In addition, issues

emerge through discussion and intercommunication among

members and groups constituting the public (Ibid.: 248).

Blumer extends the meaning of issues further, "the exist

ence of an issue means that the group has to act, yet

there are no understandings, definitions, or rules pre

scribing what that action should be. If there were, there

would be no issue" (1953: 189). In conclusion, an issue

consists of discussion in order to determine a new method

of action with respect to an unresolved problem or situa

tion. In other words, an issue arises in the absense of

traditional or established understandings, definitions or
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rules in relation to behaviour.

Hans Toch emphasizes that "the definition of motives

in social movements must point to specific situations in

which the person finds incentive to action" (1965: 202).

But, one may ask, 'How does the existence of societal condi

tions, structural qonduciveness and structural strain, in

directly lead to an episode of collective behaviour within

society'? In other words, "How does the ex"istence of struc

tural conduciveness and/or structural strain convert certain

people into mobilizing for collective action" (Aya, 1979:

52)? A direct causal relationship cannot be presumed to

exist between frustration and revolt.

Rod Aya contributes a partial solution in relation

to the connection between the existence of conducive, societal

conditions and the occurrence of an episode of collective

behaviour. Aya states, "collective violence is no mere

eruption of rage. Its motive lies in, not vague social

frustrations, but principled complaints over recognized

bones of contention between groups" (1979: 70). Aya suggests

that the emergence of issues from conditions of structural

conduciveness and/or structural strain act as the linkage

between the societal conditions and the occurrence of an

episode of collective behaviour. Issues draw attention to,

as well as express, societal conditions that raise dis

content and grievances. This in turn enhances the possibi

lity of the occurrence of an episode of collective behaviour.
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Still~ there is the need to know when a strain will

contribute to the occurrence of an episode of collective

behaviour. Marx and Wood note~ "all societies have a

certain amount of strain~ but collective behaviour is

not continually in existence" (1975: 411). Marx and Wood

continue~

Smelser would argue that for a given strain to in
fluence collective behavior~ it must fit within the
realm of a conducive social structure~ and it must
combine with the other determinants of collective
behavior. Even when these arguments are granted~

however, we are still left with the problem of
specifying.how much strain needs to exist before
it helps generate collective behavior.

(Ibid.: 411)

In response to Marx's and Wood's question~ Killian and

Turner argue that the degree of strain needed in order to

generate collective behaviour occurs when issues arise·

from the condition of structural strain and/or structural

conduciveness. Killian and Turner explicitly state, "emerg-

ing movements partially reflect the definitions of issues

that already prevail and partly supply their own modified

definitions to the publics" (1957: 525). Killian and Turner

apparently see emerging movements as incorporating the pre-

vailing issues within a society. Therefore~ an examination

of the existence of possible issues within Alberta will be

conducted since the prevailing issues may have contributed

to the rise of the Albertan western separatist movement.

A major source for the emergence of issues and
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thereby a possible explanation for the mobilization of

collective behaviour is the "policy arena" (Cameron, 1974:

145). By policy arena, Cameron refers to "the degree to

which policies create or maintain perceptions of relative

deprivation - which provides the spark for mobilization

efforts" (Ibid.: 145). Hence, mobilization is the result

of policy conflict and "in particular, of perceptions of

relative deprivation vis-~-vis national policy" (Ibid.: 146).

In other words, mobilization of collective behaviour is

not directly deter~ined or caused by societal conditions.

There is the need for societal conditions to be translated

into issues; specifically within the policy arena.

David Cameron continues, "mobilization efforts

more often than not represent the resistance of groups which

believe that public policy discriminates against them and

that they are peripheral to its formation" (Ibid.: 169).

Cameron concludes, "the critical independent variable which

gives rise to mobilization efforts involves ... the con

text of public policy. In other words, it is in the

structures, processes, and outputs of national policy that

one must look for an explanation of why mobilization first

occurs" (Ibid.: 169). Costain notes that "social movements

typically arise in response to serious disaffection with

the current course of public policy" (1981: 100). Thus,

it will be determined if certain public policies by the

federal government in particular may be regarded as issues



or as precipitating factors in relation to the rise of

the Albertan western separatist movement.

Conclusion

In conclusion, it must be stressed that "collective

behavior arises out of a complex of societal roots and not

from a single condition" (Killian and Turner, 1957: 39).

In other words, there exists a complexity of conditions that

instigates the rise of an episode of collective behaviour

as suggested by Smelser's value-added process. As a re

sult, this study will operationalize three major determin

ants from the first part of Smelser's theory in its analysis

of societal conditions within Alberta. The three major

determinants to be used and operationalized are; structural

conduciveness, structural strain, and precipitating factors.

As previously noted, the determinant of structural

conduciveness is operationalized through the use of Maurice

Pinard's theory of one-party dominance. The operationaliza

tion of the determinant of structural strain is based on

James C. Davies' theory of revolution while the concept

of issues is used in order to operationalize the determinant

of precipitating factors. Overall, the present study's

purpose is to examine the societal conditions that existed

and that may have thereby contributed to the rise of the

Albertan western separatist movement, particularly during

1980.
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CHAPTER THREE: AN EXAMINATION OF ISSUES CONTRIBUTING TO
THE RISE OF THE ALBERTAN WESTERN SEPARATIST
MOVEMENT

Issues, as previously noted, are regarded as precipi-

tating factors in relation to the rise of an episode of

collective behaviour. At this point, it will be beneficial

to give a recapitulation of why issues emerge and the im-

portance of their emergence. Issues emerge in response to

specific problems within a society. Basically, issues stem

from problems of structural conduciveness and/or structural

strain. They therefore draw attention to the problems re-

lated to societal conditions. By drawing attention to

societal conditions, issues may act as catalysts in relation

to the rise of an episode of collective behaviour. As a

reSUlt, it is important to examine the existence of specific

issues as possible precipitating factors related to the rise

of the Albertan western separatist movement.

A number of issues existed during the rise of the

Albertan western separatist movement throughout its numerous

phases. Many of the specific issues were a continuation of

previously expressed grievances. Continual grievances within

Alberta during the preceding, ten-year period included the

existence of protective tariffs and duties, the maintenance

of differential freight rates, the unavailability of an

adequate number of railway cars for grain transportation,

116
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the problem of extending foreign markets for western pro

ducts, the difficulty of obtaining finance and credit from

eastern-based, financial institutions, the struggle over tax

revenue sharing between the federal and the provincial govern

ments, the difficulty in patriating the constitution, the

lack of western po~itical representation in the House of

Commons, the minimal presence of western interests within

the federal government's decision-making arena, and the

lack of regional, economic diversification. Although a

certain number of these historical issues have "lost much

of their potency, in part because today's urban population

knows less about such issues (e.g. tariffs, freight rates

and transportation policy), and in part because these issues

are of marginal relevance to the individual economic self

interest of most western Canadians today", they are still

perceived as grievances by present-day Albertans (Gibbins,

1978: 40).

However, the continual existence of these historical

issues does not account for the rise of the Albertan western

separatist movement during its various phases. One may

ask, 'Why have the historical issues not acted as catalysts

of collective behaviour prior to the given phases of the

Albertan western separatist movement'? Indeed, the question

raises scepticism r.egarding the legitimacy of considering

issues as precipitating factors.
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In response, a distinction exists between the pre

sence of older and of recent issues. The appearance of

"new" issues apparently act as the catalysts in relation ->

to the rise of an episode of collective behaviour (Gibbins,

1978: 40). Hamilton and Pinard indicate further that the

'decisive' issues ~ould be "ones which strongly affect the

populace in its interests or in its moral and political

values" (1978: 773). The older issues, on the other hand,

merely perform a supportive or a legitimizing task. As a

result, there will only be an examination of the recent

issues that existed and that possibly instigated the rise

of each phase of the Albertan western separatist movement.

The selection of recent issues as precipitating

factors for each phase will be based on two criteria. First,

a specific event will be considered an issue if it concerns

the general interest of the Albertan population. The popu

lation's general interests will be determined by the extent

and the prominence of media coverage given to specific

events. Second, specific events that may be considered as

precipitating factors will be determined by the Albertan

western separatist organizations' grievances. Newspaper

articles will mainly be used to determine these organiza

tions' grievances since the organizations were unwilling

to participate in this study. After selecting the recent

issues for each phase, there will be a discussion of why

the selected, specific events may have acted as precipitat-
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ing factors. Thus, the purposes of this chapter are to

determine if precipitating factors existed immediately prior

to the rise of each phase of the Albertan western separa-

tist movement and to ascertain the possible reasons for a

specific event in becoming a precipitating factor.

Phase I - Issues Prior to the Development of the Albertan
Western Separatist Movement During the Late 1960's

In May 1969, former Progressive Conservative leader

Robert Stanfield stated that western discontent in Canada

had been reawakened as a result of the federal government's

national policy (Spectator, 1969c: 14). The re-emergence

of western discontent apparently arose from the federal

government's introduction of the Official Languages Act

to the House of Co~~ons in October, 1968. The extent of

western resentment that emerged in relation to this specific

event will currently be determined.

In April 1969, Chatelaine conducted a survey on

attitudes towards the new legislation on official bilingual-

ism. The western response, as indicated, was overwhelmingly

negative,

Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba were, in general
emphatically against concessions (official biling
ualism) ... They said no (52 per cent) to official
bilingual districts across Canada, no (59 per cent)
to recognition of French as a language of debate in
the Legislature; they were evenly divided (46 per
cent yes, 45 per cent no) about bilingual rights in
civil court cases, though more agreed than disagreed
with bilingualism in all supreme courts (53 per cent)
and criminal courts (49 per cent). (Gillen, 1969: 41)
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Regarding individual bilingualism, "Alberta, Saskatchewan

and Manitoba again showed the least interest (35 per cent,

29 percent and 33 per cent)" (Ibid.: 41) ..

The Toronto Daily Star obtained similar findings in

its survey. Respondents were asked, "As you may know, the

federal government.is planning a bill on language rights -

by which in all areas where 10 per cent of the population

is French-speaking, these citizens would have the right to

deal with federal officials in their own language. Do you

approve of this idea or not" (Toronto Daily Star, 1969r:

9)? As shown, a wide divergence of opinions existed across

Canada on the federal government's proposed legislation,

Table 3:1 Regional Attitudes Toward Official
Bilingualism (1969)

National. ...

Yes/Approve

56%

No/Disapprove

37%

No Opinion

7%

Regions:

Quebec ...... 85% 8%

Ontario ..... 52% 39%

Wes t ........ 30% 64%

7%

9%

6%

(Ibid.: 9)

This survey confirmed Chatelaine's findings regarding

westerners strong disapproval of the bill.

The extent of western discontent in relation to the

Official Languages Act was explicitly revealed by the bill's

opponents in the House of Commons. Initially, the bill was
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approved in principle after its first reading. But during

the second reading, seventeen Progressive Conservative MPs

opposed the bill. Six of the MPs were from Alberta, five

were from Saskatchewan, five were from Manitoba and one was

from Nova Scotia. The five Conservative critics that forced

a recorded vote on the bill were mainly from Alberta.

The result of the recorded vote indicated; 41 Con

servatives, 16 New Democrats, 10 Creditistes and 130

Liberals supported the bill while 17 Conservatives opposed

it (Seale, 1969f: 1). The bill's dissenters were described

as being a western split since they were overwhelmingly from

the western provinces. In response to the split, Frank

Moores, president of the Progressive Conservative Associa-

t ion of Canada, stated, "It's very unfortunat e that some

people felt they had to put regionalism ahead of nationalism.

With the pressures on the Western members from their con

stituencies, I can understand their attitude" (Young, 1969b:

7). There are two crucial points to recognize here. First,

opposition to the Official Languages Act was centered in

the West. Second, the so-called 'rebel' MPs were under

strong pressure from their constituencies to oppose the

bill. Hence, the Official Languages Act was evidently

seen as a recent and forceful issue to western Canadians.

The languages bill, moreover, may have acted as

'the' major precipitating factor in relation to the rise of

the western separatist organizations in the late 1960's
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since four of these groups were founded shortly after its

announcement. Indeed, Stewart noted, "it was the Official ~

Languages Act more than anything else that led to the found-

ing of the British Columbia Separatist Association in Van-

couver by cabaret owner Bob Reeds, the Western Canada

Separatist Movement in Edmonton by taxi driver Reg Wheatcroft,

and the Dominion of Canada Party in Calgary by Mrs. Flo

Frawley, president of a printing firm and a former Con-

servative Party official" (1969: 39). Apparently, the Voice

of Western Canada was also founded in response to the pro-

posed bill. Gerry Beck, founder of the Voice of Western

Canada, was asked, "Why are you promoting western Canadian

separatism or a western Canadi~n state" (Kostek, 1970: 3)?

In reply, Beck stated,

the answer is very simple ... I am not anti-French -
I love the French language -- but I do not feel that
it should be forced upon us and our children in the
manner that the federal Government is attempting to
do it. Simply, I am against the forced 'Franconiz
ing' of our country, and the elevating of French
as an official language in our country. (Ibid.: 3)

From Beck's response, the Official Languages Act was 'the'

major precipitating factor in the first phase of the

Albertan western separatist movement.

In the following discussion, an outline of the

original bill will be given in order to indicate the under

lying sources of western discontent. On October 27, 1968,

the Official Languages Act was introduced to the House of

Commons for its first reading. The bill consisted of the
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following points:

(1) the provision for federal bilingual districts
in which 'services to the public' will be available
in both the English and the French languages, where
ever the official language minority represents at
least 10 per cent of the population, (2) the
appointment of a commissioner of official languages
to ensure the status of each official language and
to investigate alleged breaches of the act, (3)
the ensurance that every federal department, court,
administrative body or Crown corporation would pro
vide communication with the public in both English
and French at its Ottawa office, at its head office,
and at any of its offices located in bilingual dis
tricts, (4) the provision that 'public instruments'
issued by Parliament or the federal government,
court or agency be published in both official lan
guages, and (5) the provision that any person
appearing in criminal proceedings before a judicial
or quasi-judicial body established by federal law
has the right to give evidence in the language of
his choice. As for the federal 'courts of record'
located in the national capital or a federal biling
ual district, they also must be able to provide
simultaneous translation at the request of any party
to the action.

(Hill, 1968: 1; Globe and Mail, 1968: 1)

In summary, P~ime Minister Trudeau stated that the purpose

of the bill was to "provide federal government service in

both the English and the French languages where required by

the population" (World Affairs, 1969b: 12).

Westerners vehemently resented the Official Languages

Act for various reasons. First, the Official Languages Act

was strongly opposed because westerners felt that their

interests were being neglected while the federal gove~nment

was preoccupied with the problems of central Canada. Alberta

Conservative Stan Schumacher noted that western Canadians

perceived the Official Languages Act merely as "a central
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Canadian solution to a central Canadian problem" (Lynch,

1969: 2). In addition, the federal government's failure to

adequately explain the intent and content of the bill raised

further western anger towards the federal government. As a

result, resentment, suspicion, and hostility sharply in

creased within the ,western provinces.

Another major reason for the westerners' strong

opposition was the bill's insensitivity to the "multilingual

and multicultural" character of the western provinces

(Gibbins, 1978: 41). Walter Dinsdale, member of Parliament,

expressed the feelings of westerners accordingly, lICanada is

a nation of minorities ... we talk about the English

speaking majority but in terms of population this majority

is made up of many minorities most of which, in Western

Canada, still retain their ethnic ways of life ll (Seale, 196ge:

7). For example, other ethnicities, such as the Germans

(14.2%), the Ukranians (8.3%), and the Scandinavians (6.0%),

outnumbered the French minority (5.8%) within Alberta

(Statistics Canada, 1971a: 1-1). Albertans, as a result,

resented the speci~l rights and status given to the French

language while the 'other' ethnicities (German, Scandinavian,

and Ukranian) received no such status. Albertans apparently

felt the other ethnic groups within their province were being

reduced to second-class citizens by this bill (Seale, 1969g:

2 ) .

Perhaps the most damaging argument against the im-
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plementation of the Official Languages Act was the extent

of French anglicization outside of Quebec. Prior to the

introduction of this bill, Richard J. Joy observed that

French minorities were "fading away" in the western pro-

vinces (1967: 2). Two major forces contributed to the

French-speaking po~ulation's decline in the West; the lack

of French-Canadian in-migration and the process of assimila-

tion.

Joy noted that there had been very little French

in-migration to the western provinces in the previous

twenty years. French-speaking westerners, as a result,

could not rely upon reinforcements from external sources in

order to maintain their presence (Joy, 1967: 45). Add~tional-

ly, the process of assimilation was seriously weakening the

French minority's chances of linguistic and cultural sur-

vival. Assimilation, according to Joy, occurred through

two major processes. Joy states,

without the protective shell of the rural French
parish, the city-dweller is constantly exposed to
the English language. His children will, almost
invariably, learn the language of their English
speaking playmates and a high proportion of the
French-origin adolescents will find themselves
marrying partners who are of the majority group,
children of such couples may be able to understand
both parents but would seldom choose French as
their major language. (Ibid.: 34)

Due to social contact and to linguistically-mixed marriages,

the chances of survival for the French language were dras-

tically reduced. Joy states, "in the west, the social and
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economic forces have already led to assimilation of three

quarters of those of French origin" and that the process of

assimilation is "too strong to be offset by the mere pro

vision of schools and television programs in the minority

language" (Ibid.: 27). In fact, Joy predicted that the

French language wo~ld "virtually disappear from the Western

provinces" (Ibid.: 136).

Similarly, Roderic P. Beaujot and Charles Castonguay

recognized the process of assimilation occurring amongst

French-speaking westerners (Beaujot, 1979b: 23; Castonguay,

1979: 10). For Castonguay, the Official Languages Act was

not realistic. The languages bill merely was "bent on ex

pressing a symbolic Canadian unityl! (Castonguay, 1979: 12).

A more realistic language policy would have been territorial

"with French as the indispensable language of communication

in Quebec and Acadia, English in the rest of Canada, and a

bilingual capital area surrounding Ottawa" (Ibid.: 13).

Beaujot likewise noted that the vision of having a bilingual

nation with bilingual districts across the country w~s

merely a,myth and did not deal with "tangible realities"

(Beaujot, 1979b: 27). The overwhelming occurrence of

assimilation and anglicization amongst Fre!!ch~peaking

westerners supported western Canadians' complaints that the

languages bill was not realistic in relation to the ethnic

composition of the West or its needs and/or interests. Thus,

it should not be surprising that westerners could not compre-

\
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hend the "rationality" or the "political necessity" of the

Official Languages Act in relation to the West (Elton &

Gibbins, 1979: 89).

Another objection to the Official Languages Act

concerned civil service requirements. Westerners feared

that they would no~ be able to qualify for employment or

for senior civil servant jobs since the vast majority of

westerners did not speak French. As a result, it was

feared that the bill would create "a completely bilingual

civil service, drawn largely from Quebec" (Toronto Daily

'Star, 1968: 2). Since French Canadians would dominate

the civil service, westerners felt that "administrative

decisions, more than ever, would favour Quebec and Ontario"

(Stewart, 1969: 39).

Moreover, the implementation of the Official Lan

guages Act in the West was difficult to justify given its

high cost. The bill's execution would supposedly amount to

$500 million a year (White, 1976b: 6). The Royal Commission

on Bilingualism and Biculturalism thereby recommended that

the federal government offer financial aid to the provinces.

In response, Prime Minister Trudeau stated that the federal

government would help the provincial governments with the

costs of implementation, but did not specify the type of

aid the federal government would offer. Concerning financial

assistance, Seale reported, "Ottawa did not want to impose

itself upon the provinces and suggested that nonfinancial
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aid was possible" (1968: 4).

The lack of definite financial assistance from the

federal government further aroused western anger.. The .J

costs of providing translators, teachers, and training pro-

grams would therefore be "wildly out of proportion to the

number of times the bilingual civil service would be used"

(Edinborough, 1969: 12). As a result, "some provinces with

small numbers of French-speaking residents, particularly

in Western Canada, feared achievement of such a goal would

have been too expensive" (Globe and f/lail, 1969b: 1).

According to Robert Simpson, M.P., the money spent on bi-

lingual programs could have been used more wisely on urgent

matters within the West (Spectator> 1969b: 1).

Lastly, a major debate developed over the bill's

constitutionality. This constitutional debate centered on

the interpretation of two sections of the British North

America Act. First, Section 133 states,

J

Either the English or the French language may be used
by any person in the debates of the Houses of the
Parliament of Canada and of the Houses of the Legis
lature of Quebec, and both those languages shall be
used in the respective records and journals of those
Houses, and either of those languages may be used
by any person or in any pleading or process in or
issuing from any court of Canada established under
this Act and in or from all or any of the courts
of Quebec. The Acts of the Parliament of Canada
and of the Legislature of Quebec shall be printed
and published in both those languages. (British
North America Act, 1867: 23)

Section 133 apparently safeguarded the use of English and

French in the federal Parliament, in the Legislature of
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Quebec, and in the Courts of Quebec and of Canada.

Section 133, as indicated, did not provide for the

use of French in the other provinces. As a result, a de-

bate arose regarding the purpose of this section. J. T.

Thorson, former president of the Exchequer Court of Canada,

argued that Sectio~ 133's role was to limit the official

use of French in Canada. Thus, the Official Languages Act,

represented an attempt to give the French language
the status of an official language in Canada in
areas where it did not now have such a status and
to compel its use in cases in which its use was
not now required and that this was in conflict with
the limitations relating to the status and use of
the French language prescribed by Section 133 ...
and repugnant to them. (Forsey, 1969: 7)

But according to Eugene Forsey, Section 133 did not attempt

to limit the use of French or of English to the specific

areas within Section 133 (Ibid.: 7). Rather, Section 133

merely attempted to safeguard the use of French and English

in the aforementioned areas. The federal Parliament,

therefore, "remained perfectly competent to add to the

specified cases, within its own jurisdiction" (Ibid.: 7).

Section 91(1) also raised doubts about the con-

stitutionality of the Official Languages Act. Supposedly,

the section "expressly withheld the power to make any amend-

ment as regards the use of the English or the French lan

guage" (Ibid.: 7). Hence, J. T. Thorson argued that r'the

power to legislate 'as regards the use of the English or

French language' was excluded from the jurisdiction con-
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ferred by the section" (Ibid.: 7). Western critics thereby

stated that the Official Languages Act was unconstitutional

since it exceeded the powers of Parliament (Seale, 1969f: 2).

The federal government was consequently criticized by two

members of Parliament, Jack McIntosh and Robert Coates, as

well as by the Alberta Attorney-General, Edgar Gerhart, for

attempting to "unilaterally amend the constitution as re

gards the rights of the English and the French languages"

(Seale, 196ge: 7; Seale, 1969a: 9).

The federal government, in response, argued that

the languages bill did not constitute a constitutional

amendment because it did not change the language rights

within the British North America Act (Seale, 1969d: 10).

Therefore, it could still "legislate on the use of the two

languages except as forbidden by Section 133" (Forsey,

1969: 7). Moreover, the Official Languages Act would merely

be a statute. In other words, it would not be "entrenched

in the Constitution" (Ibid.: 7). As a result, the federal

Parliament "would not be taking 'unilateral action' to do

anything but exercise what was in its own jurisdiction

and for the exercise of which it required no 'approval' from

any other authority whatsoever" (Ibid.: 7).

Perhaps the greatest fear regarding the Official

Languages Act amongst the so-called rebels from the western

provinces was expressed by Jack McIntosh, M.P.,
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if we create a precedent of flouting our constitut
ion by passage of the bill now before us, who or
what can set a limit on the acts of any future
Canadian Government with the majority and determina
tion to ram legislation through Parliament" (Globe
and Mail, 1969k: 2).

As a result of the precedent, McIntosh added, "no Canadian

Government will ever again feel any necessity to feel bound

by the provisions of the British North America Act which

is our constitution" (Ibid.: 2). The so-called 'rebels' were

evidently concerned about passing an unconstitutional measure

and thereby destroying the various rights protected by the

Constitution. Jack McIntosh implicitly expressed a familiar,

western fear; the fear of western interests and/or rights

being neglected or eroded by a domineering central Canadian

force within the federal government.

As indicated, there were many possible reasons for

the Official Languages Act becoming a precipitating factor

in relation to the rise of the Albertan western separatist

movement during the late 1960's. The bill was described by

westerners as "illegal, expensive, unnecessary, and a threat

to Canadian unity" (Gray, 1969: 1). Therefore, it is very

likely that the languages bill became a precipitating factor

for a combination of the above-mentioned reasons.

Phase II - Issues Prior to the Re-emergence of the Albertan
Western Separatist Movement in the Early 1970's

The major issue that concerned Albertans during the

early 1970's was the federal government's policy toward the
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oil industry'. At that time, the federal government 'moved'

to control the pricing of oil and to redistribute the divi

sion of economic rent, economic return over and above all

of the costs of oper~tion including depreciation, operating

expenses, overhead, transportation costs and an adequate

return on risk capital (An Ene~gy Policy for Canada, 1973a:

viii), accruing to the oil industry, the provincial and

the federal governments. The federal government, as a re

sUlt, was brought into "direct confrontation with the oil

industry and the producing provinces" (Kierans, 1975: 426).

Thus, the federal government's oil policy became an important

issue amongst Albertans and may have thereby incited certain

Albertans to form or join western separatist organizations.

Albertan western separatist organizations specifi

cally stated that the federal government's oil policy con

stituted the fundament~l grievance that acted as a preci

pitating factor for their rise. The Independent Alberta

Association, for example, was mainly organized by a group

of "disgruntled" Calgary oil men in 1974 (Dykstra, 1980a:

A14). This organization was reportedly formed in response

to the recent, federal government's oil policy (Ibid.: A14).

Thus, the federal government's oil policy acted as the

catalyst for the emergence of the most important Albertan

western separatist organization at that time.
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A historical review of Canadian energy policy and

of world oil price developments is necessary in order to

understand the reasons for considering the federal govern

ment's oil policy in the early 1970's as a recent issue

and thereby a possible precipitating factor. In the 1950's

and 1960's, the Albertan oil industry's main problem was its

inability to acquire sufficient markets for its product.

Pratt and Richards noted that the "resolution of the Suez

crisis and the reopening of the Suez Canal to tankers, a

recession in the United States, and a new US oil import

quota system" combined to restrict the export sales of

Alberta's crude oil (1978: 10). The independent domestic

producers thereby wanted to extend their market to Montreal,.

an area supplied by foreign oil imports. But, this proposal

was "strongly opposed by the international oil companies,

who wanted to retain the Montreal market for their unpro

rated offshore oil, and by the US State department, which

feared the political repercussions in Venezuela of a loss of

one of its key export markets" (Ibid.: 10). In response

to these pressures, the federal government introduced the

National Oil Policy in 1961.

The National Oil Policy consisted of the Ottawa

Valley line that divided the Canadian petroleum market into

two areas. East of the line Canadians would purchase cheaper,

foreign oil from Venezuela and Saudi Arabia. West of the

line Canadians had to purchase the higher priced, domestic
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oil (an extra thirty-five cents a barrel) from the western

provinces.

With this policy, the domestic producers' grievances

were abated since they were guaranteed a Canadian market for

their crude oil at 'higher-than-world-market' prices. Ex

ternal pressures were also alleviated since Canada reserved

the area east of the Ottawa Valley for foreign imports. In

return, the United States "agreed to exempt Canada from its

import restrictions" (Ibid.: 10). The surplus production

of western Canadian crude oil was to be "absorbed by the

expansion of exports to the US midwest and west coast" (Ibid.:

10). Evidently, the aim of the federal government's oil

policy was to "assist the provinces in the exploitation of

'their' energy resources via smoothing the obstacles in

volved in export market penetration" (McDougall, 1975: 47).

Ottawa's energy policy from 1959 to 1973 could therefore

be "reduced to two simple words: 'exploit' and 'export'"

(Ibid.: 48).

World events led to a drastic change in the federal

government's oil policy in the early 1970's. International

oil prices began to increase slowly during 1970. Libya,

an important oil exporter, h~d successfully raised its

prices,,,,and taxes on oil by "threatening to curtail the pro

duction of a group of independent and major American oil

companies;' (Pratt and Richards, 1979: 218). From Libya's

example, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
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agreed to increase the prices and the taxes on their oil

in the Tehran and Tripoli Agreements in 1971. But, the in

creases accruing to the oil producing countries were

threatened by the high inflation rate in the West and by the

devaluation of the American dollar (Ibid.: 218). As a

result, OPEC arranged the Geneva Agreement to protect the

oil producing countries' currency from devaluation by sub

stantially increasing the price of their crude oil. During

this period, the price of domestic crude oil also increased

i~ accordance with the world market prices in a series of

"upward adjustments" (Ibid.: 223).

After the Geneva Agreement, the world experienced

another energy crisis from October 1973 to April 1914.

First, the Arab members of the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries, owners of sixty per cent of the world's

reserves, imposed an oil embargo on any countries considered

friendly to Israel after the outbreak of the Middle East

war in October 1973. Second, the Arab oil-producing count

ries planned a twenty-five per cent cut in their oil produc

tion. The price of a barrel of oil subsequently quadrupled

from three to eleven dollars during the embargo. After six

months, the twenty-five per cent cut in oil production and

the price increase for a barrel of oil remained intact al

though the oil embargo was lifted in April 1974 (Paus

Jenssen, 1979: 49). But due to the federal government's

intervention, the price of domestic crude oil, in comparison,
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did not rise in accordance to the world market level.

It is important to recall that a major source of

imported oil to Quebec and to the eastern provinces was

from Venezuela. The price of imported crude increased since

Venezuela raised the price of their oil to the world market

level. Hence, the,markets east of the Ottawa Valley line

could not escape the increased price of foreign crude. The

federal government decided to intervene in domestic oil

pricing since it considered the increased cost of foreign

oil as "unfair for the eastern provinces to bear" (White,

1975a: 6). Moreover, the world market price for domestic

crude oil produced large increases in economic rent from

1970 to 1973. The federal government became concerned about

the division of economic rent amongst the domestic oil in-
.

dustry, the provincial and the federal governments. As a

result of these interests, the federal government decided

to make "major changes" in its energy policy (Gainer and

Powrie, 1975: 2). The revised energy policy may therefore

be considered as a recent issue and a possible precipitat-

ing factor.

The federal government, as indicated, introduced

new legislation on energy policy during 1973/74. There

were three measures that particularly riled Albertans.

First, the federal government announced a price freeze on

domestic crude oil at "pre-embargo" levels of four dollars

per barrel in September 1973 (Jump and Wilson, 1975: 31).
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The price of oil was then increased to six dollars per barrel

east of the Ottawa Valley line while the price of oil re

mained at four ~ollars per barrel west of the line in January

1974. By May 1974, a uniform price for crude oil was set

at $6.50 a barrel (Ibid.: 34). Hence, a single, lower

price existed for crude oil across Canada while domestic

crude oil for foreign markets would be exported at a

'slightly-lower-than-world-market' price. This measure

formed the dual pricing system for domestic crude oil in

Canada.

To 'maintain the single, lower price for crude across

Canada, the federal government gave subsidies to the re

fineries in the amount of the difference between the domestic

and the world oil prices. The funds for the subsidies would

corne from a new oil export tax of $5.20 per barrel on

domestic crude oil sold to foreign markets (Paus-Jenssen,

1979: 49). Estimates of the cost of the oil subsidy to the

refineries in 1974 ranged from 800 million to 3,160 million

dollars (Jump and Wilson, 1975: 35; Thirsk and Wright, 1977:

357). Despite this difference, the federal government still

needed to collect a vast amount of money through the oil

export tax in order to maintain Canada's uniform price of

crude.

The third measure that riled Albertans was the

federal government's proposal to disallow the deductibility

of provincial royalties from the oil companies' corporate
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income tax. This proposal was significant since "the federal

Income Tax Act previously allowed the operators to deduct

provincial royalties from taxable income for purposes of

calculating corporate income taxes" and that "the provinces

(thereby) enjoyed priority over the federal government in

taxation of resource revenues" (Paus-Jenssen, 1979: 46).

The Alberta provincial government, for example,

increased its royalty rates in order to acquire a larger

share of the economic rents in response to the changes in

the oil prices. I~ May 1974, the federal government also

reacted by introducing the aforementioned proposal in'order

that they may obtain a greater share of the 'residual earn

ings'. As a result, Paus-Jenssen noted that !'by the surr~er

of 1974 revenue-sharing between the two levels of government

had become a real problem with serious economic and

political implications" (Ibid.: 46-47). A major dispute

evidently arose in relation to the distribution of resource

revenues between the Alberta provincial and federal

governments.

Albertans were opposed to the federal government's

new oil policy in the early 1970's for various reasons.

First, Albertans considered the oil policy as an infringe

ment upon their provincial rights. In 1930, ownership

rights concerning natural resources were granted to Alberta

(British Nort~ America Act, 1930: 54-55). The province

therefore had the ability to "control access to and the
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development of natural resources ll (Paus-Jenssen, 1979: 46).

But, there were three sections in the British North America

Act that indirectly allowed the federal government to main

tain a degree of control over this jurisdiction.

The first measure that caused conflicts between the

two levels of government was the federal government's control

of trade and commerce (British North America Act, 1867: 15).

According to this measure, "the federal government was re

sponsible for interprovincial and international trade. As

a result, the federal government was able to regulate ex

ports and to impose taxes on products that left the province

of origin (White, 1979b: 6). The federal government there

fore felt justified in imposing an export tax on domestic

crude oil.

Concerning revenue-sharing between the two levels

of government. Paus-Jenssen noted that lithe provincial

claim on resource revenues was based on ownership of natural

resources as well as on the authority to levy direct taxes

within the province" (1979: 46). The federal government,

in comparison, was given the additional power to levy

direct or indirect taxes (British North America Act, 1867:

15). The federal government thereby claimed that it had

the power to collect revenue from the resource industry.

Lastly, the federal government was able to rely

upon an additional clause in the British North America Act

in order to justify its new energy policy if necessary.
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The British North America Act stated that the federal govern-

ment could "make laws for the peace, order, and good govern-

ment of Canada" (Ibid.: 15 & 22). Indeed, the federal govern-

ment seemingly invoked this clause in order to justify its

policy since it remarked that energy was "too vital to be

left in provincial pands as a result of the oil shortages

and the Arab crisis prices" (White, 1975d: 5). Hence, the

federal government appeared to realize that their policy

may have been impinging on provincial rights concerning juris-

diction over natural resources. The opposition by Albertans

to the federal government's intrusion, therefore, should not

be a surprise although the constitution did allow the federal

government to act accordingly.

The opposition to the new energy policy was not merely

centered on a constitutional debate but also on economic in-

terests. To fully understand the strong, economic protest

against the new energy policy by Albertans and by the Albertan

provincial government, it is necessary to recognize the ex-

tent of the province's economic dependence on the oil and gas

industry. Alberta, unlike the other provinces, contains most

of Canada's supplies of oil and natural gas. White states,

"86.5 per cent of all oil production, 84 per cent of all

natural gas production and 42 per cent of all coal production"

is located in Alberta (1979a: 4)." Alberta thereby is highly

dependent on this resource industry.

The heavy concentration of energy supplies, moreover,
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instigated an economic 'boom' mainly in Alberta after the

world energy crisis. In fact, future economic prospects

in Alberta looked endless since exploration estimates in

dicated that Alberta's tar sands contained the "world's

largest remaining oil reserve" (Ibid.: 4). Still, Albertans

were aware that th~ economy's prosperity depended upon a non

replenishable resource.

Two factors threatened Alberta's prosperous economy.

First, energy consumption rates continued to rise in North

America. Kierans noted that Canada's consumption of energy

"tripled in the last quarter century and in the process

Canadians became dependent on oil and gas for roughly two

thirds of their needs" (1975: 427). Second, drilling

activity in Alberta dramatically fell between 1968 and

1970. In fact, the smaller operators accounted for three

quarters of the prOVinces' new exploratory work (Pratt and

Richards, 1978: 11). Pratt and Richards added, "new field

wildcat wells drilled in Alberta fell from 421 in 1969 to

256 in 1971" (Ibid.: 11). Obviously, Alberta's reserves

of conventional oil were declining without new commercial

prospects. Without a diversified economy, the decline

in the conventional oil reserves represented a serious

threat to the prosperity of Alberta's economy.

The federal government's new energy policy was

apparently seen as an additional threat to Albertans and

to the Alberta provincial government since the dual pricing
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system supposedly encouraged high consumption of oil in

Canada (Thirsk and Wright, 1977: 358). With high consump

tion, the underlying source of Alberta's economic prosperity

was being depleted at an increasing rate.

The federal government's new energy policy was also

seen as a burden to the provincial government's attempt to

acqUire higher resource revenues. The share of the provincial

government's resource revenues was already decreasing as a

result of the decline in conventional oil reserves. The

federal government's imposition of a low, uniform price for

crude across Canada as well as the imposition of an export

tax on crude to foreign markets further decreased the pro

vincial government's share of resource revenues. For ex

ample, Gainer and Powrie estimated that if the federal govern

ment did not' fix the price of oil then "given a wellhead

price of $11.70, the change in provincial royalties (Alberta's

new royalty rates consisted of 22% on the first $3.80 per

barrel, and 65% on the remaining price per barrel for

'old' oil) would have transferred an additional $2,434

million in royalty revenue" "calculated on the basis of

1973 volumes of oil flows" (1975: 2-4). The federal

government's energy policy therefore "held royalty revenues

much below their potential increases"; royalties that were

needed in order to help diversify the Albertan economy

(Ib id.: 3).
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The Independent Alberta Association, as noted

earlier, was formed by a group of disgruntled, Calgary oil

men in response to the federal oil policy. An examination

of the oil industry's opposition would therefore be beneficial

as this provides an indication of why the new energy policy

acted as a precipitating factor for the founders of the

largest, Albertan western separatist organization at that

time. Three major arguments by the oil and gas industry

will currently be examined.

The first argument by the oil industry against the

federal government's new energy policy was that the dual

pricing system encouraged 'wasteful' consumption (Thirsk

and Wright, 1977: 358). The lower price would supposedly

lead to a greater demand for oil. The measure was there

fore opposed because "the production required to satisfy

this higher demand required resources that would have been

used to produce something else" (Ibid.: 358). As a result,

a misallocation of energy resources would occur within

production. Moreover, the dual pricing system would likely

benefit consumers at the expense of producers. Although

the new energy policy could be beneficial for the federal

government's popularity, the oil industry warned, "the

loss to producers would either take the form of a reduction

in profits or, if losses ensued, cutbacks in production and

employment which would ultimately lead to a lower income

for Canada as a whole" (Waverman, 1975: 79). Thus, the
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new energy policy presumably acted as a precipitating factor

amongst the oil producers since there was a potential

transfer of wealth from the producers to the consumers J
within society.

The second major argument against the new energy

policy concerned t~e exploration of oil reserves. All

three measures, the dual pricing system, the oil export

tax, and the disallowance of royalty deductions, likely

dissuaded the oil industry from pursuing further explora-

tion. For example, the oil industry argued that the lower~j

price for oil discouraged exploration since the "anticipated

unit costs in the development of new supplies of convent-

ional crude oil could exceeo the ceiling price" fixed by

the federal government (Gainer and Powrie, 1975: 6). If

this occurred, exploratory activity would not be a profit-

able venture. Indeed, Gainer and Powrie stated that the

dual pricing system and the export tax were detrimental

since they "forestalled all new developments whose cost

was expected to exceed the price ceiling" (Ibid.: 7).

Moreover, the oil industry argued that the new

energy policy might deter exploration since it "posed many

uncertainties for explorers and investors" (Ritchie, 1975:

66). Exploration was already a high 'risk' activity with-

out the additional hazard of "precedent setting actions

which indicated to the oil companies that the federal

government was prepared to tax away profits accruing when
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combinations of fortuitous circumstances produced very high

rates of return" (SydneySmith, 1975: 19). The oil industry,

therefore, was apprehensive about exploratory activity since

they feared further federal government intervention in re

lation to the expected rate of return after prosperous condi

tions. SydneySmith warned, "given the oil companies un

changed investment alternatives in some other countries, oil

companies maximizing profits with acceptable risks rationally

will reduce their investment in Canada" (Ibid.: 19). Al

though the federal government's policy may not have been the

only cause, the decrease in exploration and the pullout

of foreign investment was considered a serious 'blow' to

the Albertan economy (White, 1975a: 7; Ritchie, 1975: 74).

Third, exploration was not the only activity that

faced reductions. Since drilling activity is a function

of price, the federal government's set price for Canadian

crude made certain wells unprofitable to exploit (Waver

man, 1975: 80). For instance, Gainer and Powrie noted

that more expensive secondary recovery methods were needed

to exploit shallow wells (1975: 6). With the lower rate

of return, production from these wells became increasingly

unprofitable. In response, the oil industry would likely

decrease production from them. In addition, the federal

government's new energy policy seemingly discouraged the

exploitation of "higher-cost energy sources" (Thirsk and

Wright, 1977: 357) that required the development of "new
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mining and extractive techniques in sands and shales" (op.

cit.: 6).
~

As a result, production from the older and the

newer yet unexploited reserves were threatened due to the

strong dissuasive effect of the new energy policy.

As indicated, the new energy policy may have acted

as a precipitating, factor amongst Albertans directly or in

directly dependent upon the oil industry's well-being.

However, there were many reasons why the given policy may

have acted as a precipitating factor in relation to the

rise of the Albertan western separatist movement in the

early 1970's. Western separatist support, as a result,

likely came from a variety of sources; not merely the ob-

vious base of people directly or indirectly involved in

the oil and gas industry.

Phase III - Issues Prior to the Rise of the Albertan Western
Separatist Movement in 1980

There were two specific events that acted as pre-

cipitating factors in relation to the rise of the Albertan

western separatist movement during 1980. They were the

electoral defeat of the federal Progressive Conservative

government and the introduction of the National Energy

Program. Since these events are seen as precipitating

factors, there will therefore be an examination of each

specific event.

The Albertan western separatist movement was con-
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sidered 'dead' after the federal Progressive Conservative

party's electoral victory on May 22, 1979. But, the de

cline of the movement did not last very long since the

movement re-emerged in the early months of the next year.

The specific event that restored the movement's impetus was

the federal Progressive Conservative party's defeat on

February 18, 1980.

The defeat of the federai Progressive Conservative

party can be considered a recent issue since the reaction

to the Tories' defeat was negative and widespread.

Robertson described westerners' reaction accordingly, "the

west blew its top on election night, February 18, 1980,

and the earth is still trembling ... Switchboards at tele

vision stations and newspapers lit up with a single furious

cry: 'Our votes didn't count!' ... Frightened and angry,

many westerners lost faith in the political system:' (1981:

102) .

A public opinion poll commissioned by the Calgary

Herald and the Edmonton Journal further supports the con

tention that Albertans were furious after the federal

election returns. In the poll, six hundred Albertans were

asked, 'Do you feel the interests of Albertans are ade

quately represented in Ottawa?' (McCune, 1980: AI). Sixty

eight per cent answered 'no', twenty per cent answered 'yes'

and twelve per cent answered 'don't know' or 'no opinion'

(Ibid.: AI). An overwhelming majority of Albertans apparently
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felt their interests were inadequately represented in the

federal Liberal government. The results of the federal elec

tion, therefore, may have acted as a precipitating factor for

the re-emergence of the Albertan western separatist movement.

As indicated earlier, Elmer Knutson, former presi

dent of Western Canada Federation, formed the largest

western separatist organization in response to the federal

election. Knutson explicitly stated, "we say Central

Canada blew up the bridge between themselves and Western

Canada on February 18, 1980" (Williamson, 1980: 8). Al

though Knutson's letter to the editor of the Edmonton

Journal acted as a catalyst for the rise of the Albertan

western separatist movement, the defeat of the federal

Progressive Conservative party was the underlying precipita

ting factor. As Dykstra observed, "today, rn the wake of

the federal election, cries of separatism are once again

coming from various Western closets" (1980a: A14).

But, westerners have protested about inadequate re

presentation and lack of political decision-making power

within the federal government for many years. One may

ask, 'Why does the feeling of inadequate representation

after the federal election on February 18, 1980 constitute

a 'recent' issue and thereby a possible precipitating

factor'? It must be stressed that the victory of the

federal Progressive Conservative party on May 22, 1979

gave westerners the feeling of having finally "won a hand
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in running the country" (Ibid.: A14). The early defeat of

the federal Progressive Conservative party supposedly came __ J
as a "psychological jolt" (Sallot, 198sa: 1). Thus, the _

re-emergence of the past, political grievance is considered

as a recent issue since westerners' expectations of main-

taining their strong voice in the federal government were

immediately dashed.

Three possible reasons exist as to why the electoral

defeat of the federal Progressive Conservative party acted

as a precipitating factor in relation to the rise of the

Albertan western separatist movement in 1980. First, the

defeat emphasized that Ontario and Quebec have an ov~r-

whelming dominance within Parliament while the West is

merely represented by one-quarter of the seats. Robertson

stated, "it did not matter that the west had overwhelm-

ingly rejected the Liberal party, its 77 seats were not

enough to counter the influence of Ontario and Quebec"

(1981: 102). Since eastern and central Canadians were

able to elect a majority government, westerners began to

question the relevance of their vote. In fact, Knutson,

former president of Western Canada Federation, and Christie,

former president of Western Canada Concept, both cited

this as a major motive for their advocation of separatism

(Blicq, 1981: 9; Winnipeg Free Press, 1980a: 3). Christie

explicitly stated, "western votes do not count" and there-

fore westerners "may as well not bother voting (federally)"

I

)
)
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(Winnipeg Free Press, 1980a: 3).

Moreover, westerners deemed central Canadians'

interests and problems would take precedence at the ex-

pense of the West. Gherson noted, i
!

J

Alberta businessmen and the rising managerial class 
like the scores of farmers who have been the back
bone of this and previous Western protest movements 
fundamentally were fighting ... against the continued
centralization of Canadian decision-making 'for the
advantage of Quebec and Ontario'. (1980: 9)

Albertans, therefore, feared that the Liberals would "gear

their policies to Ontario and Quebec since the recent,

federal government was elected by the predominant support

of easterners" (Taylor, 1981: 17). Given the Liberal govern

ment's recent record (e.g. the Official Languages Act and

the energy policy of 1973/1974), Albertans' fears were not

unfounded.

Third, Albertans felt that they no longer had an

effective voice in the decision-making arena of the federal

government. The lack of Liberal MPs west of Manitoba meant

that there would be very little western input in the federal

government's decision-making bodies; the federal Cabinet

and/or the Government caucus (Sallot, 1981a: 11). With

the Progressive Conservatives in power and with western

MPs assigned to prominent cabinet posts, Albertans at least

felt that they had a say on how the federal government

should spend the millions of tax dollars and equalization

payments obtained from Alberta (Dykstra, 198ob: A9). But,
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after the Liberal's regained power, Albertans thought that

they would only have a minimal chance of re-acquiring any

'real' influence on the federal government.

These grievances indicate possible reasons as to

why the defeat of the federal Progressive Conservative

party acted as a p~ecipitating factor concerning the re

birth of the Albertan western separatist movement in 1980.

The major thrust of western politics had reportedly been

to get a "degree of political power commensurate with their

new economic strength" (Winnipeg Free Press, 1980b: 6; Elton

and Gibbins, 1979: 88). The defeat of the federal Tories

re-emphasized westerners' lack of decision-making power

and/or. influence upon the federal government despite the

growing strength and importance of the Albertan economy in

relation to the rest of Canada.

Although the defeat of the federal Progressive

Conservative government acted as the precipitating factor

for the rise of the Albertan western separatist movement

in 1980, the National Energy Program was the event that

bolstered the movement's existence. For instance, Sallot

noted, "the new grievance - the thing that has many

Albertans seething with hot anger ... is last month's

federal budget with its national energy program" (1980:

1). Opposition leader Joe Clark observed that "frustration

with the federal government's recent proposals had spawned

sympathy for separatist movements in Western Canada"

I
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(Spectator, 1980d: 11). Alberta Senator Ernest Manning

further indicated, "'westerners' were 'now joining or

supporting' separatist organizations 'not by hundreds, but

by thousands'" (Lewis, 1980: 30). Due to the formidable,

negative response, the National Energy Program can be con

sidered as a recent issue within Alberta and thereby as a

possible precipitating factor in relation to the re

emergence of the Albertan western separatist movement.

Lougheed's response to the National Energy Program

clearly indicated that it was a major issue in Alberta.

On October 30, 1980, Peter Lougheed, the Premier of

Albert~ appeared on television to announce the provincial

government's response t.o the federal budget. The .response

consisted of three measures; a production cutback of 15 per

cent on conventional oil over a nine-month period, a delay

in_a~proval for new oil sands plants, and a court challenge

on the legality of a federal tax on natural gas (Govern

ment of Alberta, 1980). These proposals essentially re

presented "an ultimatum to Pierre Trudeau: a new energy

deal or an oil cutback" (Lewis, 1980: 29). Lougheed's

response denoted the extent of Albertans' anger over the

National Energy Program since the majority of Albertans

continued to support the premier's stand despite the

possibility of experiencing greater hardships as a result

of the given measures (Spectator, 1980b: 1).

The National Energy Program apparently acted as

------------
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the major precipitating factor in relation to the flurry of

Albertan western separatist activity at that time. Member-

ships in the most prominent western separatist organiza-

tions, Western Canada Federation and Western Canada Con-

cept, did not rapidly increase until the introduction of the

controversial, federal budget (Skene, 1981: 14). New

western separatist organizations and/or sympathizers (i.e.

the Western Party, the Rupert's Land Independence League,

the United West Association, and the National Party) also

arose after the announcement of the program. Public

opinion polls indicated further that there was a sharp in-

crease in western separatist support from thirteen per

cent in February (1980) to twenty-three per cent immediately

after October 28 (1980).

At this point, a summary of the National Energy

Program's measures will be given in order to indicate the

root of Albertans' anger. The three major objectives of

the new energy program were;

(1) to establish the basis for Canadians to seize
control of their own energy future through security
of supply and ultimate independence from the world
oil market, (2) to offer all Canadians the real
opportunity to participate in the energy industry
in general and the petroleum industry in particular
and to share in the benefits of industry expansion,
and (3) to establish a petroleum pricing and
revenue-sharing regime that recognizes the require
ment of fairness to all Canadians no matter where
they live. (National Energy Program, 1980: 2)

To accomplish these goals, the federal government realized

that it would have to "intervene massively" in the oil and
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gas industry (Duncan, 1980: 5). In fact, the program

listed seven measures to fulfill its three objectives. They

were;

(1) a new price system that blends the costs of
different sources of oil (the cost of imported and
the various streams of domestic oils) into one
weighted price to consumers. In addition, the
blended price is 'never' to exceed eighty-five per
cent of the international price or the average
price in the United States if lower, (2) a Petro
leum Compensation Charge to domestic oil, (3) a
new natural gas and gas liquids tax to be levied
on both domestic and export sales, (4) an eight
per cent surplus tax on net oil and gas production
revenue before allowable deductions are made, (5)
the phasing out of depletion allowances and the
substitution of direct incentives for oil and gas
exploration and development in favour of Canadian
companies and investors. Thus, the exploration com
panies' ability to acquire grants will be tied to
their levels of Canadian ownership. In addition,
further incentives will be given for the exploration
of Canada (frontier) Lands, (6) a proposed natural
gas bank at a worth of $400 million, and (7) the
establishment of a 'special levy' on all oil and
gas consumption in Canada in order to finance an
increase of public ownership in the energy sector
by purchasing large, foreign-owned companies.
(National Energy Program, 1980: 25, 30, 31, 37-40,

42, 47 & 51)

The National Energy Program, according to the federal govern-

ment, was fair since its aim was to llsafeguard the national

interest through security, opportunity and fairness for

all Canadians" (Ibid.: 12-13). Currently, it will be

argued that at least four of these measures have dramatically

raised Albertans' anger.

There are many possible reasons why the National

Energy Program acted as a precipitating factor in relation

to the sudden growth of western separatist activity after
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October 28, 1980. In fact, many of the reasons are similar

to the arguments mentioned earlier in relation to the

federal government's energy policy of 1974/1975. Still,

a critique of the overall program will be given in relation

to Albertans' interests. Then, there will be an examination

of why specific measures individually contributed to Alber

tans' anger and thereby acted as possible precipitating

factors.

Similar to the energy policy of 1973/1974, the

National Energy Program was considered unconstitutional

since it was perceived as being an unprecedented attempt

by the federal government to "invade and inhibit provincial

ownership and control of the province's own resources"

(O'Callaghan, 1981: 72). The Government of Alberta im

plicitly argued that the National Energy Program was un

constitutional since it "discriminated against the people

of Alberta in a severe way by infringing upon provincial

rights of resource ownership" (Government of Alberta, 1980).

In a communique to the federal government, Alberta's

Minister of Energy and Natural Resources Merv Leitch,

British Columbia's Minister of Energy, Mines and Petroleum

Resources Bob McClelland, and Saskatchewan's Provincial

Secretary Elwood Cowley stated, lithe National Energy Pro-
\

gram served no other purpose than to divert revenue to

Ottawa and attack the right to control resources that the

provinces have under the British North America Act"
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(Spectator, 1980h: 11). As indicated, the Alberta pro

vincial government strongly opposed the federal govern

ment's "unilateral energy price-setting and federal taxa

tion program" as unconstitutional (Sallot, 1981b: 1).

In addition, the provincial government of Alberta

objected to the National Energy Program since its new pric

ing system left Canadian oil and gas prices below world

levels. There were two major reasons for the provincial -J

government's objections to this. First, the provincial

government argued that it would be forced to sell their

depleting reserves of oil for less than half of the world

price (Government of Alberta, 1980). As a result, the pro

vincial government would be unable to collect the full

amount of potential revenue from its vanishing resource

(Canada and the World, 1981: 10). A pamphlet issued by the

Government of Alberta explicitly stated, "why does Alberta

want to eventually raise prices to 75% of fair market

value? It is only fair that Alberta get a reasonable

return for resources which are depleting rapidly" (op. cit.).

Secondly, the maintenance of the artifically low

prices for oil and natural gas were seen as leading to

economic waste since it would likely "encourage excess

consumption of non-renewable resources" (Helliwell and

McRae, 1981: 16; Scarfe, 1931: 2). From the province's

perspective, it would indeed be wiser to increase energy

prices approximately to the world market level in an attempt
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to conserve its depleting supplies of conventional oil.

Thus, these concerns of the Alberta government and its

citizens likely meant that the National Energy Program

acted as a precipitating factor in relation to the sudden

increase of Albertan western separatist activity.

As the pro~perity of the Albertan economy is heavily

dependent upon the well-being of the oil and gas industry,

perceived negative effects on that industry by the National

Energy Program may have constituted additional reasons why

the program acted as a precipitating factor. Four of these

perceived effects will therefore be discussed here.

The first major complaint raised by the oil and gas

industry was that the National Energy Program might restrict

its exploratory activity by reducing its share of oil and

gas revenues. According to documents accompanying the ~J

National Energy Program, the program's implementation would

reduce the share of revenues accruing to the oil and gas

industry over the period 1979-1983 (See Table 3:2). But,

as noted previously, exploration remains a high risk and

expensive activity. With the reduction in its share, the

oil industry may have no other choice than to reduce ex

ploration.

A good indicator of exploratory activity is the

well-being of the drilling business. The Canadian Associa

tion of Oilwell Drilling Contractors reported that 120 con

tracts were cancelled and 60 rigs were scheduled to leave



Table 3:2 Estimated Revenues from Oil and Natural Gas Production

I 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 I
Federal

Revenues 1.4( 12%) 2.3( 15%) 5.3( 27%) 7.4( 30%) 9.0( 31%)
Incentive Payments - - o.6 ( 3%) 0.9( 4%) 1. O( 3%)

Total 1.4( 12%) 2.2( 14%) 4.7( 24%) 6.5( 26%) 8.0( 27%)

Industry
Cash Flow 4.6( 39%) 6.1( 39%) 5.9( 30%) 7.3( 29%) 8.2( 28%)
Incentive Payments - - 0.6( 3% ) o.9 ( 4%) 1. 0 ( 3% )

Total 4.6( 39%) 6.1( 39%) 6.5( 33%) 8.2( 33%) 9.2( 32%)

Provinces
Alberta 4.8( 41%) 6.3( 40%) 6.8( 35%) 8.4( 34%) 9.7( 33%)
Saskatchewan 0.4( 3%) 0.5( 3%) 0.8( 4%) 0.9( 4%) 1.0( 3%)
British Columbia 0.5 ( 4%) 0.6( 4%) 0.8( 4%) 1. 0 ( 4%) 1.2( 4%)

Total 5.7( 49%) 7.4( 47%) 8.4( 43%) 10.3( 41%) 11.9( 41%)

Total Revenue 11.7(100%) 15.7(100%) 19.6(100%) 25.0(100%) 29.1(100%)
($ billions)

(National Energy Program, 1980: 108)

I---'
\Jl
co
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the country after the introduction of the program. In addi

tion, the industry estimated that it would face a forty per

cent downturn in activity in 1980-81 (Best, 1980c: 1).

Best reported, "the movement portends poorly for overall

levels of exploration in the Western sedimentary basin in

the coming years" (Ibid.: 1). Another analysis by the staff

of Alberta's Energy Minister Mervin Leitch estimated that

"the 1981 total Western Canada exploration and development

bUdgets will decline to $4.4 billion, or 71% of the pre-

NEP figure" (Best, 1981b: 2). By 1984, investment could

decline to "42% of the pre-NEP estimate for the year" (Ibid.:

2). The study concluded, "in terms of total dollars over

the same period; 1980-1984, $16.9 billion would be spent

under the NEP regime versus the expected $31.4 billion

prior to the NEP" (Ibid.: 2). The ·stimated, accelerating r~

decline in exploratory investment was not encouraging to

Albertans with an economy that is heavily dependent on the

oil and gas industry.

The National Energy Program, in addition, potentially

affected the rate of production within the given industry.

The Alberta Energy Board estimated that the failure to

move prices toward the world market level and the imposi

tion of a surplus tax could "result in a 20% to 30% decline

in gross revenues to producers" (Best, 1981a: 9). As a

result, there could likely be a reduction in the "size of

the ultimately recoverable stocks of conventional oil and
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natural gas" (Helliwell, 1980: 648). In other words, a re

duction in the operation of marginal wells may occur since

these wells would be perceived as being too expensive to

operate and maintain under the National Energy Program.

Presumably with the estimated reduction of gross revenues,

the high cost of operation may "leave no profit margin"

from the marginal wells (Best, 1981c: 1). Many of these

wells, therefore, would likely be shut down.

In all, "the gap between the pre-NEP and post-NEP

potential supply from all sources (excluding synthetic)

would be in the order of 40,000-50,000 barrels per day"

(Best, 1981a: 9). Best explicitly noted, "the National

Energy Program slices roughly 50,000 barrels per day from

Alberta's production at the end of the decade" (Ibid.: 9).

Moreover, Alberta would supposedly be without an additional

375,000 barrels per day by 1990 since "the main participants

in the oilsands projects do not feel that the NEP gives a

high enough price for the oil produced" (Ibid.: 9). As a

result of these estimated production cuts, Richard Thomson,

chief executive officer of the Toronto Dominion Bank, stated

that the National Energy Program "will lead to increased

dependence on imported oil by 1985 and little economic growth

from development of oil and natural gas" (Spectator, 1981c: 3).

Moreover, it was predicted that jobs in the petro

leum industry would soon disappear due to the National

Energy Program's perceived effect on the Albertan economy.
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A survey of drilling contractors in Canada on December 1,

1980 indicated that "of the 570 rigs now available, at least

70 would leave the country before the end of June. Also,

about 130 rigs have either had long-term or winter drill

ing contracts cancelled" (Spectator, 1980e: 3). This

estimated loss rep~esented "a third of the Western Canadian

drilling force and will result in 12,000 lost jobs"

(Humphries, 1980: 9). Additional estimates indicated that

"a further 30,000 jobs would be affected by the drilling

slowdown" (Ibid.: 9). Alberta Energy Minister Mervin

Leitch responded, "this means the direct loss of 12,000

jobs in the industry and an indirect loss of 30,000 jobs

within the Canadian economy" (Spectator, 1980h: 11). As

a reSUlt, Scarfe stated, "the growth rate of economic

activity Albertans have been led to expect will be sub

stantially curtailed" (1981: 9). Although these circum

stances may be due to other factors, the National Energy

Program was still seen as the major instigator.

Supposedly, the new federal oil and gas incentives

program would also have a negative effect upon Alberta's

resource industry. This program is conveniently summarized

by the federal government in Table 3:3.
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Oil and Gas Incentives Under the National
Energy Program*

Pro,,;nC';tU Limds CQ/lQdll L4nth

Year D,p/,';unt Im'enti", Pu..,m('nu Drpl,'iunt In",nli", PQ,~m.ntJ

Canadian Ownrrship RUIt'sf 0-50% 50-15% 75%+ 0-50% 50-75% 75%+

Exploration
1981 33y) Nil Nil 35 nil) 25 35 80
1982 20 Nil 10 35 3)IfJ 25 45 80
191U 10' Nil /0 35 JJlIj 25 45 80
HIM Nil Nil 15 35 3) If) 25 50 80

Development
1981 Nil Nil Nil 20 Nil Nil Nil 20
/982 Nil Nil 10 20 Nil Nil 10 20
/983 Nil Nil 10 20 Nil Nil 10 20
1984 Nil Nil 10 20 Nil Nil 10 20

Non-conven&iomll
and tertiary oil projects.
and crude oil UPlVildefi

1981 33 1/ J Nil Nil 20 (nut applicable)
1982 " 33 1/ 1 Nil 10 20 (not applicable)
1983 33% Nil 10 20 (not upphc.blc),
19114 33y) Nil 10 20 (no& upplie-blc)

-AI a pen;cnillp of allowable cJlpcndilura.

tDcplclion will be earned on '1UiAlifyln, ClIpcnditurcl n#' of any inl:Cntlvc payment•.

:CanlAdian-owncd lirm. mUlt abo be Canadian conerolled to be e1igiblc for lhc 'argcr inc;cneiyc payments.
Ind;lIid-t CatlAdia... are clilia. for the ..1M paymen.. a. firm. wil~ II CI&NId... Owncllhip Rat. ofalleu& 7SfjIb.

(National Energy Program, 1980: 40)

From the table, the incentives program evidently favours

additional exploratory activity on Canada Lands rather than

'"on Provincial Lands. For example, if a company is 75 per

cent Canadian owned and if the company decides to pursue

exploratory activity on Provincial Lands, the company would

be qualified for a 35 per cent grant in relation to its

exploratory costs. But, if a company is 75 per cent Canadian

owned and if the company decided to pursue exploratory

activity on Canada Lands, the company would then be quali-

fied for an 80 per cent grant in relation to its explora-
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tory costs. Thus, the differences between the exploration

incentives on Provincial and on Canada Lands are vast even

when the company's qualifications are held constant.

Albertans objected to this program since they "rightly saw

the NEP, with its generous cash grants for exploration on

federal lands as a bid to tilt the action away from the pro

ducing provinces and toward the North and the offshore lands

controlled by Ottawa" (Howse, 1981c: 44).

As indicated, there were two basic issues that con

tributed to the rise of the Albertan western separatist

movement during 1980. They were; the defeat of the federal

Progressive Conservative party and the introduction of the

National Energy Program. Moreover, these two recent issues

apparently acted as precipitating factors for a variety of

given reasons.

Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated that 'issues' did

exist immediately prior to each phase of the Albertan

western separatist movement. Every issue, as initially

indicated, did not constitute a precipitating factor. The

continuence of older issues do not explain the occurrence

of an episode of collective behaviour.

For each phase of the movement, two criteria were

used to isolate the issues that may have acted as precipi

tating factors. A recent event was considered an issue if

I
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it aroused the interest or attention of the Albertan

populace and if it was mentioned as a major grievance by

the western separatist organizations. After determining

the precipitating factor(s)~ a summary of the issue(s)

was given in order to indicate the basis of Albertans'

and western separatists' grievances. Then~ an examination

of Albertans' grievances regarding each issue was giv~n in

order to determine why the recent issue acted as a pre

cipitating factor in relation to the corresponding phase

of the Albertan western separatist movement.

As indicated~ the Official Languages Act acted as

the major precipitating factor for the movement's first

phase. The dual pricing system~ the new oil export tax~

and the disallowance of provincial royalty deductions

acted as the precipitating factors for the second phase~

while the federal Progressive Conservative party's defeat

and the introduction of the National Energy Program acted

as the major precipitating factors for the third phase.

These findings therefore indicate that Smelser's concept

of precipitating factors contributes to an explanation of

the rise of the Albertan western separatist movement.
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CHAPTER FOUR: AN ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND
SOCIAL CONDITIONS R~LATED TO THE RISE
OF THE ALBERTAN WESTERN SEPARATIST MOVE
MENT

The purpose of the present chapter is to provide

background evidence of possible changes in the political,

economic, and social sectors of Alberta's society during

the 1970's. It will then be determined if there are any

underlying societal conditions that are unique to Alberta

and if they may thereby help in explaining the movement's

relative confinement to that province.

Earlier, three d~terminants of collective behaviour

were chosen in order to analyze Albertan societal conditions.

They were; structural conduciveness, structural strain, and

precipitating factors. Smelser's determinant of precipitat-

ing factors, as indicated in the previous chapter, contri-

buted to an explanation of the rise of the Albertan western

separatist movement. In this chapter, it will be ascer-

tained if the determinants of structural conduciveness and/

or structural strain also contribute to an explanation of

the movement's sudden re-emergence.

The data analysis in this chapter will be divided

into three sections. In the first two of these sections,

it will be determined if the conditions of structural con-

duciveness and structural strain possibly existed within
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Alberta. An additional section dealing with the general

social characteristics of Alberta's population will then

be included. This section has been added since Hiller

noted, "dissatisfaction .... may go far beyond merely

political difficulties and economic strains" (1977: 59).

Thus, we will attemvt to determine if the sudden re-emergence

of the Albertan western separatist movement in 1980 may

also be a reaction to more general social changes within

Alberta. Before proceeding, it is necessary to examine the

methodology used throughout the data analysis.

Methodology

The main source of data for this chapter is Statis-

tics Canada's pUblished tabulations. However, there are

difficulties with the use of Statistics Canada's figures

since the statistics for the most recent years are only pre

liminary estimates. Any such difficulties will be indicated

in the appropriate sections.

The analysis of societal conditions will be limited

to the ten years prior to the movement's re-emergence in

1980. Societal changes prior to 1970 are not included since

they have been credited with contributing to the victory

of the provincial Progressive Conservative party in 1971.

Palmer and Palmer state,

the 1971 Conservative victory ... caught many
Albertans by surprise since they had come to think
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of a Social Credit government as a natural, almost
inevitable part of Alberta life ... But the Con
servative slogan 'It's time for a change' was
successful not only because Social Credit had been
in power for so long, but because Alberta society
had changed. Social Credit, which was basically a
rural, small town, and lower middle-class movement,
had little chance of surviving in a society which
was not only increasingly urban and middle class
but was also one in which urban values had pene
trated rural areas. (1976: 123-124)

Palmer and Palmer conclude, "the Conservative victory was

not based primarily on superior campaigning or on issues,

but was more an indication of provincial trends of urbaniza-

tion, secularization, increasing geographical mobility and

affluence" (Ibid.: 124).

Similarly, Pratt and Richards perceive the pro-

vincial Progressive Conservative Party's victory in 1971 as

a response to societal change in Alberta. They note,

Lougheed's victory and the abrupt termination of the
Social Credit dynasty were an inevitable, though
considerable delayed, response of the electoral
system to rapid population growth, urbanization and
secularization - trends underway during and after
World War II, but greatly accelerated by the oil
boom. (1978: 6)

Pratt and Richards likewise conclude,

Alberta's large and growing urban middle classes,
nurtured by twenty-five years of oil and gas develop
ment, came to political power in the provincial
election of August 30, 1971. That election, which
saw Peter Lougheed's revived Progressive Conserva
tives win forty-nine seats to Social Credit's twenty
five and the NDP's one, was one of critical re
alignment - the political consolidation 0f major
economic and social changes which occurred in
Alberta in the generation of growth after Leduc.
(Ib id.: 6)
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Although western separatist organizations arose in Alberta

prior to 1970, the major changes in Albertan society mainly

contributed to the rise and the electoral victory of the

provincial Progressive Conservative party in 1971. Thus,

this chapter will examine societal conditions in the ten

years after that election to determine if there are any

noticeable changes within Alberta that may have contributed

to the rise of the Albertan western separatist movement dur

ing 1980.

All indicators will be chosen from Statistics

Canada's pUblications except for the analysis of structural

conduciveness with respect to political change. This will

be based on federal and provincial election returns from

1968 to 1980. The indicators of the possible existence of

'actual' structural strain will consist of the Gross

Domestic Product and the annual unemployment rate. The

indicators to be used as the basis of an analysis of social

change are; population growth, residence, sex, age, eth

nicity, religion, marriage rate, divorce rate, labour force

by industry, labour force by occupation as well as real

average income for families and unattached individuals. A

discussion of the rationale for these indicators will be

given in each of the relevant sections.

The analysis of Albertan societal conditions will be

paralleled by an examination of the same (political, eco

nomic, and social) indicators for Saskatchewan and Ontario.
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Generally, one comparison should at least be included since

"when an author fails to make a systematic comparison be

tween his region and others, it is not possible to accept

any claim that his region is peculiar .0. the specific

nature of regional differences cannot appear in the exa

mination of one region alone" (Gibbins, 1980: 9). Byexa

mining societal conditions within Saskatchewan and Ontario,

it will be possible to determine if certain societal condi

tions are unique to Alberta. These comparisons may thereby

contribute to an explanation of the movement's rise and

growth principally within Alberta.

There are specific reasons for selecting Saskatchewan

and Ontario as comparisons with Alberta. Saskatchewan has

been chosen since it is a nearby somewhat similar western

prairie-province. Yet the western separatist movement is

largely confined to Alberta and has never gained a signifi

cant strength within Saskatchewan. It will therefore be

interesting to compare the two provinces' societal condi

tions in order to determine possible reasons why the western

separatist movement grew in Alberta while it stagnated in

Saskatchewan. Ontario, on the other hand, has been chosen

as an additional comparison since it is a distinctly

different central Canadian province. It will be used to

determine if there are any noticeable differences between

the western (Alberta) and the eastern (Ontario) provinces

that may contribute to an explanation of the movement's re-
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lative confinement to Alberta.

I - The Operationalization of Smelser's Determinant of
Structural Conduciveness

The chosen determinants from Smelser's theory, as

indicated earlier, will be operationalized by adopting

methods from other studies. In this section, Maurice

Pinard's method of operationalizing the determinant of

structural conduciveness will be used. Pinard's approach

focuses on one-party dominance, "the presence of a single

dominant party that leaves all groups opposing it without

viable channels of political representation" (1975: 280).

A weak opposition party, as a result, is abandoned for a

new third party or, in this case, for another means of

expressing dissatisfied concerns and interests; i.e. the

rise of a social and/or a political movement. Thus,

structural conduciveness will be operationalized as a

political variable for this study.

Unlike Pinard's analysis of the 1962 federal general

election in relation to the rise of Quebec's Social Credit

party, this study will examine both the federal and pro

vincial election returns from 1968 to 1980. An analysis of

the electoral returns at both levels is included due to the

western separatist organizations' underlying goal; the attempt

to separate Alberta from Canada. In other words, it will be

determined if the western separatist movement gained sub-
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stantial support since Alberta's political party systems at

the federal and provincial levels were characterized by the

condition of one-party dominance. Consequently if the

condition of one-party dominance characterized the province's

party systems at both levels, a number of Albertans may have

turned to western separatist organizations if they felt

neither their federal representatives nor their provincial

government dealt adequately with their grievances and/or

interests.

At this point, one may ask, 'Why is the existence

of a weak opposition party at the provincial level an in

dicator of structural conduciveness in relation to the rise

of the Albertan western separatist movement, a federally

related event'? Roger Gibbins provides an explanation

accordingly, "there was a natural tendency (fo~ Westerners)

to turn to provincial governments for the assertion of

regional demands" due to "the weakness of western Canadian

representation in both the House of Commons and consecu

tive national governments" (1980: 201). Consequently,

Gibbins adds, "provincial governments (in the West) have

moved to the fore as regional spokesmen" while "the import

ance of the federal cabinet as an accommodative structure

for regional interests has declined" (Ibid.: 201). Western

provincial governments have apparently become the major

representatives of western interests instead of federal

agents. The recent federal-provincial conflicts may have
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led to increasing concern or dissatisfaction with the

Alberta provincial government's performance as the pro

vince's representative. If the condition of one-party

dominance prevailed at the provincial level as well,

Albertans may have turned to another means in order to

express their interests and/or grievances. Thus, an exa

mination of one-party dominance at the provincial level

will be important to account for the re-emergence of the

Albertan western separatist movement during 1980.

The analysis of the federal and provincial opposi

tion parties' strength for each general election will be

analyzed according to the overall percentage of votes re

ceived for each political party in Alberta, Saskat?hewan,

and Ontario. This method of analysis is similar to Pinard's

operationalization of the determinant except that it does

not average the "proportion of votes which a party has re

ceived while in opposition" (1975: 291). Rather, the pro

portion of votes which an opposition party receives for each

general election will be averaged. Thus, it will be de

termined if Alberta's, Saskatchewan's, and Ontario's party

systems at the federal and provincial levels are character

ized by the condition of one-party dominance from 1968 to

1980.

Pinard used the following rules in determining the

strength of the opposition parties,
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The previous state of the party system: (a) the
main opposition had previously maintained, while in
opposition, an average vote of less than 33 per cent,
a clear situation of one-party dominance; (b) though
a proportion superior to that was maintained, the
opposition party suddenly weakened, a marginal
situation ... as indicated by its failure to contest
a large proportion of the seats ... or the main
opposition party had relinquished its role by enter
ing into a coalition with the government party or
with a third party; (c) the main opposition party
remained a strong party with more than 33 per cent
of the votes, a situation with a strong two-party
system, or two strong parties in a multi-party
system. (Pinard, 1975: 38)

Since no opposition parties in Alberta, Saskatchewan, and

Ontario were 'suddenly weakened' as described in Pinard's

measurement, opposition party strength was determined by

the first and third measures. As a result, it will be con-

cluded that a condition of one-party dominance existed if

the main opposition party retained less than thirty-three

per cent of the popular vote.

Before proceeding, it must be stressed that the

'peculiari~ies' of the Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Ontario

party systems at the federal level will be examined. Al-

though a strong, two-party system existed nationally, this

analysis is concerned with the provincial representatives

at the federal level and the strength of the possible al-

ternatives within the given provinces. This approach is

similar to Pinard in that he attempted to "analyze a

federal election at the level of at least a province" -and

to "show in what ways the political situation at the federal

level in Quebec was particularly conducive to the rise of a
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third party" (Pinard, 1975: -14 & 21). Similarly, it will be

determined whether the political situation at the federal

level in Alberta was conducive to the rise of the Albertan

western separatist movement in 1980. As a result, the

major, 'opposition' or 'alternative' party at the federal

level within a province was determined by the distribution

of the province's seats in the House of Commons. The party

with the greater number of these seats represented the

'dominant' party within that province since it was the over

whelming representative of the given province's populace.

The strength of the possible alternatives at the federal

level was then determined by its percentage of the province's

popular vote.

An analysis of the strength of Alberta's alterna

tives at the federal level reveals that a condition of one

party dominance prevailed in that province during the

majority of the 1970's. In fact, Table 4:1 indicates that

Alberta only had a viable alternative to the dominant party

prior to the 1972 general election. The Liberal party may

have gained temporary strength due to the sweeping force of

'Trudeaumania' at that time. Although the Liberals formed

a viable alternative in Alberta in the general election of

1968, there was still a vast difference in the percentage

of votes (14.7%) between the Liberal and the Progressive

Conservative parties. The weakness of the Liberal party

in Alberta was striking as it never exceeded 25 per cent
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of Alberta's popular vote after the 1968 federal general

election. Moreover, the Liberal party's strength in Alberta

gradually weakened throughout the decade from 35.7 per cent

in 1968 to 22.2 per cent in 1980. The federal party system

in Alberta was evidently characterized by the condition of

one-party dominance.

In comparison, Saskatchewan was characterized by

a strong, two-party system. For instance, in 1968, the

most viable, alternative party (the Progressive Conserva

tives) won a greater percentage of votes than the New

Democrats, although the New Democrats (the province's

dominant party at the federal level) won a greater number of

House of Commons seats. In fact, a strong alternative

party existed at the federal level throughout the period

except for the federal general election of 1974. At that

time, the federal Liberal party in Saskatchewan gained

popular support. The party's percentage of votes rose from

25.3 per cent in 1972 to 30.8 per cent in 1974. But, the

increase in the Liberal party's popular support was quickly

lost and returned to its previous levels (approximately 20

to 25 per cent) in the 1979 federal general election.

Apparently, a strong, two-party system at the federal

level was re-established in Saskatchewan.

Ontario was also characterized by a strong, two

party system at the federal level. The only federal general

election that did not produce a viable alternative party



Table 4:1 Distribution of Parties' Votes at the Federal Level, Ontario,
Saskatchewan, and Alberta, 1968-1980

~ear of Election 1968(1) 1972 1974 1979 1980

Province I Party % votes % votes % votes % votes % votes

Onto Lib. 46.2 38.2 45.1 36.5 41.7
P.C. 31.7 39.1 35.1 41.8 35.6
N.D.P. 20.8 21.5 19.1 21.1 21.9
S.C. 0.0 0.3 0.2 O~O 0.0
Other 1.2 . 0.9 0.5 0.6 0.7
Totarr2l 99-:g- ·---rao~o .- 100.0 100.0 99.9

Sask. Lib.
P. C.
N.D.P.
S.C.
Other
Total(2)

( 2 ,863,128) (3, 577,52TJ------r-1,5OS-;Orrr--(1I,142~~ r3~990, 151 J
27.1 25.3 30.8 21.8 24.2
37.0 36.9 36.5 41.2 38.9
35.7 35.9 31.5 35.8 36.3
0.0 1.8 1.1 0.5 0.0
0.2 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.5

100.0 100.0 100.1 100.0 99.9
( 414,1I30) ( Q32,564) ( ljIj,B68) ( 1189,387) ( 1I55,709)

Alta. Lib. 35.7 25.0 24.7 22.1 22.2
P.C. 50.4 57.6 61.2 65.6 64.9
N.D.P. 9.3 12.6 9.3 9.9 10.3
S.C. 1.9 4.5 3.4 1.0 1.0
Other 2.7 0.3 1.5 1.5 1.6
Total(2) 100.0 -~ 100.0 leJO.l 100.1 100.0

( 563,779) ( 71Q,952) ( 682,1I211) ( 853,099) ( 794,9116)

(Normandin, 1969, 1974, 1975, 1979 & 1980)

(1 ) 3 Ontario districts are missing in the summary of electoral returns for the
federal General Election of June 25, 1968.

(2) % votes may not add up to 100.0% due to rounding errors.

I-'
\.D
-...J
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within the province occurred in 1968. Thus, Saskatchewan

and Ontario were similar in their lack of one-party domin

ance. As such, they differred markedly from Alberta.

An analysis of the opposition parties' strength at

the provincial level reveals similar findings to the federal

analyses. A condit~on of one-party dominance characterized

Alberta's provincial party system during the given period

except for the 1971 general election. Perhaps a condition

of one-party dominance did not exist at that time since the

Progressive Conservatives was in the process of replacing

the Social Credit party as the new, provincial government.

For instance, Palmer and Palmer note that the Progressive

Conservative victory "was aided by ... the switching of

traditional NDP and Liberal support to the Conservatives"

(1976: 123). The condition of one-party dominance, as a

result, ceased to exist for a brief period due to the switch

in the voter1s support from the Liberals, the New Democrats,

and the Social Credits to the Tories.

However, a condition of one-party dominance qUickly

re-emergedafterthe 1975 provincial general election. In

fact, an opposition party was almost nonexistent at the

provinci~l level. The main opposition party, the Social

Credit, only acquired a popular vote of 18.2 per cent and

19.9 per cent in the 1975 and 1979 provincial general elec

tions. In contrast, the dominant party, the Progressive

Conservatives, maintained an unusually high proportion of
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the popular vote at 62.7 per cent in 1975 and 57.4 per cent

in 1979. Thus~ a condition of one-party dominance seemingly

prevailed during the periods prior to each phase of the

Albertan western separatist movement.

Saskatchewan, in contrast, was characterized by a

strong two-party system except in the 1975 provincial

general election. In that year, a condition of one-party

dominance briefly existed due to the sudden shift of

electoral support from the Liberals (42.8% in 1971 to 31.7%

in 1975) to the Progressive Conservatives (2.1% in 1971 to

27.6% in 1975). By 1978, a strong opposition party at the

provincial level was again re-established in Saskatchewan

after the switch in the electorate's support from the

Liberals and the New Democrats to the Progressive Conserva-

tives.

~

Ontario~ in comparison, was characterized predom-

inantly by a condition of one-party dominance at the pro-

vincial level during the given ten-year period. The only

general election that did not demonstrate this occurred in

1975. In that year's election, the Liberals increased

their popular support from 17.7 per cent to 34.2 per cent.

But, the existence of a strong opposition party did not last

very long since the province's party system was returned to

a condition of one-party dominance in 1977. Ontario's

provincial party system was thereby similar to Alberta

rather than Saskatchewan.



Table LI: 2 Distribution of Parties' Votes at the Provincial Level, Ontario,
Saskatchewan, and Alberta, 1967-1979

~ear of Election 19670/1967S/1967A 19710/1971S/1971A 19750/1975S/1975A 19770/1978S/1979A

IProvince I Party % votes %votes % votes % votes

31. 5
39.7
'28.0

Ont. (1) Lib.
P.C.
N.D.P.
S. C.
Other
Total

31.4 27.7 34.2
42.3 44.5 36.1
25.9 27.1 28.9
0.1 0.0 0.1
0.3 0.6 0.7 0.8

100.0 ._-_.~ -99-.9 100.0 100.0
(2,Q19,683) (3,293,717) (3,305,8Q6) (3,3Ql,833)

13.8
38.1
48.1

31. 7
27.6
40.1

42.8
2.1

55.0

Lib. 45.6
P.C. 9.8
N.D.P. 44.3
S.C. 0.3
other ---- 0.1 0.6 0.0

Sask.(2)

Tot-ar-- ~ -- Ian. a ITIO-=-O~ ~·~--nro. a 100-~O

Alta. (3) Lib.
P.C.
N.D.P.
S.C.
Other
Total

C Q2Q,403) --r-Q52,736) ( 451,023) ( 475,1115)

10.8 1.0 5.0 6.2
26.0 46.4 62.7 57.4
16.0 11.4 12.9 15.8
44.6 41.1 18.2 19.9

2.6 0.1 1.3 0.8
100.0 100. 0 ~ 100~T---- -_.- -- 100.T

( 1j~j1n ) ( 6 39 , 862 ) ( 590 ,,17a) ( 710 , 9 6 3 )

%votes may not add up to 100.0% due to rounding errors.

(1) (Normandin, 1968, 1972, 1976, and 1978)

(2 ) (Normandin, 1969, 1973, 1976, and 1979)
(3) (Normandin, 1968, 1972, 1976, and 1979) r\)

0
0
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At this point, one may argue that Ontario was not

characterized by the 'same condition of extreme one-party

dominance as found in Alberta due to the province's dis

tinctive three-party structure'. In other words, Ontario

does not have a 'strong' opposition party that regularly

acquires thirty-three per cent of the popular vote since

there are two opposition parties of approximately equal

strength; each with some 20-25 percent of the vote. This

condition supposedly 'mitigates against the existence of

one-party dominance in Ontario'. There are three major

arguments in relation to this observation.

First, Ontario has not been characterized by a dis

tinctive three-party structure at the provincial level

throughout its history. Pinard noted, "from 1945 on, the

Liberal party reoccupied its position of second major party

(in terms of popular support)" although "it has remained

nevertheless a weak opposition" (1975: 51). In fact, the

C.C.F./N.D.P. merely resurged twice in 1948 and in 1967

"with 26 per cent of the votes each time" (Ibid.: 51). The

N.D.P~ as indicated, has only recently gained a modicum of

strength. Thus, it cannot be argued that Ontario had a

distinctive three-party system at the provincial level

(Ibid.: 49-51).

Secondly, the percentage distribution of the parties'

votes at the provincial level indicates that the two opposi

tion parties are not of approximately equal strength. The
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Liberal party clearly remains the second major party within

the province although it is weak. Third, it has never been

argued or suggested that the same condition of extreme one-

party dominance in Alberta also prevailed within Ontario. But

it was similar to Alberta in that no single opposition party

obtained more than thirty-three per cent of the popular vote.

As indicated by the findings, Alberta's political

party systems were unique in that a condition of one-party

dominance existed at both the federal and provincial levels,

especially prior to the latest phase of the Albertan western

separatist movement. In comparison, a condition of one-

party dominance characterized Ontario's party system at

the provincial level only. Saskatchewan, in contrast, was

generally characterized by a stroni party system at both

levels of government. As a result, a possible relationship

may have existed between the condition of one-party dominance

at both levels of government in Alberta and the sudden re-

emergence of the Albertan western separatist movement during

1980.

In other words, a new alternative may have arisen

in Alberta in order to express the populace's grievances

and/or interests since the existing alternatives in the pro-

vince's federal and provincial party systems were likely

seen as weak and ineffective. Hence, the existence of

structural conduciveness, the presence of one-party dominance

at both the federal and provincial levels, may have contri-
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buted to the rise of the Albertan western separatist move-

ment in 1980.

II - The Operationalization of Smelser's Determinant of
Structural Strain

Smelser's determinant of structural strain will

also be included in the present analysis of Albertan societal

conditions. This determinant will be operationalized through

the use of James C. Davies' theory of revolution. Davies'

theory, as argued earlier, has been selected mainly because

it incorporates many attributes of Smelser's determinant,

specifical.Ly the distinction of real and anticipated

structural strains.

Davies' theory, as mentioned previously, refers

to the J-curve pattern. A society i~ characterized by

economic and social development. But if a stage of growth

is followed by a period of sharp reversal~ a discernable

J-curve evolves in relation to the rise of a revolution or

rebellion. The populace's expectations continue to rise

despite the reversal in economic and/or social development.

A revolution or rebellion may occur as a result of the

widening gap between the actual and expected conditions

within a society. But for Davies, the most important in-

gredient in order for a 'revolutionary state of mind' to

occur is a threat to the satisfaction of human needs that

are physical and/or social.
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The present analysis will only examine the underly

ing state of economic conditions since the various western

separatist organizations did not wish to participate in

this study. This section will therefore determine whether

economic conditions in Alberta followed the J-curve pattern

prior to the re-emergence of the Albertan western separatist

movement in the 1970's. If a 'sharp' reversal in economic

conditions did occur, the determinant of real structural

strain, as operationalized by Davies, may provide a partial

explanation of the Albertan western separatist movement's

rise during the given decade.

There are two basic indicators that will be used in

order to ascertain if the determinant of real structural

strain existed within Alberta for the indicated period.

First, there will be an analysis of the provinces' Gross

Domestic Product from 1970 to 1980. Likewise, there will

be an analysis of Saskatchewan's Gross Domestic Product

for the same period in order to determine if the given

condition is unique to Alberta. Unfortunately, Ontario

cannot be used as a comparison since Ontario's Ministry of

Treasury and Economics has only calculated the province's

Gross Pronvicial Product (see Table 4:3).

Moreover, the annual unemployment rate will be

examined as an indicator of the economy's condition prior

to the rise of the Albertan western separatist movement.

As with the analysis of Gross Domestic Product, this indi-
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cator will be examined for approximately a ten-year period

before the movement1s third phase. Similarly, Saskatchewan

and Ontario will be included in the analysis as comparisons.

The Gross Domestic Product is considered "an

aggregate statistic of general interest" which is used in

order to "monitor the performance of the economy" (Alberta

Economic Accounts, 1981: 6). As a result of this function,

the Gross Domestic Product has been chosen as an extremely

useful indicator of the possibility of structural strain.

But before proceeding, a definition of this indica

tor will be beneficial. The term that needs to be initially

clarified is 'production ' . According to the Alberta

Economic Accounts, 'production' refers to lithe creation of

goods and services on which members of the community, or

the community as a whole, set a dollar value. Any process

that creates or adds value to already existing goods (and

services) is production" (1981: 8). The Gross Domestic

Product "indicates the value of total production within

the geographical boundaries of the province" and thereby

measures the province's "economic growth" (Ibid.: 8).

In addition, the Alberta Economic Accounts warns

that this measure " s hould not be confused with the pro

vincial equivalent of the Gross National Product, often

called the Gross Provincial Product, which would be the

value of total production attributable to the residents of

Alberta, regardless of where that production takes place"
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(Ibid.: 8). The Alberta Economic Accounts emphasize that

"the GDP is a measure of economic activity and not a pure

measure of economic well-being of the residents" (Ibid.: 8).

It is further stated,

the GDP measures total income accruing to the factors
of production ... due to economic activity within
the province, however, it does not indicate whether
these incomes are being collected by the residents
of Alberta. The difference between GDP and GNP is
thus investment income received and paid to non
residents. (Ibid.: 8)

As the GDP measures a provincial economy's development and

growth, it will be a good indicator of Albertan economic

conditions.

An analysis of Alberta's Gross Domestic Product for

the given, ten-year period indicates that actual economic

conditions did not resemble a J-curve pattern prior to the

rise of the various phases of the Albertan western separa-

tist movement during the 1970's. According to Table 4:3,

Alberta's Gross Domestic Product (measured in 1971 constant

dollars) increased each year by various percentages. In

fact, the greatest rates of real growth occurred during the

years i~~ediately prior to the second and third phases of

the Albertan western separatist movement, a 9.9 per cent

increase in GDP during 1973 and a 9.8 per cent increase in

GDP during 1979. Although Alberta's Gross Domestic Pro-

duct increased at a slower, 'real' rate of 7.2 per cent in

1980, it cannot be argued that this slowdown represented a

'sharp' reversal in economic conditions. Rather, Alberta's
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Gross Domestic Product (in real terms) grew by 91.8 per

cent from $7~373 million in 1970 to $14~144 million in

1980. Hence~ there was a significant and continual in-

crease in real growth within the Albertan economy during

the 1970's.

An analysi~ of Saskatchewan's 'real' Gross Domestic

Product during the given~ ten-year period reveals similar

results to Alberta. For instance, the Saskatchewan Eco-

nomic Review notes that "Saskatchewan has enjoyed increases

in real (constant) Gross Domestic Product every year since

1973. By contrast, during the previous 20 years, the pro-

vincial economy suffered an absolute decrease in real out-

put more frequently than one year in three" (1981: 15). More-

over, Saskatchewan's 'real' Gross Domestic Product increased

by 61.8 per cent from $3~129 million in 1970 to $5,062

million in 1980. Although Saskatchewan's real growth rate

for the decade did not increase as dramatically in compari-

son to Alberta, the Saskatchewan Economic Review still con-

cluded~ "the 1970's proved to be a decade of dramatic

growth" for the province (Ibid.: 15).

An additional indicator of the provinces' economic

well-being is their annual unemployment rate. This measure

will therefore constitute a good indicator for the present

analysis. Alberta's annual unemployment rate remained at

approximately 5 per cent from 1970 to 1974. Hence, economic

conditions within Alberta likely remained relatively pros-
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Table 4:3

Gross Domestic Product in Constant (1971)
Dollars for Alberta and Saskatchewan (1)

(millions of dollars)

lYear Pr.ovince

Alberta Saskatchew.an

% Change % Change
G.D. P. in G.D.P. G.D.P. in G.D.P.

(Alberta Economic Accounts, 1982; Saskatchewan Economic
Review, 1982)

(1) Ontario's figures have not been included since the
Ministry of Treasury and Economics has calculated the
Gross Provincial Product (GPP) instead of the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP). In addition, the province's
GPP has been measured at the market value only
(Ontario Statistics, 1982).

,
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1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

7,373

7,823

8,375

9,202

9,686

10,406

10,865

11,410

12,016

13,191

14,144

3.2

6.1

7.1

9.9

5.3

7.4

4.4

5.0

5.3

9.8

7.2

3,128

3,505

3,431

3,708

4,045

4,370

4,591

4,659

4,859

4,967

5,062

-8.1

12.0

-2.1

8.1

9.1

8.0

5.1

1.5

4.3

2.2

1.9
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perous prior to the rise of the second phase of the

Albertan western separatist movement. In 1974, the un-

employment rate dropped to 3.5 per cent; an indication of

the Albertan economy's continual economic well-being. Al-

though the unemployment rate slowly rose to 4.7 per cent

from 1974 to 1978, it cannot be inferred that economic

conditions within Alberta dramatically deteriorated. In

fact, another drop in the unemployment rate (3.9 per cent)

occurred in 1979. Moreover, the unemployment rate declined

to 3.7 per cent in 1980. This decline represented the

"lowest" unemployment rate in Canada at that time (Alberta

Statistical Review, 1981: xviii). Thus, economic conditions

within Alberta were auspicious prior to the rise of the

latest phase of the Albertan western separatist movement.

Saskatchewan's unemployment rate, in comparison,

differed throughout the 1970's. For instance, Saskatchewan

was characterized by an alternating unemployment rate from

1970 to 1973 between approximately 3.0 and 4.5 per cent.

Afterwards, Saskatchewan's unemployment rate fell to 2.8

per cent in 1974. Indeed, economic conditions seemingly

remained very prosperous until 1976 since the unemployment

rate gradually increased to 4.9 per cent from 1976 to 1978.

But, the province's economy appeared to improve since the

unemployment rate fell to 4.2 per cent in 1979. Moreover,

the unemployment rate remained constant in 1980 at 4.4 per

cent. The changes in this rate throughout the given decade



Table 4:4

Province

-~--- - ---- ......... . - ....._----

Total Labour Force(l) and Annual Unemployment Rate(2) (3), 1970-1980
Unadjusted Series - Both Sexes - Average

(thousands)

Year

:1970 11971 11972 [197311974119751-197611977 r19781197911980

ALBERTA
Total Labour Force 667 682 711 746 781 822 871 909 960 1015 1072
Annual Unemployment
Rate 5.1 5.7 5.6 5.3 3.5 4.1 4.0 4.5 4.7 3.9 3.7

SASKATCHEWAN
Total Labour Force 347 346 351 355 360 376 394 410 421 433 J~ 43
Annual Unemployment
Rate 4.2 3.5 4.4 3.5 2.8 2.9 3.9 4.5 4.9 4.2 4.4

ONTARIO
Total Labour Force 3177 3290 3410 3532 3686 3818 3885 3994 . 4147 4289 4366
Annual Unemployment
Rate 4 . 4 5.4 5.0 4.3 4.4 6.3 6.2 7.0 7.2 6.5 6.9

(1) The Total Labour Force is composed of that portion of the civilian non-
institutional population 15 years of age and over who, during the reference week,
were employed or unemployed.

(2) "The number of unemployed persons expressed as a per cent of the labour force -
unemployment rate for a particular group is the number unemployed in that group
expressed as a per cent of the labour force for that group."

(3) "Unadjusted unemployment rate ... and annual averages are calculated from un
rounded figures (i.e. estimates in units), but published figures are rounded to
thousands. Therefore the sum of individual rounded items may not always equal
the total."

(Statistics Canada, 1982d)

N
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are so small that it would be unwarranted to assume that a

sharp reversal occurred in relation to Saskatchewan's

econcmic condition. These changes merely indicate that

Saskatchewan's economy may have been more constant and not

as prosperous as Alberta by the end of the decade.

An analysis. of Ontario's unemployment rate shows a

similar yet a more pronounced pattern to that of Saskat

chewan. From 1968 to 1973, the unemployment rate fluctuated

only slightly. From 1974 to 1978, Ontario's unemployment
•

rate increased form 4.4 to 7.2 per cent. Like Saskatchewan,

the unemployment rate decreased in 1979, but, it again rose

to 6.9 per cent in 1980.

The analyses of the various indicators yielded

similar results in relation to the possible existence of

the determinant of structural strain prior to the rise of

the Albertan western separatist movement during 1980. The

following chart summarizes the results of the above-

mentioned analyses;,
Chart 4-1 Analysis of Conditions of Structural Strain,

Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Ontario, 1970-1980(1)

I
Presence of J-Curve Pattern

Phase of Province
Indicator Movement A~ta. I Sask. I Onto

Gross Domestic
-Product (GDP)

Unemployment
Rate

2nd (1973-74)
3rd (19.79-80)

2nd (1973-74)
3rd (1979-80)

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
Yes
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(1) An analysis of the given indicators in relation to
the rise of the first phase of the western separatist
movement (1969-1970) has not been included since the
movement's first phase occurred between 1969-1970. As
previously indicated, this chapter is limited to an
analysis of societal conditions during the 1970's.

This chart illustrates that a J-curve pattern did not exist

prior to the second and third phases of the Albertan western

separatist movement. It also indicates that structural

strain, as operationalized by Davies' theory, did not exist

in Saskatchewan during the same period. Surprisingly, the

findings suggest that a J-curve pattern existed in Ontario

in the indicated period.

These findings lead to a number of possible con-

elusions. First, it may be argued that the determinant of

real structural strain is not necessary in relation to the

rise of an episode of collective behaviour. Second, it may

be argued that Smelser's determinant is necessary but that

Davies' theory of revolution is an inappropriate method of

operationalizing the concept of structural strain. As a

result, there is a need to replace Davies' method of opera-

tionalization with a new approach. One may also argue that

Davies' theory is not inappropriate since it supposedly fo-

cuses on the populace's 'state of mind'; not actual societal

conditions as were examined here. The 'revolutionary state

of mind' is "derived from the widening of t~e gap between

what they want and what they get" (1969: 690). Davies ex-

plicitly states,
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the necessary additional ingredient is a persistent~

unrelenting threat to the satisfaction of these needs
(physical, so~ial. e~~aldigtiity and justice): not
a threat which actually returns people to a state
of sheer survival but which puts them in the mental
state where they believe they will not be able to
satisfy one or more basic needs. (1962: 8)

Davies adds~ "although physical deprivation in some degree

may be threatened on the eve of all revolutions~ it need

not be the prime factor ... the crucial factor is the vague

or specific fear that ground gained over a period of time

will be qUickly lost" (Ibid.: 8). What is needed then is a

modification of Davies' theory.

The Albertan economy~ as indicated~ was characterized

by a decade of growth; a period of time that likely raised

Albertans' expectations with respect to Davies' theory. This

disclosure suggests that the indicated 'threat' need not be

based on a sharp reversal in economic and/or social develop-

ment. Rather~ recent issues~ as indicated in the previous

chapter~ likely acted as the 'threats' to the Albertan popu-

lace's economic and/or social progress. For instance~ the

defeat of the federal Progressive Conservative party and

the introduction of the National Energy Program were seen

as threats to Albertans' continued social and economic well-

being. Thus~ it is these factors that likely incited the

occurrence of a 'revolutionary state of mind' amongst

Albertans and thereby may have contributed to the rise of

the Albertan western separatist movement during 1980.
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As a result of these findings, Davies' theory has

been modified accordingly,

Chart 4-2 Sudden state of Uncertainty (1)

state

of

co

.
Uncertaintyf')

actual
conditions

TIME

rising
expectations

\J

---"..,......- .
_---- . Sudden

.,~ .
-... '"

...-_...
...-_...

.......-......._....
...-

(1) 'x' refers to a specific event (precipitating factor)
being or being perceived as a threat to economic and/
or social development or to "gained ground".

j
I

It may not be necessary for a sudden reversal in economic

and/or social conditions to occur. All that is necessary

is a threat to the populace's well-being. The perceived

threat, a precipitating factor(s), supposedly interfers or

may interfere with the society's 'real', economic and/or

social progress and, in consequence, the populace's ability

of continuing to approximate or obtain its rising expecta-

tions. In response, a movement may arise due to the sudden

state of uncertainty towards the continuance of economic

and/or social development and the populace's ability to

continually fulfill their expectations.

III - An Analysis of Social Change

The purpose of this section is to determine if

noteworthy social changes occurred in Alberta during the
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1970's and if the existence of these ~verall' changes may

have thereby contributed to the Albertan western separatist

movement's re-emergence in 1980. This is based on Hiller's

contention that a possible relationship exists between

social conditions and the rise of a third party. Hiller

states, "third parties emerge and succeed when they are a

means to resolve critical problems within the regional

society" (1977: 55). For example, the emergence and success

of Alberta Social Credit was mainly due "to the fact that

it creatively responded as an indigenous movement with local

roots to Alberta's own problems of rapid and heterogeneous

population growth" (Ibid.: 70).

Likewise, the· Albertan western separatist movement

may have arisen as a means to resolve "internal pressures

and conflicts" within Alberta (Ibid.: 59). For instance,

the rapid population growth and urbanization that led to

"Lougheed's victory and the abrupt termination of the Social

Credit dynasty" may have persisted during the given decade.

As a result of these continuing trends, the movement may

have risen in 1980 as a response to social conditions (Pratt

and Richards, 1978: 6). Thus, an examination of the possible

existence of significant social changes in relation to

Alberta's population will be conducted.

Various indicators will be analyzed in order to de

termine whether 'relevant' social changes continued within

Alberta during the 1970's. Significant changes will first
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be noted with respect to each chosen variable. This will be

followed by a discussion of the combined impact of these

changes. It is the combined impact of these changes which

may have led to social instability and may have thus con

tributed to the rise of the Albertan western separatist move

ment in 1980.

The analyses of the variables chosen for analysis

here will be divided into three subsections. Initially,

there will be an analysis of the general characteristics of

Alberta's population. The indicators to be used are; popu

lation growth, residence, sex, age, ethnicity, religion,

marriage and divorce rates. The second subsection will con

sist of an analysis of the Albertan labour force's charac

teristics. The indicators for this subsection are; the

labour force by industrial and occupational categories.

Lastly, the economic well-being of Alberta's population

will be ascertained by an examination of real average income

for families and unattached individuals.

The indicators to be used in the first subsection

are basic, demographic variables. They have been selected to

determine whether significant changes have occurred in the

general characteristics of Alberta's population. The in

dicators of industrial and occupational categories in the

second subsection have been selected to determine if the

structure of Alberta's labour force has significantly changed.

James W. Rinehart states that "work has always had a pro-
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found impact on the lives of those who perform it lT (1975: 1).

Therefore, any dramatic change in labour force composition

may have exerted a significant degree of internal pressure.

Lastly, a subsection consisting of an analysis of real

average income has been included since the variable is a

measure of a populace's economic well-being.

Once again, data for Ontario and Saskatchewan will

be included in the analyses in order to determine if the

existence of significant social changes are unique to Alberta.

The comparisons may thereby offer possible explanations for

the confinement of the western separatist movement mainly

to Alberta.

(i) AN ANALYSIS OF THE GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ALBERTA'S
POPULATION

Table 4:5 indicates that a rapid rate of population

growth occurred in Alberta during the 1970's. For example,

Alberta's annual population growth rate (per 1,000) was

constantly the highest in comparison to Ontario, Saskat-

chewan and Canada for each of the given years. Moreover,

Alberta's annual population growth rate (per 1,000) signi

ficantly accelerated after 1973-74. In fact, Pratt and

Richards noted, "Alberta's annual population growth rate

exceeded the national average consistently until 1965, levelled

off until the early 1970's and then resurged under the im-

pact of the energy crisis lT (1978: 6).



Table 4:5 Annual Population Growth Rate (per 1,000);
1970-80
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1970-71 Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Canada

1971-72 Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Canada

1972-73 Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Canada

1973-74 Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Canada

1974-75 Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Canada

1975-76 Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Canada

1976-77 Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Canada

1977-78 Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Canada

1978-79 Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Canada

1979-80 Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Canada

1980-81 Ontario
Saskatchewan
Alberta
Canada

152.1
-14.8

32.9
271. 3

106.8
-12.2

29.4
233.2

98.9
-9.5
32.2

241.3

145.3
-4.8
32.9

321.2

118.1
7.7

55.9
333.1

92.3
13.9
59.7

295.5

90.4
13.3
73.4

294.2

89.2
8.9

72.7
247.1

60.1
9.0

74.6
234.8

69.6
8.6

83.9
288.9

50.9
7.2

94.7
284.1

20.1
-15.7

20.6
12.7

13.9
-13.2

18.1
10.3

12.7
-10.4

19.4
11.1

18.4
-5.3
19.5
14.5

14.7
3.6

32.5
14.9

11. 3
15.3
33.6
13.0

10.9
14.4
39.9
12.8

10.7
9.5

38.0
10.6

7.1
9.5

37.6
10.0

8.2
9.0

40.8
12.2

5.9
7.5

44.2
11.8

•

(1) 'Total Increase' refers to Natural Increase (excess of
births over deaths) and Total Net Migration (sum of
the net interprovincial migration and the net inter
national migration) combined.

(2) These rates are obtained by dividing the total in
crease by the total population.

(Statistics Canada, 1980e)
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Ontario also had a high population growth rate from

1970-71 to 1973-74. But for the second half of the decade,

Ontario's annual population growth rate increased at a

decelerated pace. Saskatchewan, in contrast, experienced a

real decline in population growth from 1970-71 to 1973-74.

After 1973-74, Saskatchewan was characterized by a positive

population growth rate, but this was not as pronounced or

sustained as Alberta's (See Table 4:5). Hence, Alberta

was unique in that its population grew at a consistently

high annual rate during the 1970's.

Alberta's populace also appears to have migrated to

urban from rural-farm areas, as indicated in Table 4:6.

The population living in an urban area increased by 15.0

per cent from 1971 to 1976; an indication of a continual

treno of "rapid urbanization" (Pratt and Richards, 1978: 6)

during the 1970's. Ontario and Saskatchewan likewise ex

perienced a decline in the percentage of their populations

living on rural-farms and an increase in the percentage of

their population living in urban areas. While this trend

was not unique to Alberta, it was more pronounced there.

Table 4:7 shows no significant changes in relation

to the percentage of males and females in Alberta from 1970

to 1980. Similarly, the percentages of males and females

within Ontario and Saskatchewan were evenly divided through

out the given period.



Table 4:6 Population by Urban, Rural-Non-Farm, and Rural Farm Distribution,
1971 and 1976

Province & Total Urban (Rural) Non-Farm (Rural) Farm
Year 1,000 to 500,000 over

Onto
1971 7,703,105 (100.0%)
1976 8,264,464 (100.1%)

Sask.
1971 926,245 ( 99.9%)
1976 921,325 (100.0%)

Alta.
1971 1,627,875 (100.0%)
1976 1,838,035 ( 99.9%)

81.8% 14.3% 3.9%
81.2% 15.5% 3.4%

52.7% 23.9% 23.3%
55.5% 23.6% 20.9%

73.6% 14.1% 12.3%
75.0% 14.6% 10.3%

Urban Population:

Rural Population:

Persons living in an area having a population concentration of
1,000 or more and a population density of at least 1,000 per
square mile.

Persons living outside "Urban Areas" (Area having a population
concentration of 1,000 or more and a population density of 1,000
or more per square mile).

Rural-Non-Farm Population: All persons living in rural areas in dwellings not
situated op a census farm.

(Statistics Canada, 1978d)

I\)
I\)

o
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Population by Sex; 1970-1980(1)
(total-in thousands)

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980(2)

Sex

Male
Female

Total

Male
Female

Total

Male
Female

Total

Male
Female

Total

Male
Female

Total

i"Iale
Female

Total
Male
Female

Total

Male
Female

Total

Male
Female

Total

Male
Female

Total
Male
Female

Total

49.9
50.1

7,637.0
49.9
50.1

7,703,105
49.8
50.2

7,833.9
49.8
50.2

7,938.9
49.8
50.2

8,093.9
49.8
50.2

8,225.8
49.6
50.4

8,264.5

49.5
50.5

8,355.0
49.5
50.5

8~444.3

49.4
50.6

8,504.5
49.4
50.6

8,574.4

50.8
49.2

942.0

50.8
49.2

926,245

50.7
49.3

916.3
50.7
49.3

908.1

50.6
49.4

907.0
50.5
49.5

918.1

50.5
49.6

921.3

50.4
49.6

937.0
50.4
49.6

948.4
50.4
49.6

959.8
50.4
49.6

970.1

50.8
49.2

1,600.0

50.9
49.1

1,627,875
50.8
49.2

1,653.9
50.8
49.2

1,683.6

50.7
49.3

1,713.9
50.7
49.3

1,768.0

50.7
49.3

1,838.0

50.7
49.3

1,896.4

50.7
49.3

1,954 .2
50.7
49.3

2,013.8

50.7
49.3

2,081.4

(Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1971 and
Statistics Canada, 1973c, 1973e, 1974b,
1975c, 1976b, 1978e, 1980c, 1980d, 1982c)

(1) Each figure has been rounded independently to the
nearest hundred, hence, totals do not necessarily equal
the sum of individual rounded figures in distribu
tions.

(2) Preliminary Estimates
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However, Table 4:8 indicates that the age structure

of Alberta's population underwent noteworthy changes during

the 1970's. For instance, the majority of the population

in 1970 (50.3 per cent) was twenty-four years of age or

under. By 1980, this age group's percentage of the total

population decreased by 9.3 per cent. During the same

period, the '24-44' age-group's percentage of the total

population significantly increased by 19.5 per cent. The

other age-group categories, on the other hand, revealed

small changes in their percentages.

This was not unique to Alberta. In 1970, the '0_24'

age-group was the largest for the total populations of

Saskatchewan and Ontario. By 1980, a shift in ~he popula

tion's age structure occurred within both provinces with a

slight decline in the percentage between 0 and 24 as well

as an increase in the percentage between 25 and 44. There

were also noteworthy increases in the percentage over age

sixty-five for both Saskatchewan and Ontario.

Table 4:9 indicates that the ethnic composition of

Alberta's population did not change significantly. There

was a slight decrease in the percentage of the 'French'

ethnic group, while the other major ethnic groups within

the province (British, German, and Ukranian) underwent

slight increases in their percentages. Likewise, the ethnic

group compositions of Ontario and Saskatchewan did not

change dramatically.
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Table 4:8 Population by Age; 1970-1980
(thousands)

EJ Age Province
Grouo Onto Sask. Alta.

1970 0-24 46.8% 49.5% 50.3%
25-44 26.1% 20.8% 25.1%
45-64 18.9% 19.8% 17.4%

65+ 8.7% 9.9% 7.3%
Total 7,b37.0 (100.5%) 942.0 (IOb.o%) 1,600.0 (100.1%)

1971 0-24 46.7% 48.0% 50.2%
25-44 25.8% 21.5% 25.3%
45-64 19.1% 20.2% 17.2%

65+ 8.4% 10.2~ 7.3%
Total 1,703,105 (10b.o%) 926,245 ( 99.9%) 1,627,875 (lao. 0%)

1972 0-24 46.3% 47.9% 49.8%
25-44 26.0% 21. 2% 25.5%
45-64 19.3% 20.4% 17.4%

65+ 8.4% 10.5% 7. il %
_otal 7,(133.9 ( 00.0%) 9ib. 3 (100.0%) 1,653.9 ClOO.1% )

1973 0-24 45.5% 47. 5% 49.0%
25-44 26.6% 21.1% 26.1%
45-64 19.4% 20.6% 17.5%

65+ 8.5% 10.8% 7. 5%
Total 7,93l:1.9 (100.0%) 90d.1 (100.0%) 1, be) 3. b (100 .n)

1974 0-24 44.9% 47. 3% 48.5%
25-44 27.1% 21.0% 26.4%
45-64 19.4% 20.6% 17.5%

65+ 8.6% 11. 0% 7.5%
Total 8,093.9 (100.0%) 907.0 ( 99.9%) 1,713.9 (.1.00. 0%)

:'975 0-24 44.5% 47.2% 48.0%
25-44 27.5% 21. 3% 26.9%
45-64 19.5% 20.4% 17.6%

65+ 8.6% 1.0% 7.6%
To-cal ll,225.8 (loo.B) 91l).1 ( 99.9%) 1,168.0 (IDa. 1%)

1976 0-24 43.9% 46.3% 48.0%
25-44 27.4% 22.4% 27.2%
45-64 19.8% 20.2% 17.3%

65+ 8.9% 11.1% 7.5%
Total 8,2b4.5 (100.0%.) 921. 3 (l00.0%) 1,~3~.0 (100.0%)

1977 0-24 43.4% 45.9% 47.5%
25-44 27.7% 23.0% 27.8%
45-64 19.8% 19.9% 17.2%

65+ 9.1% 11.2% 7.5%
Total ~,355.0 (100. 0%) 937.0 \100.011) 1,~9b.4 (100.0%)

1978 0-24 42.8% 45.4% 46.9%
25-44 28.0% 23.6% 28.4%
45-64 19.9% 19.7% 17.1%

65+ 9.3% 11. 3% c.'".~JO

otai 8,444.3 (100.6%) 948. 4 (lOO.O%l 1.954.2 (100.0:0
1979 0-24 42.2% 44.8% 46.3%

25-44 28.3% 24.3% 29.2%
45-64 19.9% 19.4% 16.9%

65+ 9.6% ...
.6~

To;;al t!,?D4.~ (10 13.5 nOO. %)
1980* 0-24 41. 5% 45.6%

25-44 28.7% 30.0%
45-64 20.0% 16.7%

65+ 9.8% 7. '""Total ,$74.4 (loo.oJ) 970 . .1. 2 ,oS 1.1l (100.0%)

(Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1971 and
Statistics Canada, 1973c, 1973e, 1974b, 1975c,
1976b, 1978e. 1980c, 1980d, 1982c)

* P~elimlnary Estimates
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Ethnic Groupa; 1961 and 1971(1)

ear and
thnic Group

1961
British Isles(2)
French
German
Hungarian
Italian
Jewish
Native Indian
Netherlands
Polish
Russian
Scandinavian(3)
Ukranian
Asian(4)
Other & Unknown

Total
1971

British Isles(2)
French
German
Hungarian
Italian
Jewish
Native Indian
Netherlands
Polish
Russian
Scandinavian(3)
Ukranian
Asian(4)
Other & Unknown

Total

Ontario
%

59.5
10.4

6.4
1.0
4.4
1.0
0.8
3.1
2.4
0.5
1.0
2.1
0.6
6.9

6~236~092(100.1)

59.4
9.6
6.2
0.9
6.0
1.8
0.8
2.7
1.9
0.2
0.8
2.1
1.3
7.5

7~773~170(101.2)

Sas.katchewan
%

40.4
6.5

17.1
1.7
0.3
0.2
3.3
3.2
3.1
2.4
7.3
8.5
0.5
5.4

925~18l( 99.9)

42.1
6.1

19.4
1.5
0.3
0.2
4.4
2.1
2.9
1.1
6.4
9.3
0.8
3.7

928~340(100.3)

Alberta
%"

45.2
6.3

13.8
1.1
1.1
0.3
2.1
4.2
3.0
1.3
7.2
8.0
0.9
5.4

1~33l~944( 99.9)

46.8
5.8

14.2
1.0
1.5
0.4
2.7
3.6
2.7
0.6
6.0
8.3
1.4
5.2

1~635~285(100.2)

(Dominion Bureau of Statistics~ 1962
and Statistics Canada~ 1973d)

(1) Distribution of population by ethnic groups is only given within
the census years. As a result~ there will only be a comparison
of data for the census years of 1961 and of 1971.

(2) British Isles includes English~ Irish~ Scottish~ and Welsh.

(3) Asian includes Chinese~ East Indian~ Japanese~ Syrian-Lebanese~

and Other.

(4) Scandinavian includes Danish, Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish.



Table 4:10 Percentage Distribution of the Population by
Religious Denomination; 1961 and 1971

~~v~~~~ I Anglican I BaPtis~ Lutheran I ~oman I United lOth (2)Presbyterian Catholic Church er

ant.
1961 17.9 4.0 3.9 7.9 30.0 26.3 9.9
1971 15. 8 3.7 3.5 7.0 33.3 21.8 14.8

Sask.
1961 10.2 1.7 10.3 2.7 26.3 32.0 16.7
1971 9.4 1.6 9.8 2.2 27.9 29.6 19.4

Alta.
1961 11.8 3.2 9.2 4.2 22.4 31.5 17.8
1971 10.5 3.1 8.2 3.5 24.0 28.1 22.7

(Statistics Canada, 1973b)

(1) Dlstribution of population by religious denomination is only given within census
years. As a result, there will only be a comparison of data for the census years
of 1961 and 1971.

(2) Includes 'No Religion'.

I\)
I\)

\J1
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Table 4:11 Marriage Rates (per 1~000 population)

ear Province
Ontarlo Saskatchewan Alberta

1970 9.0 7.8 9.6
1971 9.0 8.4 9.6
1972 9.2 8.6 9.9
1973 9.1 8.6 9.7
1974 9.0 8.8 9.7
1975 8.8 8.8 9.9
1976 8.4 8.2 9.7
1977 8.1 7.7 9.5
1978 8.0 7.5 9.4

1979 8.0 7.6 9.4
1980 8.0 7.8 10.0

(Statistics Canada, 1979c, 1980h, 1981d, 1982f)

Table 4:12 Divorce Rates (per 100,000 population) and Percent
Change In Rate; 1970-1980

rear Province
Ontario Saskatchewan Alberta

Rate Per Percent Rate Per Percent Rate Per Percent
100,000 Change In 100,000 Change In 100,000 Change In

Population Rate Population Rate Population Rate

1970 164.9 2.8 92.6 0.5 236.4 7.0
1971 158.5 -3.9 88.1 -4.9 224.6 -5.0
1972 168.6 6.4 90.3 2.5 228.1 1.6
1973 173.6 3.0 97. 7 8.2 263.4 15.5
1974 188.7 8.7 114.6 17.3 288.6 9.6
1975 212.6 12.7 123.2 7.5 309.7 7.3
1976 224.9 5.8 131. 0 6.3 309.9 0.1
1977 236.2 5.0 157.3 20.1 308.1 -0.6
1978 243.2 3.0 150.7 , -4.2 310.4 0.7
1979 256.3 5.4 159.3 5.7 324.5 4.5
1980 261.7 2.1 189.3 18.8 364.2 12.2

(Statistics Canada~ 1979c~ 1980h, 1981d~ 1982f)
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An analysis of the percentage distribution of Alber

ta's population by religious denomination also reveals

minimal change. Most major religious denominations de

creased slightly from 1961 to 1971. Only the 'Roman

Catholic' and 'Other' religious denominations experienced

increases in their percentages. Similar patterns were

apparent within Ontario and Saskatchewan.

Table 4:11 indicates that no significant changes

occurred in Alberta's marriage rates during the 1970's.

An analysis of Saskatchewan and Ontario data also reveals

a similar lack of noteworthy changes.

All three provinces, according to Table 4:12,

demonstrated a significant increase in their divorce rates.

Alberta experienced a 54.1 per cent increase in its divorce

rate per 100,000 population from 1970 to 1980. Saskat

chewan's rate increased by 104.4 per cent for the same

period, while Ontario's divorce rate likewise increased

dramatically by 58.7 per cent.

(ii) COMPOSITION OF THE LABOUR FORCE

Work consumes a major portion of a person's life.

Rinehart notes that "what people do during these hours

often penetrates to the very core of their personalities"

and "an activity which consumes such a large portion of time

cannot help but spillover into non-work spheres of life!'

(1975: 1). Due to the enormous influence of work upon
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individuals, it is important to examine if major changes

have occurred within the labour force. The two indicators

chosen to do this are the percentage distributions of the

labour force by industrial and occupational categories.

Significant changes occurred in Alberta's labour

force from 1975 to ,1980. In 1975, the three major industrial

sectors in terms of the labour force's distribution were

service (26.3 per cent), trade (18.5 per cent), and agri

culture (13.6 per cent). But by 1980, the order had altered

to service (28.2 per cent), trade (18.0 per cent), and con

struction (9.8 per cent). Agriculture declined to being

the sixth largest category. Alberta's economic base was

evidently shifting from agriculture to different industrial

categories, such as other primary, construction, finance,

service, and manufacturing industries. Although the data

are not comparable for the years prior to 1975, significant

changes also occurred during that period.

Saskatchewan's labour force by industrial category

likewise underwent a significant change from 1975 to 1980.

In that period, the service sector displaced agriculture as

the labour force's largest division. In comparison, Ontario's

distribution of the labour force by industrial category re

mained largely unchanged between 1975 to 1980 (See Table

4:13).

The occupational distribution of the labour force

in Alberta also underwent major changes from 1975 to 1980.



Table 4:13 Labour Force(l) by Industry Categories, Showing
Percentage Distributions; 1975 to 1980(2)

(Total-In Thousands) (Both Sexes)
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Onto
1975 3,81&(100.0 ) 3.2% 1. 4% 24.6% 6.6%
1976 3,885(100.2) 3.0% 1.6% 24 .9% 6.6%
1977 3,994(100.1) 3.3% 1. 5% 24.3% 6.5%
1978 4,147(100.1) 3.3% 1. 4% 24.3% 6.3%
1979 4,289000.1) 3.6% 1.1% 25.0% 6.0%
1980 4,366000.1) 3.5% 1. 5% 25.0% 5.9%

Sask.
1975 376( 99;6) 28.2% 2.4% 5.9% 5.6%
1976 394( 99.8) 23.9% 2.0% 6.1% 6.6%
1977 410( 99.5) 24.1% 2.2% 5.9% 6.8%
1978 421( 99.8) 24.5% 2.4% 5.9% 6.4%
1979 433( 99.3) 23.1% 2.5% 5.5% 6.7%
19t1O 443 ( 99.5) 20.1% 3.2% 5.4% 7.0%

Alta.
1975 822(100.2) 13.6% 3.5% 9.0% 8.3%
1976 tl71( 99.7) 13.5% 3.9% 9.1% 9.4%
1977 909( 99.7) 9 7« 4.6% 9.0% 9.9%.. ,.
1978 960 ( 99.6) 8.9% 5.5% 8.4% 10.4%
1979 1,015C 99.8) 8.2% 5.8% 8.5% l:!..1%
1980 1,072( 99.6) 7. 7% 6.1% 9.3% 9.8%

rovince Transpor~ation rrade Finance, Service Public Un-
6< Year Communication Insurance Admini- Classi!'ied

& Othe:- and Real istra- (3 )
Utilities Estate tion

Onto
1975
1976
1977
197~

1979
1980

Sask.
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Alta.
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

7.0%
7.3%
7.2%
7.3%
7.2%
7.3%

8.0%
8.4%
7.6%
8.1%
1.9%
8.1%

8.8%
8.3%
8.5%
8.9%
9.1%
8.~%

17.1%
16.7%
16.6%
16.9%
16.9%
16.2%

16.0%
17 .0%
16.6%
16.9%
16.6%
17.8%

1l:l.5%
17.3%
Itl.9%
17.8%
18.0%
18.0%

5.6%
5.8%
5.8%
5.8%
5.7%
6.0%

3.5%
3.8%
4.1%
4.0%
4.2%
4.5%

4.5%
4.5%
5.3%
5.1%
5.2%
5.3%

26.7%
26.7%
27.5%
27. ti '{.
27.7r.
27.7%

23.4%
24.4%
25.4%
2 ti .9%
25.6%
25.7%

26.3%
26.4%
27. 3%
2tl.2%
27.8%
28.2%

7.0%
? .1%
6.tl%
6.7%
6.2%
6.4%

6.6%
7. 6%
6.8%
6.7%
7.2%
7.7%

7.2%
6.8%
6.5%
6.4%
6.1%
6.4%

0.8%
0.5%
0.6%
0.7%
0.7%
0.6%

0.5%

(1) ~he labour force ~s composed of that portion of the civilian
non-institutional population 15 years of age and over who,
during the reference week, were employed or unemployed.

(2) Comparable data not available pr~or to 1975 due to major :-e
visions to Statistics Canada's Monthly Labour Force Survey
(71-001 Monthly).

(3) Comprises unemployed persons who have never worked before, and
those persons who last worked more than 5 years ago.

(Statistics Canada, 1979f, 1980j, 1981g)



Table 4:14 Labour Force(l) by Occupation Categories, Showing
Percentage Distributions; 1975 to 1980(2)

(Total-In Thousands) (Both Sexes)
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Onto
1975 3,818(100.1) 21.S% lS.2% 11.1% 12.1% 4.2%
1976 3,885<100.0) 22.1% lS.7% 10.9% 11.8% 4.2%
1977 3,99 4<100.2) 22.0% lS .3% 10.8% 12.5% 4.5%
1978 4,147(100.0) 21.9% 18-.3% 10.2% 13.0% 4.4%
1979 4,289(100.1) 21. 7% 17.9% 10.3% 13.0% 4.6%
1980 4,366(100.2) 21.9% lS.0% 10.1% 13.1% 4.8%

Sask.
1975 376( 99.8) 17.3% 12.8% 10.4% 10.4% 29.0%
1976 394( 99.9) 18.3% 14.0% 9.4% 11.2% 24.9%
1977 410( 99.5) 17.8% 13.2% 10.0% 11.7% 25.4%
1978 421( 99.4) 17.8% 12.8% 9.3% 12.1% 25.7%
1979 433( 99.3) 18.0% 13.2% 9.2% 12.7% 24.0%
1980 443( 99.8) 19.4% 13.8% 9.5% 12.6% 21. 7%

Alta.
1975 822( 99.9) 20.1% 15.7% 12.0% 11.6% 14.8%
1976 87l( 99.7) 21. 0% 16.0% 10.7% 11. 5% 14.9%
1977 909( 99.8) 20.9% 16.9% 12.0% 12.0% 11. 4%
1978 960( 99.7) 22.9% 15.8% 10.5% 12.0% 11.1%
1979 1,0l5( 99.7) 22.0% 16.4% 10.7% 12.2% 10.5%
1980 1,072( 99.9) 22.0% 17.1% 10.5% 12.3% 10.2%

Onto
1975 17.6% 6.7% 3.5% 4.1%
1976 17.3% 6.6% 3.7% 4.2%
1977 17.2% 6.4% 3.8% 4.1%
1978 17.4% 6.2% 3.8% 4.U
1979 18.3% 6.0% 3.6% 4.0%
1980 18.0% 5.9% • 3.7% 4.1%

Sask.
1975 7.7'10 6.4% 2.9% 2.9%
1976 7. 9% 7.9% 3.3% 3.0%
1977 7. 3% 7.8% 3.4% 2.9%
1978 7.6% 7.4% 3.6% 3.1%
1979 7. 9% 7.6% 3.7% 3.0%
1980 7. 9% 7.4% 4.3% 3.2%

Alta.
1975 9.9% 8.3% 4.0% 3.0%
1976 9.1% 9.0% 4.2% 3.3%
1977 9.8% 9.8% 4.0% 3.0%
1978 9.7'10 9.8% 4.6% 3.3%
1979 9.7% 10.0% 4.7% 3.5%
1980 10.2% 8.9% 5.2% 3.5%

0.8%
0.5%
0.6%
0.7%
0.7%
0.6%

0.5%

(1) The labour force is composed of that ?ortion of the civilian
non-institutional popUlation 15 years of age and over who,
during the reference week, were employed or unemployed.

(2) Comparable data not available prior to 1975 due to major re
visions to Statistics Canada's Monthly Labour Force Survey
(71-001 Monthly).

(3) Compri~es une~ployed persons who have never worked before, and
those persons who last worked more than 5 years ago.

(Statistics Canada, 1979f. 1980j, 1981g)
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The three major occupational categories of Alberta's labour

force in 1975 were 'managers, professionals, etc.' (20.1

per cent), 'clerical workers' (15.7 per cent), and 'primary

occupations' (14.8 per cent). By 1980, the three major

occupational categories were 'managers, professionals, etc.'

(22.0 per cent), 'clerical workers' (17.1 per cent), and

'service occupations' (12.3 per cent). The percentage of

workers engaged in primary occupations dropped from third

to fifth place while the proportion of the Albertan labour

force engaged in services increased from fifth to third

place.

Saskatchewan and Ontario did not experience such

large changes in the occupational composition of their labour

forces. For instance, 'managerial, professional, etc. "

'clerical', and 'processing' were the three major occupa-

tions in Ontario during 1975. By 1980, 'clerical' and

'processing' occupations were tied for second position while

'service' occupations moved from fourth to third position.

Major changes in the labour force's occupational distribu-

tion were apparently limited to Alberta for the given

period.

(iii) AN ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE INCOME FOR FAMILIES AND
UNATTACHED INDIVIDUALS

This section will attempt to determine if a signifi-

cant change has occurred in the economic well-being of
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Alberta's families and unattached individuals. As indicated

earlier, annual average income for families and unattached

individuals has been selected for this purpose. In addi

tion, 'real' average income has been estimated by controll

ing for inflation (See Table 4:15). It must be stressed

that the data available are only for the capital cities of

the three provinces. Therefore, these calculations must

be seen only as possible illustrations of what may have

occurred throughout the three provinces.

There have been noteworthy changes in real average

income for families and unattached individuals living in

Edmonton. In 1971, Edmonton's real average income for

families and unattached individuals was below Toronto's.

By 1979, a significant turnabout had occurred and Edmonton's

real average income for families and unattached individuals

had surpassed Toronto's. More importantly, Edmonton's real

average income had increased by 28.1 per cent from 1971 to

1979. This increase indicates a positive, dramatic change

in their economic well-being.

Regina's and Toronto's real average income for

families and unattached individuals also increased. In fact,

Regina's increased significantly by 46.3 per cent from 1971

to 1979. Toronto's real average income increased by only

12.8 per cent for the same period .. ·If these city based

data are illustrative of province wide trends, the people

of Alberta and Saskatchewan experienced a significant in-
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Table 4:15 'Real' Average Income(l) of Familles(2)
and Unattached Indlviduals(3), All

Areas; 1971-1979
(1971=100)

rovincia
Regina

1971 9,853 6,594 8,759

1973 10,352 8,296 9,115

1975 10,831 9,697 10,283

1977 11,274 9,098 10,820

1979 11,111 9,647 11,219

(Statistics Canada, 1973h, 1975e, 1977f, 197ge, 1981f)

(1) To calculate 'Real' Average Income - Take average
income (AI) in year t (AIt). Divide AIt by Consumer
Price Index for Regional City (CPIt) and multiply
by 100. (Consumer Price Index for Regional Cities
Used - Toronto, Ontario; Regina, Saskatchewan; and
Edmonton, Alberta).

(2) Family refers _to "a group of individuals sharing a
common dwelling unit and related by blood, marriage
or adoption. Thus, all relatives living together
were considered to comprise one family whatever the
degree of family relationship (economic family)"
(Statistics Canada, 1973h: 10).

(3) Unattached Individual refers to "a person living by
himself or rooming in a household where he is not
related to other household members. An unattached
individual is treated as an economic family unit by
himself" (Ibid.: 10).
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crease in their economic well-being.

(iv) A DISCUSSION ON THE SECTION OF SOCIAL CHANGE

An examination of social change through the use of

the above-mentioned indicators in the various subsections

reveals that some social changes occurred in all three pro

vinces during the 1970's. But~ only Alberta experienced

significant changes in all the following factors; popula

tion growth rate~ urban/rural distribution~ age structure~

divorce rate~ labour force by industrual categories~ labour

force by occupational categories~ and real average income

for families and unattached individuals.

Saskatchewan experienced similar changes in its

population growth rate~ urban/rural distribution~ age struc

ture~ divorce rate~ labour force by industrial categories~

and real average income for families and unattached in

dividuals. Ontario experienced the least amount of overall

social change with noteworthy changes only in its popula

tion growth rate~ urban/rural distribution~ age structure~

and divorce rate of the factors considered.

The combined effect of the given social changes

within Alberta suggest that some notable degree of social

instability likely preceded the rise of the Albertan western

separatist movement in 1980. Pratt and Richards support

this and have argued~
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Lougheed's victory and the abrupt termination of the
Social Credit dynasty were an inevitable, though
considerable delayed, response of the electoral
system to rapid population growth, urbanization and
secularization - trends underway during and after
World War II, but greatly accelerated by the oil
boom. (1978: 6)

It is thereby possible that these continuing trends created

or maintained a condition of social instability amongst the

Albertan populace and may have thereby contributed to the

rise of the Albertan western separatist movement in 1980.

Significant changes in the economic conditions are

also likely to incite a possible state of social instability.

In discussing the import of such changes on Alberta's poli-

tical life, Pratt and Richards note,

by the seventies, Alberta's population was substan
tially urbanized and its expanding labour force was
oriented to the service sector and the managerial,
professional and white collar occupations of the new
middle class ... the new middle class was urban and
secular in its outlook and impatient with Social
Credit's blend of religious fundamentalism and the
remnants of its agrarian populist past. (1978: 9)

They state further, "the meaning of Lougheed's victory was

this. The political centre of gravity within Alberta had

shifted in favour of metropolitan interests" (Ibid.: 6).

As indicated in the preceding analysis, Alberta's labour

force shifted away from its agricultural (rural) base. This

continuing trend in combination with the other c~anges may

have also contributed to the rise of the Albertan western

separatist movement.
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Dramatic 3 positive changes also seemingly occurred

in Albertans' economic well-being. An increase in a popu

lace's economic well-being might usually be considered as

a deterrent to the rise of a separatist movement. But 3

Alberta's situation was unique. Elton and Gibbins provide

a possible reason Why Albertans' increased prosperity may

have contributed to the movement's rise. "Economic pros

perity has only strengthened political discontent ... as

western Canadians search fruitlessly for both a degree of

political power commensurate with their new economic

strength and a solution to seemingly intractable economic

problems" (1979: 88). Hence 3 the combination of Albertans'

recent wealth and their inability to "affect the policies

or partisan composition of the national government" (Ibid.:

90) may have lead a number of Albertans to form or join a

western separatist organization.

Saskatchewan's populace may have expressed interest

towards the western separatist movement partially as a re

sponse to similar changes. Stil1 3 Saskatchewan's western

separatist movement was not as strong as Alberta's possibly

due to the less pronounced overall changes. Moreover 3 it

may be that a separatist movement did not arise in Ontario

since the province experienced few major social and

economic changes.
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Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to provide back

ground evidence on possible changes in the political, eco

nomic, and social sectors of Alberta's society. Significant

overall societal changes that were unique to Alberta might

have served as factors leading to the rise of western se

paratism in that province.

To analyze the societal conditions, two determinants

from Smelser's theory of collective behaviour were chosen;

the determinants of structural conduciveness and structural

strain. Smelser's determinant of structural conduciveness

was operationalized using Pinard's theory of one-party

dominance. The determinant of structural stra~n was opera

tionalized using James C. Davies'theory of revolution.

Lastly, a variety of indicators were selected to determine

if noteworthy social changes occurred within Alberta prior

to the rise of the Albertan western separatist movement in

1980. To determine if the possible existence of structural

conduciveness, structural strain, and significant social

changes were unique to Alberta, comparable data for Ontario

and Saskatchewan were included.

Reasons were suggested in the various sections for

the rise of a separatist movement in Alberta and not in

Saskatchewan or Ontario. Smelser's concept of the value

added process will be used to develop this argument further

as r.e argues that it is the combined effect of these deter-
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minants which leads to an episode of collective behaviour.

The various analyses indicated that only Alberta's

political party systems at both the federal and provincial

levels were characterized by the condition of one-party

dominance during the 1970's. Second, Alberta was strongly

characterized by an increasingly prosperous economy during

the same period. As a result, it is likely that Albertans'

expectations were also high. Precipitating factors, as in

dicated earlier, likewise occurred in 1980. Lastly, Alberta

was characterized by a wider range of social changes than

elsewhere, especially in relation to labour force distribu

tion and economic well-being.

Therefore, it is possible that all of these factors

combined to create a unique pre-conducive condition for the

rise of the Albertan western separatist movement "during

1980. The existence of one-party dominance in Alberta's

federal and provincial party systems meant that viable and

effective alternatives to the dominant parties at both levels

within the province were lacking for Albertans in order to

express their interests and/or grievances. With the threat

to the populace's high expectations and to the continual

prosperity of Alberta's economy, a number of Albertans were

possibly led to form or join a western separatist organiza

tion. The occurrence of significant social changes likely

added to the state of uncertainty concerning the immediate
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future of Alberta.

It is also necessary to explain the separatist

movement's general confinement to Alberta. First, Saskat

chewan's federal and provincial party systems were not

characterized by a condition of one-party dominance. As a

result, the people of Saskatchewan had alternative outlets

at both levels in order to express their grievances and/or

interests. Hence, Saskatchewan lacked one of the most

important societal conditions which might lead to the forma

tion of a social and/or political movement. Some interest

in separatism may have been aroused since Saskatchewan's

economic prosperity and high expectations were likewise

threatened by the National Energy Program, but to a lesser

extent due to the lesser prominence of oil and natural

gas industries in that province. In addition, the social

and economic changes within Saskatchewan were less pro

nounced.

In comparison, Ontario lacked many of the necessary

societal conditions. Only Ontario's provincial party system

was characterized by the condition of one-party dominance.

Hence, Ontario's populace still had a viable alternative at

the federal level in order to express their concerns and

interests. Ontario's economy, unlike Alberta and Saskat

chewan, tended to fluctuate. In fact, Ontario's economic

conditions somewhat resembled Davies' J-curve pattern. But

due to the fluctuations, it is unlikely that this condition
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would contribute to an episode of collective behaviour.

Furthermore, Ontario's populace was not characterized by

such significant social and economic changes as compared

to Alberta and/or Saskatchewan, and likely did not contain

such a level of social instability.

In conclus~on, the findings indicated that Smelser's

determinants of structural conduciveness and structural

strain were useful in the analysis of societal conditions

related to the rise of the Albertan western separatist move

ment. Pinard's method for operationalizing the determinant

of structural conduciveness contributed to this analysis.

However, the findings suggested that Davies' method of

operationalizing the determi~ant of structural strain needed

to be revised.
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CHAPTER FIVE: AN ANALYSIS OF SOCIETAL CONDITIONS USING
THE QUALITY OF LIFE STUDY (MAY-AUGUST 1979)*

This chapter provides an additional analysis of under-

lying political, economic, and .social conditions that may be

related to the sudden re-emergence of the Albertan western

separatist movement in 1980. Data for Ontario and Saskat-

chewan will again be included to determine if any of the re-

lationships examined are unique to Alberta. Thus, the pur-

pose of this chapter is again twofold: (1) to determine

if the possible existence of certain societal conditions in

Alberta may hav.e contributed to the rise of the Albertan

western separatist movement in 1980, and (2) to determine if

certain societal conditions are unique to Alberta and

thereby may partially explain the movement's relative con-

finement to that province.

There are two major distinctions between the pre-

vious and present chapters. The present chapter focuses

only upon societal conditions prior to the latest and most

* The data used in this chapter are from the Social
Change in Canada Project directed by Tom Atkinson,
Bernard Blishen, Michael Ornstein, and H. Michael
Stevenson of York University, Toronto, Canada. The
data were made available by the Institute for Behav
ioural Research of York University. Neither the
Principal Investigators nor the disseminating archive
are responsible for the interpretations presented
here.
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serious phase of the Albertan western separatist movement.

Second~ the data for this chapter are obtained from a

nationwide~ attitude survey rather than from Statistics

Canada. As a result~ an examination of the relationships

between societal conditions and attitudes is possible.

Smelser's concepts of structural conduciveness and

structural strain will again be used. Likewise~ Pinard's

theory of one-party dominance will be employed to opera

tionalize the determinant of structural conduciveness while

Davies' theory of revolution will be used to operational

ize the determinant of structural strain. An analysis of

social changes will also be included.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into four.

sections. The first of these will discuss some methodo

logical issues involved in this analysis. This will be

followed with two sections dealing with the determinants of

structural conduciveness and structural strain. The final

section will examine whether social changes may be associated

with outlooks concerning separatism.

Methodology

The data to be used here are from the Social Change

in Canada Project (Atkinson~ Blishen~ Ornstein~ and Steven

son; 1979). This project is commonly referred to as the

Quality of Life Study (1979)~ and will be so identified

here. This study was based on a nationwide probability
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sample of 3,475 persons 18 years of age and older. The

samples for Alberta, Ontario, and Saskatchewan were 181,

1,232 and 82 respondents respectfully.

There are two major problems in using data from the

Quality of Life Study in this analysis. The first difficulty

concerns the period in which the survey was administered in

relation to the latest phase of the Albertan western separa

tist movement. The Quality of Life survey was conducted from

April to July 1979, but the Albertan western separatist move

ment virtually disappeared after the federal general elec

tion on May 22, 1979. The latest phase of the Albertan

western separatist movement did not arise until the defeat

of the federal Progressive Conservative government and the

introduction of the National Energy Program in 1980. The

responses therefore may not reflect the attitudes of

Canadians immediately prior to the Albertan western separa

tist movement's resurgence. Still, the Quality of Life

Study provides the only data that are available on western

attitudes within a year of the latest phase of the given

movement.

The second problem concerns the dependent variable

used here. The study did not ask the responde?ts any ques

tions concerning western separatism. The only question

that approximately measures the extent of separatist senti

ment is stated accordingly,
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QJ4 - What is your opinion about Quebec's separating
from Canada and becoming independent? Are you ...
(1) in favour of independence if an economic co
operation agreement can be worked out with the rest
Df Canada, (2) in favour of independence even if
no agreement is possible, or (3) in favour of in
dependence but against working out any economic co
operation agreement, or (4) are you opposed to in
dependence?, (5) qualified support for independence,
(6) qualified opposition to independence, (7) De
pends, and (e) Don't know. (Atkinson, Blishen,
Ornstein, and Stevenson; 1979)

One may object to the use of the above-mentioned question as

the dependent variable for this chapter since it refers to

Quebec separatism.

There are two major reasons which help to justify

the use of this question as the dependent variable. First,

the question on Quebec separatism may also indicate attitudes

toward separatist sentiment in other provinces. A citizen

is fundamentally limited to choosing the continuation of the

Canadian Confederation or the separation of a province.

Citizens that support the idea of Quebec separatism may also

support the idea of western separatism if it is perceived as

beneficial.

Second, the use of the question in this manner is

given some validity in that the percentage of Albertans

supporting the separatist option within the Qualify of Life

Study (1979) is approximately equal to that found in a poll

conducted by the Calgary Herald and the Edmonton Journal

immediately after the announcement of the National Energy

Program. The poll indicated that twenty-three per cent of
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Albertans supported western separatism at that time (Sallot>

1980: 1 & 3). The percentage of Albertans supporting or

favouring Quebec separatism in the Quality of Life Study

was approximately twenty-two per cent (See Table 5; 1).

Table 5: 1 Opinion - Quebec Separating from Canada

Support Opposition

Favour 1 15 Opposed III
Favour 2 6 Qualified Oppose 11
Favour 3 10
Qualified Support 6 Total 122 ( 73%)

Sub-total 37 (22%)
Depends 8

Total 45 (27%) Grand Total 167 (100%)

(Atkinson> Blishen> Ornstein> and Stevenson; 1979)

As a result of this similarity> the question may be considered

as a possible measure of general separatist sentiment within

Alberta during the movement's period of greatest popularity.

In analysing the responses to the question> the

category 'Depends' will be recorded as an opinion favouring

separatism since the response indicates that the respondents

were at least willing to consider such an option. This com-

bination of all Albertan respondents willing to support se-

paratism at any level then totals 27 percent which still

approximates the percentage obtained in the Calgary Herald

and Edmonton Journal opinion poll during the height of se-

paratist activity in Alberta. Thus> the dependent variable

is recoded into two categories;
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(1) a category that indicates separatist support by the

responses, (i) Favour 1, (ii) Favour 2, (iii) Favour 3,

(v) Qualified Support, and (vii) Depends and (2) a category

that indicates opposition to separatism by the responses,

(iv) Opposed and (vi) Qualified Opposition.

It is also necessary to determine if the study's

samples are representative of the three provinces' popula

tions. Comparisons. can be made of Statistics Canada's in

formation and the study's data with respect to sex and age.

According to these external validity checks, the Quality

of Life Study data are only somewhat representative of

Alberta's, Saskatchewan's, and Ontario's populations. A

comparison of the populations' distributions by sex indicates

that a greater percentage of- females were interviewed than

males (Appendix 1). This bias will not present a serious

problem since it is possible to weight the data in relation

to sex (See Atkinson et. al., 1979: 5). A comparison of

age distributions indicates that t~e samples are representa

tive of their populations (Appendix 2). Moreover, the samples

are representative of their provinces in terms of age with a

control for sex (Appendix 2). Saskatchewan is the only

province with a minimal bias; a slight over-representation

of people from 18 to 64 years of age.

The majority of the selected variables were intially

recoded into two categories due to Saskatchewan's small

sample size. Otherwise, the crosstabulation, especially
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for Saskatchewan, would not pass the chi square requirement

test; an expected cell frequency more than five. This

collapsing also permitted easier comprehension of the data.

The dependent variable, the populace's opinions re

garding Quebec separatism, was originally crosstabulated

with one-hundred a~d eight of the 641 variables from the

given data set (Appendix 3). The independent variables

were selected on the basis that they represented possible

measures of structural conduciveness, structural strain,

and social changes as well as to duplicate measures from

the previous chapter's analysis. Crosstabulations were

conducted in order to determine if significant relationships

existed between Albertan views concerning separatism and

these variables. Chi square was used to ascertain whether

significant statistical relationships existed. However, as

chi square merely indicated if the variables were associated,

Cramer's V was used to measure the strength of the rela

tionship bet\veen the dependent and independent variables.

For dichotomized tables, the phi statistic was used since

it is calculated "for a two by two table" (See Bent et. al.,

1975: 224).

Both Cramer's V and Phi do not reveal the manner in

which the variables are associated. Although these statis

tics do not indicate causal relationships, they help in

establishing if significant associations exist between the

dependent and the independent variables. Hence, an examina-
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tion of these measures will at least indicate the possible

existence of a relationship between the chosen determinants

and general separatist sentiment.

I - An Examination of Smelser's Determinant of Structural
Conduciveness

Structural conduciveness will again be operational-

ized as a political variable. Voting intentions and politi-

cal party preferences at the federal and provincial levels

will be examined to ascertain if structural conduciveness

possibly existed in Alberta~ Saskatchewan~ and Ontario dur-

ing 1979. The condition of one-party dominance will be

determined by the following~ key proposition~ "a third of

the votes (33 per cent) seems to be the empirical cutting

point below which a situation of one-party dominance is

created" (Pinard~ 1975: 37).

The data in Table 5:2 reveal that Alberta's federal

party system was characterized by the condition of one-

party dominance prior to the re-emergence of the Albertan

western separatist movement in 1980. Alberta's main alter-

native party at the federal level~ the Liberals~ would have

obtained approximately 23.6 per cent of the popular vote if

an election was held. In comparison~ the condition of one-

party dominance at the federal level did not prevail within

Ontario and Saskatchewan in 1979.
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Another indicator of the main alternative party's

strength is the electorate's political perception of itself.

If a voter considers himself/herself a Liberal, he/she may

have a strong tendency to vote for the Liberal party. On

this criteria as well, it appears that a condition of one

party dominance characterized Alberta's federal party

system during 1979 since only 24.2 per cent of the Albertan

respondents considered themselves Liberals, the main alter

native party to the dominance of the Progressive Conserva

tives as the province's federal representatives. Once again

there was no evidence of one-party dominance at the federal

level in Saskatchewan, but it apparently prevailed at the

federal level within Ontario.

Table 5:4 indicates that the condition of one-party

dominance at the provincial level also existed in Alberta

during 1979. For instance, Alberta's main opposition party,

Social Credit, would have obtained roughly 13.9 per cent

of the popular vote if an election was held. In contrast,

Ontario and Saskatchewan apparently lacked a condition of

one-party dominance at the provincial level in 1979 accord

ing to their distributions of voting intentions.

Table 5:5 reveals similar results in relation to

the possible existence of one-party dominance at the pro

vincial level for the three given provinces. For instance,

only 11.9 per cent of the Albertan respondents thought of

themselves as being Social Credit. In comparison, both
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arty Provi·nce
Alberta Ontario Saskatchewan

Liberal 23.6% 39.5% 35.4%

P.C. 64.9% 38.4% 41.5%

N.D.P. 6.8% 19.8% 23.1%

Social Credit 3.4% .1% ------
Other 1. 4% 2.2% ------

Total 100.1% 100.0% 100.0%
(148 ) (992) (65)

Missing Cases(3) 33 240 17

(1) If a federal election were held today, which party's
candidate do you think you would favour?

(2) Adjusted Frequency (Percentage)

(3) Undecided, Refused, No Answer

Table 5:3 Federal Political Party Preference in 1979 (1)(2)

arty Province
Ontario Saskatchewan

Liberal

P. C.

N.D.P.

Social Credit

Independent, None

Other

24.2%

56.1%

6.4%

5.7%

7.0%

.6%

41. 6%

28.2%

16.4%

.2%

12.5%

1.1%

31.9%

33.3%

25.0%

2.8%

5.6%

1. 4%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(157) (1,067) (72)

Missing Cases(3) 24 165 10

(1) Thinking of fed~ral politics, do you usually think of
yourself as a Liberal, Conser~ative, N.D.P., Social
Credit, or what?

(2) Adjusted Frequency (Percentage),

(3) Don't Know, No Answer
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Ontario and Saskatchewan again appeared to lack the condi

tion of one-party dominance at the provincial level since

over thirty-three per cent of the provinces' respondents

considered themselves as members of their main opposition

parties. Overall~ Alberta's political party systems were

unique in that a cqndition of one-party dominance appeared

to exist at both the federal and provincial levels during

1979.

At this point~ it is interesting to determine if

associations possibly existed between these indicators of

one-party dominance at the federal and provincial levels

and the Albertan populace's attitudes concerning separatism.

Pinard states~ "whether there is only one opposition party~

which is too weak~ or whether there are more than one~ but

all of them weak~ a system of one-party dominance is likely

to be conducive to new third parties" (1975: 37). A

crosstabulation was performed to assess the relationship

between Albertans' provincial party preferences and their

opinions regarding separatism in that year.

This crosstabulation did not pass the chi square

requirement test; no cell with an expected frequency less

than five. The 'Eta' statistic was substituted since it

is a measure of association that attempts to determine the

strength of a relationship from 0.0 to 1.0. Table 5:6

indicates that a strong relationship existed between the

Albertan populace's provincial political party preferences
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Voting Intentions if a Provincial Election Held
Today (1)(2)

arty

Liberal

P.C.

N.D.P.

Social Credit

Other

Province
Alberta Ontario Saskatchewan

11.4% 35.5% 23.5%

63.9% 41.7% 39.7%

9.5% 21.2% 35.3%

. 13.9% .3% 1. 5%

1.3% 1.2% ------

Total 100.0% 99.9% 100.0%
(158) (951) (68)

Missing Cases(3) 23 281 14

(1) If a provincial election were held today, which party's
candidate do you think you would favour?

(2) Adjusted Frequency (Percentage)

(3) Undecided, Refu~ed, No Answer

Table 5:5 Provincial Political Party Preference in 1979 (1)(2)

,arty

Liberal

P.C.

N.D.P.

Social Credit

P.Q.

Independent, None

Other

10.6%

65.0%

7.5%

11.9%

5.0%

Prov nee
Ontario

33.7%

37.3%

17.9%

.4%

.2%

9.8%

Saskatchewan

24.7%

35.6%

34.2%

1. 4%

4.1%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(160) (1,047) (73)

Missing Cases(3) 21 185 9

(1) Thinking of provincial politics, do you usually think
of yourself as a Liberal, Conservative, N.D.P., Social
Credit, P.Q. (in Quebec Only) or what?

(2) Adjusted Frequency (Percentage)

(3) Don't Know, No Answer
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and their opinions regarding separatism. However, this

relationship likewise existed in both Saskatchewan and

Ontario.

The relationship between a number of other political

attitudes and separatist support was also examined. These

indicated how a pop.ulace perceived its federal and pro

vincial governments and it was expected that those with

negative/dissatisfied attitudes were more likely to support

separatism. Table 5:7 indicates that a relationship existed

between the Albertan populace's satisfaction with the

federal government's actions and programs and their opinions

concerning separatism. A greater percentage of people

that were neutral or dissatisfied with the federal govern

ment's performance supported separatism (28.8 per cent)

than those who were satisfied with the federal government

(14.9 per cent). Moreover, a greater percentage of satis

fied people opposed separatism (85.1 per cent) while only

71.2 per cent of neutral or dissatisfied people rejected

the separatist option. This relationship did not exist for

Saskatchewan, but did exist for Ontario.

A relationship also existed between Albertans' atti

tudes toward the perceived power of their provincial govern

ment and their opinions regarding separatism (See Table 5:8).

The respondents who felt their provincial government had

'too little power' were more likely to support separatism

(60.3 per cent) while those that felt their provincial
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Table 5:6 Opinion - 'Quebec' Separating from Canada by
Provincial Party Preference

Alberta ~roVin~~al Pa~ty P~eference

-Liberal P.C. N.D.P. Other

Support 30.8% 24.9% 42.8% 8.0%

Oppose 69.2% 75.1% 57.2% 92.0%

Quebec ( 45)
Separating
from
Canada (145 )

(189)
100.0%

(37)
Totat 100.0%" 100.0% 100.0%

(28) (112) (12)

Raw Chi Square = 8.49305 with 3 Degrees of Freedom
Significance = ".04 Cramer's V = .21
Missing Observations = 36 Eta = .21 with QJ4 Dependent

Saskatchewan Provincial Party Preference

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Liberal P.C. N.D.P. Other

Support 5.1% 23.7% 35.8% 0%

Oppose 94.9% 76.3% 64.2% 100.0% (62)

(81)
100.0%

(5)
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(17) (28) (31)

Raw Chi Square = 7.52629 with 3 Degrees of Freedom
Significance = .06 Cramer's V = .31
Missing Observations = 10 Eta = .31 with QJ4 Dependent

Ontario Provincial Party Preference

(188)

(699)

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Liberal P.C. N.D.P. Other

Support 16.0% 19.5% 31. 2% 28.1%

Oppose 84.0% 80.5% 68.8% 71.9%

Total 100.0%
(301)

100.0%
(344)

100.0%
(146)

100.0%
(95) (887)

Raw Chi Square = 16.96975 with 3 Degrees of Freedom
Significance =.00 Cramer's V = .14
Missing Observations = 183
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Table 5:7 Opinion - 'Quebec' Separating from Canada by
Satisfaction with Federal Government (1)

Alberta Satisfaction with Federal Government
Neutral/Dissatisfied Sat isfied

Support 28.8% 14.9%

Oppose 71.2% 85.1%

Quebec ( 50)
Separating
from
Canada (159)

Total 100.0%
(139 )

100.0%
(70) (209)

Corrected Chi Square = 4.23617 with 1 Degree of Freedom
Significance = .04 Phi = .15
Missing Observations = 16-

Saskatchewan Satisfaction with Federal Government

( 70)

( 19)Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Neutral/Dissatisfied Satisfied

Support 16.4% 29.2%

Oppose 83.6% 70.8%

Total 100.0%
(57)

100.0%
<32 ) ( 89)

Corrected Chi Square = 1.30798 with 1 Degree of Freedom
Significance = .25 Phi = .15
Missing Observations = 2

Ontario Satisfaction with Federal Government

(206)

(777)

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Neutral/Dissatisfied Satisfied

Support 23.9% 15.9%

Oppose 76.1% 84.1%

Total 100.0%
(619)

100.0%
(364)

Corrected Chi Square = 8.38786 with 1 Degree of Freedom
Significance = .00 Phi = .09
Missing Observations = 87

(1) How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the federal
government in Ottawa?
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government had 'too much power' were least likely to support

such an option (16.3 per cent). Conversely, respondents

who felt their provincial government had 'too much power'

were more likely to oppose separatism (83.7 per cent) while

those that felt their provincial government had 'too little

power' were least ~ikely to oppose it (39.7 per cent).

This relationship was weak for Saskatchewan. How

ever, a very different pattern existed in Ontario than

either Alberta or Saskatchewan. The portions of the popu

lace with an extreme attitude regarding the perceived power

of the provincial government were more likely to support a

separatist option. Thus, distinct differences existed

among the three provinces.

Table 5:9 indicates that a strong relationship

existed between Albertans' attitudes concerning the divis

ion of powers of the federal and provincial governments

and their opinions with respect to separatism. Albertans

who believed that the provincial government should receive

more power were more likely to support separatism (27.6 per

cent). Albertans who believed that the division of power

between the federal and provincial governments should stay

the same supported separatism to a similar extent (27.0

per cent). But, Albertans that felt the federal government

should acquire more power gave no support to separatism

(0 per cent). The data for the two comparison provinces

reveal that this relationship was unique to Alberta.
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Table 5:8 Opinion - 'Quebec' Separating from Canada by
Perceived Power-Provincial Government (1)

Alberta Provincial Government's Perceived Fower
Too Much Right On Too Little

Support 16.3% 23.4% 60.3%

Oppose 83.7% 76.6% 39.7%

Quebec ( 50)
Separating
from
Canada (144)

(195)
100.0%

(25)
100.0%
(111)

Total 100.0%
(59)

Raw Chi Square = 18.40502 with 2 Degrees of Freedom
Significance = .00 Cramer's V = .31
Missing Observations = 31

Saskatchewan Provincial Government's Perceived Power

( 19)

( 68)

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Too Much Right On Too Little

Support 22.6% 17.7% 29.8%

Oppose 77.4% 82.3% 70.2%

2 Degrees of Freedom
V = .11
= .11 with QJ4 Dependent

Total 100.0%
(25)

Raw Chi Square = 1.08336 with
Significance = .58 Cramer's
Missing Observations = 4 Eta

100.0%
(45)

100.0%
(16) ( 87)

Ontario Provincial Government's Perceived Power

(197)

(744 )

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Too Much Right On Too Little

Support 26.1% 17.5% 29.2%

Oppose 73.9% 82.5% 70.8%

Total 100.0% 100.0%
(263) (592)

Raw Chi Square = 11.83479 with 2 Degrees
Significance = .00 Cramer's V = .11
Missing Observations = 129

100.0%
(85)

of Freedom

(941)

(1) How much power does the government of this province have?
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Table 5:9 Opinion - 'Quebec' Separating From Canada by
Federal or Provincial Power

Alberta Future Division of Federal/Provincial Power
Provincial Federal Stay Same

More More

Support 27.6% 0% 27.0%..

Oppose 72.4% 100.0% 73.0%

Quebec ( 45)
Separating
from
Canada (144)

2 Degrees of Freedom
V = .21

Total 100.0%
(81 )

Raw Chi Square = 8.63483 with
Significance = .01 Cramer's
Missing Observations = 36

100.0%
(24)

100.0%
(84) (189)

Saskatchewan Future Division of Federal/Provincial Power

( 19)

( 65)

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Provincial Federal Stay Same
More More

Support 27.3% 21.7% 18.5%

Oppose 72.7% 78.3% 81.5%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(32) ( 9) (44) (84)

Raw Chi Square = .82118 with 2 Degrees of Freedom
Significance = .66 Cramer's V = .10
Missing Observations = 7 Eta = .10 with QJ4 Dependent

Ontario Future Division of Fed~ral/Provincial Power

(193)

(685)

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Provincial Federal Stay Same
More More

Support 26.9% 18.3% 21.1%

Oppose 73.1% 81.7% 78.9%

2 Degrees of Freedom
V = .08

Total 100.0%
(277)

Raw Chi Square = 4.96651 with
Significance = .08 Cramer's
Missing Observations = 192

100.0%
(196)

100.0%
(455) (878)

(1) In the future should ... (a) the provincial governments have
more power ... (b) the federal government have more power,
or ... (c) should things stay as they are?
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In summary~ a number of findings tend to support

the view that separatist sentiment is related to political

structural conduciveness. The possible relationship be

tween provincial party preferences and opinions regarding

separatism may partially explain the Albertan western

separatist movement.'s sudden re-emergence during 1980 and

its relative confinement to that province.

A number of political attitudes were also unique

to Alberta. Those with opinions of neutrality or dissatis

faction with the federal government's performance~ percep

tion of the provincial government's power as being too

little, or that the provincial government should acquire

more power, wer~ most likely to support a separatist option.

Evidently, the possible relationships between Albertans'

opinions regarding satisfaction with the federal govern

ment's performance~ the perceived power of the provincial

government, and the division of powers of the two levels

of government may have thereby been contributing factors in

relation to the rise of the latest phase of the Albertan

western separatist movement. Overall~ the absence of most

of these relationships in Saskatchewan may help in explain

ing the movement's lack of development and growth in that

province.
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II - An Examination of Smelser's Determinant of Structural
Strain

In this section, Smelser's determinant of structural

strain will be· used to analyse societal conditions related

to the rise of the Albertan western separatist movement in

1980. As indicated in previous chapters, Smelser draws a

distinction between real and anticipated structural strains.

Both types of strain are said to contribute to an episode

of collective behaviour. Davies' theory of revolution, as

discussed in chapter two, has been selected for this study

since it operationalizes the two types of structural strain

in relation to a revolution or rebellion.

Chapter four already presented an analysis of the

possible existence of real structural strain by examining

economic conditions within the three given provinces during

the 1970's. That analysis was intended to determine if a

J-curve pattern existed prior to the re-emergence of the

Albertan western separatist movement in 1980. The current

analysis will determine if anticipated structural strain

existed by examining the respondents' answers to questions

on their expectations and aspirations. Although a J-curve

pattern did not exist with regard to actual conditions, it

is important to determine if the Albertan populace held

rising expectations since the revised theory of rebellion

perceived 'rising expectations' as a necessary ingredient

in explaining the development of a 'revolutionary state of
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mind' .

It will first be determined if the Albertan populace

maintained rising expectations. If so, the analysis will

then be continued to determine if indicators of these ex

pectations are possibly related to Albertans' opinions re

garding separatism., Moreover, comparisons will again be

included to ascertain if any or all of the above-mentioned

relationships are unique to Alberta.

Table 5:10 provides data on Albertans' expectations

about their lives in the foll~wing two years. An over

whelming majority (98.3 per cent) expected their lives to

improve. Approximately one per cent (1.1 per cent) felt

that their lives would remain the same while only a small

minority of Albertans (0.6 per cent) felt that their lives

would become worse. The findings for Ontario and Saskat

chewan were very similar since an immense majority within

each province thought that their lives would become better.

Table 5:11 specifically concerns the respondents'

perceptions of their ability to purchase merchandise in

the future. This variable is a good indicator of expecta

tions of personal economic well-being. Alberta apparently

contained the highest percentage of people (28.9 per cent)

expecting to purchase more goods in the upcoming year. In

addition, 37.8 per cent of the Albertan populace expected

to buy the same amount of commodities while only 13.3 per

cent of the populace expected to purchase fewer goods. The
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Ladder - Llfe Expectatlon 2 Years from Now (1)

0plnlon Alb'er'ta Ont'arlo 'I Saskatchewan

Worst Imaglne
(0 to 4)

The Same
(5)

Best Imaglne
(6 to 10)

Total

Cases

Mlsslng Cases

0.6%

1.1%

9'8.3%

100.0%

(180)

( 1)

2.7%

3.0%

94.3%

100.0%

(1,199)

( 33)

1.2%

3.7%

9'5.1%

100.0%

(82)

( 0)

(1) What number would you glve the 11fe you expect to have
In two years?

Table 5:11 Able to Buy More Next Year Than Last ('1)

0plnlon Alberta Ontarlo Saskatchewan

More 28.9% 19.8% 12.3%

Less 13.3% 16.5% 11.1%

Same 57.8% 63.8% 76.5%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Cases (lS0) (1,215) (Sl )

Mlsslng Cases ( 1) ( 17) ( 1)

(1) Do you thlnk that you and your famlly wlll be able to
buy more of the thlngs you want during the next year
than last year, or about the same as last year?
More/Less/Same
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majority of Ontario's and Saskatchewan's populaces likewise

expected to buy at least the same amount of merchandise

in the following year.

These findings indicate that expectations were high

or rising in the three provinces, especially in Alberta.

Hence, the second major component of the revised theory,

the condition of rising expectations, existed prior to the

Albertan western separatist movement's sudden re-emergence

during 1980.

In conjunction with the previous findings on real

structural strain, a greater percentage of those with

rising expectations in Alberta are expected to support

separatism since it is their abilities to continually

attain these expectations that are supposedly jeopardized.

Crosstabulations- between the two, above-mentioned indica

tors and Albertans' opinions regarding separatism indicated

that their relationships were insignificant (Eta = .06;

Significance = 1.00). Despite this, additional indicators

regarding high or rising expectations revealed dissimilar

results.

Before proceeding, Feierabend, Feierabend, and

Nesvold noted, "levels of social expectation depend very

much on past performance of the social system. Men who

experience a constant history of either frustration or

satisfaction will develop expectations consistent with their

experience" (1969: 640). The following indicators were
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selected in that they indicated whether the populace's ex

pectations were high or rising in the past, present, and

immediate future. For instance, the comparison of the re

spondent's province to others indicated his/her present

expectations in relation to the place that he/she lived.

The indicator concerning the direction of life change

potentially indicated the respondent's expectations for

the future in that future expectations depend on "past per

formance". Lastly, the respondent's opinion regarding 'No

matter how hopeless things seem, in the long run everything

will work out right' indicated the respondent's expectations

concerning the future. Together all three indicators de

termined whether the majority of the given populaces' ex

pectations were high or rising in the past, present and

future in accordance with the revized theory of rebellion.

The aforementioned relationship between these variables

and the respondents' attitudes toward separatism was ex

pected to occur.

Table 5:12 shows that a possible relationship

existed between the Albertan populace's perception of their

province and their attitudes regarding separatism. Approxi

mately 27.2 per cent of Albertans who felt the~r province

was better than 'any' or 'most' other provinces were likely

to support separatism. Only 8.3 per cent of Albertans

that felt Alberta was 'the same' or 'not as good' as other

provinces were likely to entertain separatist views.
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In comparison, a relationship did not exist between

the Saskatchewan populace's perception of their province

and their opinions concerning separatism. This relation

ship, on the other hand, existed within Ontario. But,

distinct differences did exist between Alberta and Ontario

since Albertan cit~zens who held a high perception of their

province were more likely to support separatism while the

people of Ontario with a high perception of their province

were less likely to favour such an option.

Table 5:13 indicates that a relationship existed

between the Albertan populace's perception of their lives

in the past two years and their views regarding separatism.

Albertans that felt their lives 'became better' (32.3 per

cent) were more likely to support separatism while Albertans

that felt their lives 'stayed the same' or 'became worse'

(12.3 per cent) were least likely to favour it. Saskat

chewan and Ontario did not display this relationship.

Table 5:14 indicates that an association existed

between the Albertan populace's views regarding the state

ment, " no matter how hopeless things seem in the long run

everything will work out right" and their opinions concern

ing separatism. Albertans that believed 'everything would

turn out right despite how hopeless things seem' (27.0 per

cent) were more likely to support separatism than Albertans

that neither agreed nor disagreed (6.0 per cent) with this

statement. In comparison, the above-mentioned relationship
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Table 5:12 Opinion - 'Quebec' Separating from Canada by
Comparison of this Province with Others (1)

Alberta Respondents' Province as a Place to Live

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Better Same or Less

Support 27.2% 8.3%..

Oppose 72.8% 91.7%

( 50)

(159)

with 1 Degree of Freedom

Total

Corrected Chi Square
Significance = .03
Missing Observations

100.0%
(175)

= 4.62105
Phi = .16
= 16-

100.0%
(34) (210)

Saskatchewan Respondent s' Province as a Place t.o Live

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Better Same or Less

Support 25.3% 16.0%

.

Oppose 74.7% 84.0%

( 17)

( 66)

1 Degree of Freedom

Total

Corrected Chi Square
Significance = .43
Missing Observations

100.0%
(43)

= .61220 with
Phi = .11
= 7

100.0%
(40) ( 84)

(711)

(188)

t LivePId t ' Pespon en s rOVlnce as a ace 0

Better Same or Less

Support 18.6% 26.5%

Oppose 81. 4% 73.5%

ROntario

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

with 1 Degree of Freedom

Total

Corrected Chi Square
Significance = .01
Missing Observations

100.0%
(639)

= 6.45532
Phi = .09
= 171

100.0%
(260) (899)

(1) How do you think (name of province) compares with the
other provinces as a place to live? Would you say that
it was ... (1) better than any or most other provinces,
(2) about the same or not as good as most other provinces.
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Table 5:13 Opinion - 'Quebec'Separating from Canada by
Direction of Life Change (1)

(162)

( 50)

f LOf ChtoDOlrec lon 0 1 e ange
Bett"er Same/Worse

Support 32.3% 12.3%

Oppose 67.7% 87.7%

Alberta

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

with 1 Degree of Freedom

Total

Corrected Chi Square
Significance = .00
Missing Observations

100.0%
(122)

= 10.42312
Phi = .23
= 13

100.0%
(91) (213)

Saskatchewan . Dlrection of Life Change

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Better Same/Worse

Support 25.8% 1505%

Oppose 74.2% 84.5%

( 19)

( 70)

100.0%
(42)

Total

Corrected Chi Square
Significance = .35
Missing Observations

100.0%
(47)

= .85997 with
Phi = .13
= 2

( 89)

1 Degree of Freedom

(206)

(794)

f Lif ChtoD·lrec lon 0 e ange
Better Same/Worse

Support 19.9% 21 04%

Oppose 80.1% 78.6%

Ontario

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Total

Corrected Chi Square
Significance = .62
Missing Observations

100.0% 100.0%
(514) (487) (1,001)

= .25123 with 1 Degree of Freedom
Phi = .02
= 69

(1) During the past two years, would you say that your life
has ... (1) become better, (2) become worse, or (3) stayed
the same?
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Table 5:14 Opinion - 'Quebec' Separating from Canada by
Hopeless Everything will Turn Out Right (1)

( 47)

Future Prosp~ct~ Will Improve
Agree Neutral

Support. 27.0% 6wO%

Oppose .. 73.0% 94 w O%

Alberta

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

with 1 Degree of Freedom

Total

Corrected Chi Square
Significance = .03
Missing Observations

100.0%
(167)

= 4.86708
Phi = .17
= 30

100.0%
(29) (196)

( 19)

( 68)

Future Prospects Will Improve
Ag~ree Neutr'aT

Support 18.1% 37.1%

Oppose 81. 9% 62.9%

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Saskatchewan

with 1 Degree of Freedom

.17 with QJ4 Dependent

Total

Corrected Chi Square
Significance = .20
Missing Observations

100.0%
(72)

= 1.63011
Phi = .17
= 4 Eta =

100.0%
(15) ( 87)

(193)

(733)

Future Prospects Will Improve
Agree Neutral

Support 20.4% 25.2%

Oppose 79.6% 74.8%

Ontario

Quebec
Separating
from
C"anada

100.0%
(87)

Total

Corrected Chi Square
Significance = .35
Missing Observations

100.0%
(839 )

= .86942 with
Phi = .04
= 144

(926)

1 Degree of Freedom

(1) Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?
No matter how hopeless things seem, in the long run
everything will work out right.
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was weak in both Saskatchewan and Ontario.

As suggested, the three chosen indicators of

Albertans' expectations were related to their opinions re

garding separatism. It was hypothesized that Albertans

with high or rising expectations were more likely to

support separatism, and these findings supported that hypo

thesis. Those with high expectations or with optimistic

views apparently constituted the portion of the populace

most likely to develop a 'revolutionary state of mind'.

Moreover, the lack of similar relationships in Saskatchewan

and Ontario may help in explaining the western separatist

movement's relative confinement to Alberta.

At this point, it is possible to amalgamate the

findings from the fourth and fifth chapters in relation

to the determinant of structural strain. Chapter four's

analysis indicated that conditions within Alberta were pros

perous for a lengthy period of time before the third phase

of the Albertan western separatist movement. In this

chapter, it was determined that an overwhelming majority

of Albertans held high or rising expectations for the

future. Moreover, it was determined that the chosen indi

cators of expectations were related to Albertans' views

concerning separatism and that those with high expectations

or with optimistic outlooks were more likely to support a

separatist option. Hence, the two components of the re

vised theory appear to have existed within Alberta.
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Chapter three indicated that certain events likely

threatened or hindered Albertans' abilities to continually

attain their rising expectations. Due to the combination

of all these factors at the same period~ a 'sudden state

of uncertainty' likely arose amongst the Albertan populace.

Consequently~ ther~ is some confirmation for the hypothesis

that a condition of structural strain~ as operationalized

by the revised theory of rebellion~ contributed to the

Albertan western separatist movement's sudden re-emergence

during 1980.

III - An Examination of Social Changes

The 'present study would not be 'complete if an exa

mination of social changes was excluded. This section

attempts to parallel the previous chapter's analysis.

Significant social changes~ as argued earlier, may have

contributed to the rise of the Albertan western separatist

movement in 1980 since they are seen as indicators of

social instability. Killian and Turner indicate the

possible relationship accordingly~ "social change may

give rise to widespread frustration in a society at

times, the norms and structure of a society are such that

the repression and frustration of a large portion of the

population are'chronic" (1957: 31). They conclude,

"frustration and deprivation do not always lead quickly

and surely to revolt ... For collective behavior of any
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sort to develop, there must also be a belief in better

conditions which can be brought about through collective

action rl (Ibid.: 31).

While significant social changes do not solely

determine whether or not a movement will arise, such changes

may have played a significant role in the Albertan western

separatist movement's third re-emergence by instigating

a high degree of frustration or unrest amongst the general

populace. The following analysis will determine if certain

social changes are related to the Albertan populace's

opinions regarding separatism. If such relationships are

unique to Alberta, they may thereby indicate another reason

for the movement's relative confinement to that province.

Karl IV. Deutsch notes that rlchanges of residence rl is

considered as one of the "more specific processes of change"

in relation to social mobilization which he terms rlan over

all process of change rl (1961: 493). It is, therefore, a

good indicator of social change in the three chosen pro

vinces. Table 5:15 indicates a relationship between

Albertans' feelings regarding their change of residence

during the last five years, 1974 to 1979, and their atti

tudes concerning separatism (Eta = .22). The same re

lationship likewise characterized Saskatchewan but not

Ontario. Although social changes of this kind may not

directly contribute to the occurrence of a~ episode of

collective behaviour, they may be an important underlying
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Table 5=15

Alberta

Opinion - 'Quebec' Separating from Canada by
Effect on Life - Change Place of Residence (1)

Change Pla~e of Residenc~ ~ Effect

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Bet"ter Worse Same

Support 27.7% 35.4% 0%. "

Oppose 72.3% 64.6% 100.0%

( 24)

( 80)

Total 100.0%
(74)

100.0%
(11)

100.0%
(20) (105)

Raw Chi Square = 7.75825 with 2 Degrees of Freedom
Significance = .02 Cramer's V = .27
Missing Observations = 121 Eta = .27 with QJ4 Dependent

Saskatchewan Change Place of Residence - Effect

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Better Worse Same

Support 26.5% 51. 6%

Oppose 73.5% 48.4%

( 7)

( 14)

Total 100.0%
(16)

100.0%
( 5) ( 21)

Corrected Chi Square = .20068 with 1 Degree of Freedom
Significance = .65 Phi = .22
Missing Observations = 70 Eta = .22 with QJ4 Dependent

(293)

( 66)

Eff tf R 'dPIChange ace 0 eSl ence - ec
Better Worse Same

Support 18.1% 22.7% 18.5%

Oppose 81. 9% 77.3% 81.5%

Ontario

Quebec
Separating
from
Canada

Total 100.0%
(276)

100.0%
(22)

100.0%
(62) (360)

Raw Chi Square = .27365 with 2 Degrees of Freedom
Significance = ,87 Cramer's V = .03
Missing Observations = 710 Eta = .03 QJ4 Dependent

(1) An event which happened in the last five years - that is
since the spring of 1974 - Did you change your place of
residence?
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factor. Moreover, the fact that this relationship was

unique to the two western provinces may offer an additional

explanation of the separatist movement's confinement to

the West.

Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to determine if

any underlying, societal conditions may have contributed to

the re-emergence of the Albertan western separatist move

ment during 1980. By using the data from the Qualify of

Life (1979) Study, the analysis of societal conditions was

again based on Smelser's determinants of structural con

duciveness and structural strain. A third section on social

changes was included in order to thoroughly examine societal

conditions. Since the data for this chapter carne from the

Quality of Life (1979) Study, it was possible to examine

in greater depth the relationship between societal con

ditions and opinions regarding separatism.

The various analyses supported the proposition

that a pre-conducive state of societal conditions existed

prior to the third phase of the Albertan western separatist

movement. Alberta was apparently characterized by a condi

tion of one-party dominance at both the federal and pro

vincial levels of government. The probable relationship

between Albertans' provincial party preferences and their

opinions regarding separatism may have contributed to the
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movement's re-emergence since only Alberta lacked viable

alternatives of expression in its federal and provincial

political party systems. The possible relationships be

tween Albertans' opinions regarding satisfaction with the

federal govern~ent's performance, the perceived power of the

provincial government, and the division of powers of the

two levels of government also tended to support this pro

position.

Secondly, it was determined that the general

populace of Alberta held high or rising expectations; the

second major component of the revised theory· of rebellion.

Albertans with high expectations or with optimistic views

eVidently were more likely to favour separatism. They

comprised the portion of the populace whose ability to

attain their high or rising expectations was most likely

threatened and may therefore be most likely to develop a

'revolutionary state of mind'.

The combination of findings from chapters' four

and five concerning the determinant of structural strain

also appeared to substantiate the revised theory of re

bellion. The presence of a sudden state of uncertainty

together with the condition of one-party dominance likely

compounded the degree of frustration amongst Alberta's

populace. Such frustrations presumably increased since

Albertans seemingly lacked viable and effective, political

alternatives for the expression of their interests and/or
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grievances.

This state of compounded frustration may have led

a number of Albertans to form and/or join a western se

paratist organization after the occurrence of precipitat

ing factors. The existence of these determinants as well

as the perceived effects of significant social changes

during the same period may have thereby created a pre

conducive state for the re-emergence of the Albertan western

separatist movement in 1980.

Alberta was the only province of the three con

sidered that was characterized by all of the following

societal conditions; one-party dominance in both its federal

and provincial party systems~ high and/or rising expect a

tions~ and a significant effect on the respondents' lives

of at least one major process of social change. More-

over~ the majority of relationships between the chosen

indicators of societal conditions and opinions regarding

separatism were either unique to or stronger among the

Albertan populace. This combination of unique and dis

tinctive societal conditions may also contribute to an

explanation of the western separatist movement's relative

confinement to Alberta.
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CONCLUSION

A Statement Regarding This Study

The general aim of this study was to examipe the

societal conditions that existed prior to the rise of the

Albertan western separatist movement in 1980. The goal was

to determine if existing societal conditions possibly created

a pre-conducive state for the given movement's third re-

emergence. To accomplish this, Alberta's political, economic,

and social sectors were examined. In addition, the same three

sectors were examined for Ontario and Saskatchewan. This

study thereby attempted to answer two major questions; (1) is

there any evidence that societal conditions were related to

the rise of a separatist movement in Alberta, and (2) can

societal conditions help explain why the movement was

strongest in and generally confined to Alberta?

In order to organize the data as well as provide

possible explanations for the occurrence of the movement,

Neil J. Smelser's Theory of Collective Behavior was selected

as the underlying framework for this study. All six deter-

minants outlined by Smelser were not relevant here since the

study mainly examined societal conditions. The study there-

fore focused on the determinants of structural conduciveness,

structural strain, and precipitating factors. In addition,

290
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Smelser's concept of a value-added process was used in the

explanation of the rise of Albertan separatism and its

relative confinement to that province.

Before proceeding, the chosen determinants from

Smelser's theory needed to be operationalized further.

Maurice Pinard's t~eory of one-party dominance was used to

operationalize the determinant of structural conduciveness

while James C. Davies' theory of revolution was used to

operationalize the determinant of structural strain. The

determinant of precipitating factors was operationalized

by examining 'recent issues'.

The various chapters revealed that the following

societal conditions likely existed prior to the rise of the

Albertan western separatist movement in 1980. First, chap

ters four and five indicated that Alberta's federal and

provincial party systems were characterized by the condition

of one-party dominance. In addition, chapter five's analy

sis suggested that a number of significant political atti

tudes were unique to Alberta. The possible relationships

between Albertans' opinions regarding satisfaction with the

federal government's performance, the perceived power of

the provincial government, and the division of powers

between the two levels of government seemed to support the

hypothesis that those without viable channels of expression

within both of their province's political party systems

were more likely to support separatism.
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The analyses in chapters four and five also led to

a revised theory of rebellion with respect to the determinant

of structural strain. Unlike Davies' theory, chapter four

indicated that Alberta's economy was characterized by a

period of growth throughout the 1970's. Chapter five re

vealed that the va~t majority of Albertans entertained high

or rising expectations. However, as was explained in chapter

three, the defeat of the Progressive Conservative party and

the introduction of the National Energy Progr~m instigated

a sudden state of uncertainty. Thus, it was argued that

the occurrence of a widening gap between a populace's ex

pectations and their actual fulfilment was not necessary.

Rather, specific events being or being perceived as threats

to economic and/or social development or to previously

'gained ground' served as the precipitating factors and

were likely the instigators of a 'revolutionary state of

mind'. These events may have eVidently created a state in

which the populace felt a high degree of frustration and

anxiety concerning the continual attainment of their high

or rising expectations in the immediate future. In con

junction with the other determinants, a social and/or

political movement may have arisen in response to the sudden

state of uncertainty.

This revised .theory of rebellion appea~s to be sUb

stantiated by the findings from the last three chapters.

Albertans with high or optimistic views were more likely to
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favour separatism. Moreover, this condition was likely

amplified since Albertans lacked viable channels of ex

pression for their grievances and/or interests within their

federal and provincial party systems. As a result, the lack

of these alternatives may have led a number of Albertans to

form or join a western separatist organization.

The occurrence of significant social changes, es

pecially in relation to the distribution of the labour force

and the populace's economic well-being, may have contributed

further to Alberta's sudden state of uncertainty by creating

a state of social instability. According to chapter five,

the perceived effects of significant social changes were

underlying factors associated with Albertans' opinions re

garding separatism. Overall, the possible existence of

these societal conditions likely combined to produce a pre

conducive state prior to the rise of the Albertan western

separatist movement during 1980.

In comparison, both Saskatchewan and Ontario lacked

a number of societal conditions that characterized Alberta

during the given period. Saskatchewan's federal and pro

vincial party systems, for instance, were not characterized

by the condition of one-party dominance; an indication of

the possible existence of political structural conduciveness.

Similarly, economic conditions within Saskatchewan did not

resemble a J-curve pattern. While the majority of Saskat

chewan's populace also appeared to hold high or rising ex-
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pectations~ the economy of Saskatchewan was characterized

by constant rather than rapid growth. Moreover~ Saskat-

chewan was characterized by similar yet less pronounced

social changes.

While Saskatchewan's populace expressed some interest

in the western separatist movement~ they evidently had viable

channels of expression for their grievances and/or interests

within the province. Thus~ a separatist option would not

be seen as a likely alternative to the province's federal

or provincial politics.

In addition~ a 'sudden state of uncertainty' con-

cerning Saskatchewan's prosperity may not have developed

since the province did not undergo a rapid rate of real

economic growth during the indicated period. The province

likewise did not experience a high degree of social in-

stability since it was characterized by a moderate extent

of social change. Together~ these similarities and dis-

tinctions may help in explaining the movement's lack of

development and growth within Saskatchewan.

Ontario's societal conditions~ on the other hand~

differed markedly from Alberta. Ontario was not character-

ized by the condition of one-party dominance within both

of its political party systems and hence~ one of Ontario's

party systems provided a viable alternative to its populace.

Ontario's economy did not experience a rapid rate of real

growth throughout the given period. As a result~ it is un-
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likely that a sudden state of uncertainty developed in Ontario.

In addition, the relationships between the indicators of

high or rising expectations and the populace's opinions re-

garding separatism revealed major differences between Ontario

and Alberta. Social changes in Ontario also did not appear

to be as great as in Alberta and Saskatchewan. Hence, a

I
\

\

I
\

\
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state of social instability did not likely occur within the

province. Evidently, Ontario's societal conditions were not

conducive to the occurrence of a separatist movement.

As indicated, there were three societal conditions

that were necessary in order for an episode of collective

behaviour to occur. They were structural conduciveness,

structural stra~n, and precipitating factors. Each of

these determinants, as operationalized, apparently played

a significant role regarding the creation of a pre-conducive

state for the occurrence of the given moment.

At this point, it must be stressed that: these find-

ings are not universally applicable to all epieodes of

collective behaviour. One may therefore ask, 'How much can

one learn from this'? Although the findings from this study

are not applicable to all situations, they do help in under-

standing the given, particular movement; a movement that

threatened Canada's existence as a single count~y. Second,

it is important to pinpoint the societal condit:lons within

an area that may be causing undue anxiety within a populace.
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Through identification~ programs and policies may be devised

to directly or indirectly alleviate the source of society's

excessive stress. Third~ this study may be useful in that

it provides a basis for understanding the rise of other

particular movements under similar circumstances.

This study~. as indicated~ was not an examination

of the western separatist movement per se. Rather~ it focused

upon the societal conditions that contributed to the rise of

the given movement. As this research focused on three of

the determinants of collective behaviour identified by

Smelser~ there is a need for future research In the remain

ing determinants; the growth and spread of generalized

beliefs~ mobilization~ and social control~ if we are to

fUlly understand the factors contributing to the Albertan

western separatist movement's third re-emergence. In other

words~ the other determinants would need to be examined

since they are also necessary ingredients for a movement

to occur. Without an examination of these determinants~

a more complete understanding of the nature and causes of

western separatism is lacking.

During this study, two of the chosen methods of

operationalization needed to be refined. For instance,

difficulty existed in applying Pinard's method of opera

tionalizing the determinant of structural cond~civeness at

the federal level within Alberta. Pinard suggests that

third parties arise since the opposition parties "cannot be
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considered as viable alternatives to the party in power"

(1975: 37). But unlike Quebec, the dominant party in

Alberta's federal party system was not the 'party in power'.

Therefore, Pinard's theory was modified in that the domi

nant party was determined by the 'standing of parties' in

relation to the province's House of Commons E.eats. The

possible alternatives would then be the oppoLents of the

province's major federal representatives. Hence, a third

party at the federal le~el is likely to emerge if the popu

lace becomes dissatisfied with (1) the federa.l government,

(2) the province's major federal representatives, and

(3) if the existing parties within the province are not seen

as viable alternatives to the major federal representatives.

The method of determining the alternative parties'

strength remained the same. In other words, thirty-three

per cent of the popular vote was considered the "empirical

cutting point below which a situation of one-party dominance

is created" (Ibid.: 37). Although this measure appears to

be arbitrary, it is still used here since "it measures the

strength of a party" and "its possibility of providing a

viable alternative" (Ibid.: 291-292). Moreover~ Pinard

suggests, "it would be difficult to find indications that

opposition parties with an average of less than 33 per

cent of the votes - my indicator of one-party dominance 

were actually strong parties" (Ibid.: 292). Perhaps, a

less arbitrary measure of one-party dominance will later
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be developed for such an analysis.

Davies' theory of revolution was another method of

operationalization that needed to be revised. Currently,

additional indicators are needed to measure the respondents'

reactions after the occurrence of a precipitating factor

during a prolonged period of social and/or economic develop

ment as well as high and/or rising expectations. Mean

while, this study was only able to examine the two condi

tions within the revised theory separately in relation to

the rise of the Albertan western separatist m~vement during

1980.

Overall, this study would have been enhanced if more

quantitative material relating to western separatism was

available. The western separatist, organizations, a~ indi

cated, refused to participate in a related, scientific

survey. Moreover, other surveys on western separatism were

unavailable. Perhaps better generalizations could have been

drawn if more appropriate material was available. The in

formation could also have been used to re-examine hypotheses

presented here. In addition, ,the populace's ~erceptions on

various subjects; ego political intentions, political

parties' strength, and economic and/or social expectations,

could have been determined in order to examine how "the

social world from the perspective of the subjects" may have

led a number of them to form or join a western separatist

organization CScimecca, 1981: 45).
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Moreover, this study's approach does not adequately

examine social interaction. Human beings do not merely

react to situations; they.act within and upon the world as

well. A major difficulty with the chosen approach is that

it heavily emphasizes the system in its analysis rather than

individuals. The actions of individuals, as a result,

appear to be predetermined if certain circumstances pre

vail within a society. This approach is therefore limited

in "assessing the reality of the social world" (Ibid.: 26).

There is evidently a need to "see social reality from the

perspective of the thinking individual ... human beings as

having the freedom to interpret and alter external condi

tions which play upon them" (Ibid.: 26).

An Update on the Albertan Western Separatist Movement

Numerous events have occurred since the early

months of 1981. The purpose of this section is to provide

an update on the third phase of the Albertan western

separatist movement. In fact, the movement's activities

will be documented until its demise. A discussion of the

Albertan western separatist threat will then follow.

The Albert~n western separatist movem,=nt has under

gone three major events since the period covered in this

study. The first major event occurred after the resigna

tion of Elmer Fnutson as president of Western Canada Federa

tion in April 1981. Previously, Knutson stated that West-
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Fed would not merge with Western Canada Concept due to

significant policy differences (see Chapter One). But on

December 17, 1981, the two major separatist groups merged.

Gordon Kesler, then spokesman for the Wester~ Canada Con

cept Alberta Party, stated, "West-Fed national leader Elmer

Knutson and Western Canada Concept leader Douglas Christie

had both failed to be ready to grow so they have been left

behind" (Globe and Mail, 1981: 11).

The second major event was the election of Gordon

Kesler in the Olds-Didsbury riding on February 17, 1982.

Initially, Kesler, an oil scout, had "no organization and

no established electoral support when he won the separatist

party's nomination in January" (Winnipeg Free Press, 1982:

1). In the by-election, Kesler obtained 42 per cent of the

vote with a 1,300 vote margin. The Social Credit candidate,

Lloyd Quantz, received 28 per cent while the ~onservative

candidate, Stephen Stiles, obtained 25 per cent of the vote.

Liberal George Leussink, New Democrat Myrna Jarboe, and

Independent Adilsha Shivji were reportedly far behind (Ibid.:

1). Kesler's victory was considered "a stunning show of

force" (DeGroot, 1982: AI).

Kesler's victory was regarded as an "anti-Ottawa and

Anti-Lougheed protest vote" (Cowan, 1982b: 5). Kesler

himself stated that his victory was an outcry against Prime

Minister Trudeau and Premier Peter Lougheed (Winnipeg

Free Press, 1982: 1). Apparently, a number of Albertans
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were disillusioned with Premier Lougheed since they supposedly

fel t he "sold out to Trudeau on both energy a.nd constitu-

tional issues" (Redekop, 1982: 41). Kesler explicitly stated

that the by-election result was "a message to all governments

that people are tired of not having a voice in their lives"

(Nelson, 1982: 2). As a result of the by-election, the

separatists could no longer be ignored by the government

and the opposition parties (Braid, 1~82: A3). Indeed, they

were considered as a 'real threat' within Alberta.

The Western Canada Concept party held two major

conventions prior to the provincial general election on

November 2, 1982. The first convention dealt with the

party's policies while the second convention ~etermined the

party's leader. The first convention openly y.·evealed the

spli,t with:Ln the party between the hardliners and the

moderates. Kesler and his supporters favoured "good

government ahead of the separation pitch ... w:1.ile endors-

ing indepe~dence as the WCC's 'fundamental priority' to

be approved by a Quebec-style referendum" (Smith, 1982a:

A4). Moreover, they'~lso approved a motion giving Canada

'one last c1.ance' at wholesale political reform to allow

the West a 'roice in Ottawa" (Ibid.: A4). The hardliners,

on the othep hand, wanted "separation front and centre as

the WCC's main plank" (Cowan, 1982b: 5). The m:::>derates

apparently J:,revailed.

At the leadership convention in August 1982, Gordon
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Kesler was narrowly re-elected as leader of Western Canada

Concept. He reportedly "edged former party policy chair

man Howard Thompson, a hardliner, by just 38 votes in a

second-ballot victory" (Spectator, 1982: 3). Afterwards,

Mr. Kesler vowed to "end the internal feud1n€; which has

tarnished the party.'s public image" (Ibid.: 3). But, Dan

Smith noted, "the party's credibility had been crippled

by the summer of bitter public brawling among members and

the high-profile defections over Kesler's leadership and

watered-down separatism" (Smith, 1982b: A13).

The third major event in relation to the Albertan

western separatist movement was the provincial general

election on November 2, 1982. In that electi·::m, .the Pro

gressive Conservative party won an overwhelming landslide.

They captured 75 of the possible 79 seats; an additional

two seats in the legislature. Moreover, the Progressive

Conservative party obtained a popular vote of 63.0 per cent.

The Tories thereby "topped their 1975 record of 62.7 per

cent" (Zacharias, 1982: AI).

Zacharias noted that "the NDP and IndE'pendents

were left to scrabble for the position of official opposi

tion with two seats each" while "the Western Canada Con

cept ... and the once--mighty Social Credit were wiped off

the political map" (Ibid.: AI). The New D~mocratic Party

modestly increased its share of the popular vote from 15.7

per cent to 18 per cent. The Western Canada Concept party
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obtained approximately 11 per cent of the popular vote

while the Socreds received roughly one per cent. Lastly,

the Liberals and the Alberta Reform Movement acquired

merely seven per cent of the vote. Analysts remarked that

the separatist Western Canada Concept party and its leader

were effectively "wiped out" (Toronto Star, 1982b: AI).

The Western Canada Concept party's defeat in the

Alberta provincial general election on November 2, 1982

may be regarded as the decline of the Albertan western

separatist movement's third phase. But in comparison to

the results of Quebec's first separatist party in the Quebec

provincial general election on June 5, 1966, Western

Canada Concept's outcome was impressive. For instance,

the Rassemblement Ind(pendance Nationale (RIN) party was

only able to enter seventy-three out of a posEible one-

hundred and eight candidates in that election (Normandin,

1967). Moreover, the RIN party obtained only six per cent

of the popular vote. None of their candidates were elected

to the Quebec legislature at that time.

The Western Canada Concept party, on t~e other

hand, ~as able to run seventy-eight out of possible seventy-

nine candidates in the aforementioned Alberta provincial

general election. The party merely lacked a complete slate

of candidates since "one of its brighter lights missed the

nomination deadline in a fertile southern riding" (Smith,

1982b: 13). Although Western Canada Concept similarly
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failed to win any seats in the Alberta legislature, the

party did obtain a greater percentage of votes (11 per

cent) than the RIN party in its first provincial general

election.

As a result of these findings, the possible threat

of western separatLsm should not be dismissed. There is

still a need for the federal and provincial governments to

be sensitive and responsive to the Albertan populace's

needs, especially during a period characterized by the

societal conditions discussed in detail earlier in this

study. In other words, the two levels of gov1=rnment should

attempt to eliminate the condit1on~ that created undue

anxiety and frustration within Alberta's society. This is

likely to occur with solutions that integrate and benefit

both western and eastern interests. If these societal

conditions persist without adequate redress in relation

to their effects upon the populace, the Albertan western

separatist movement may again re-emerge.
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Appendix 1

Table A Respondents' Sex by Province (1979)
18 Years of Age and Older

OntarIo
-------

Saskatchewan AlbertaSex Q of L StatsCa"n Q of L StatsCan Q of L Statscan

Male 38.5% LI!L 7% 35.4% 50.1% 35.4% 50.4%

Female 61. 5% 51.3% 64.6% 49.9% 64.6% 49.6%,

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(1,232) (6,054.9) (82 ) (658.8) (181) (1,379.9)

Sources:

Atkinson, Tom; Blishen, Bernard; Ornstein, Michael; and Stevenson, H. Michael
1979 Social Change in Canada: Trends in Attitudes, Values and

Perceptions National Cross-sectional Survey Phase II MaY-August,
1979, Toronto, Institute for Behavioural Research (York University),
May-August, 1979.

Statistics Canada
1982 Estimates of Population by Sex and Age for Canada and the Pro

vlnce3, June 1, 1979 Final 1980 Preliminary (91-202), Ottawa,
Ontario, Statistics Canada, February 1982.
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Appendix 2

Table B(l) Respondents' Age by Province (1979) - Both Sexes
18 Years of Age and Older

ge ~ Ontario Saskatchewan Alberta
Q of L Stat sCan Q of L Stat sCan Q of L StatsCan

18 to 6LI 88.5% 86.6% 87.8% 83.2% 89.5% 88.9%

65 to Highest 11. 5% 13.4% 12.2% 16.8% 10.5% 11.1%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(1~232) (6~O54.9) (82) (658.8) (181) (1~379.9)

Table B(2) Respondents' Age by Province Controlling for Respondents' Sex - Male
18 Years of Age and Older

ALE t Ontario - --Saskatchewan
-_._--

Alberta
Age L StatsCan Q of L Stat sCan Q of L Stat sCan
18 to 64 !:l8.2% 8tl.4% 93.1% 84.2% 89.1% 89.8%

65 to Highest 11.8% 11. 6% 6.9% 15.8% 10.9% 10.2%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
(474) (2~947.9) (29) (.329.9) (64) (695.9)

Table B(3) Respondents' Age by Province Controlling for Respondents' Sex - Fe~ale

18 Years of Age and Older

EMALE Ontario Saskatchewan Alberta
A e Q of L StatsCan Q of L Stat sCan Q of L StatsCan

18 to 64 88.7% 84.tl% 84.9% 82.2% 89.7% 87.9%

65 to Highest 11. 3% 15.2% 15.1% 17.8% 10.3% 12.1%

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
w
0

(758 ) <3~107 .1) (53) (328.9) (117) (684.1) \D

Sources: See Appendix 1



Appendix 3

The 108 variables from the Quality of Life Study (1979)
selected for the cr.osstabulations.

NEWED
XRAGE
XRSEX
QAIH
QA2
QA7
QBl
QB5
QCl
QC3
QC4
QC8
QC9
QCIO
QCll
QC12
QC14
QC15A
QC15B
QD6A
QD6B
QD6c
QD6D
QD7A
QD7C
QD7D
QE3
QE4
QES
QE9
QEIOAA
QEIOBA
QEIOCA
QEIOKA
QEIOLA
QEIONA
QEIONC
QEIOOA
QEIOPA
QE13
QE14
QE15
QE16
QE17
QE18

Size of the Community
Respondent's Age
Respondent's Sex
How Describe the Safety from Crime
Number of Years in Neighbourhood
Neighbourhood Satisfaction
Number of Years in this City
City Satisfaction
Country of Birth
Province of Birth
Ethnic or Cultural Group - Male Ancestor
Religion
Church Attendance
Years in Province
Comparison of this Province with Others
Life in Canada
Satisfaction with Life in Canada Today
Satisfaction with Federal Government
Satisfaction with Provincial Government
Parliament Soon Lose Touch with People
Government Doesn't Care About People (Me)
Politics, Government Complicated (Understand)
Have No Say What Government Does
Perceived Power - Provincial Government
Perceived Power - Large Corporations
Perceived Power - Federal Government
Happiness
Direction of Life Change
Low Spirits or Depressed
Own Life Right Now
Last 5 Years - Marriage
Last 5 Years - Separated or Divorced
Last 5 Years - Have a Child
Last 5 Years - Get a New Job
Last 5 Years - Get a Job Promotion
Last 5 Years - Change Place of Residence
Effect on Life - Change Place of Residence
Last 5 Years - Large Increase - Income
Last 5 Years - Large Decrease - Income
General Life Satisfaction
Ladder - Present Life
Ladder - Life Expect 2 Years from Now
Ladder - Best Life Ever Hope to Have
Ladder - Life Best Ever Been
Ladder - Life Deserve to Have Right Now
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QGl
QHl
QH5
QH51
QJl
QJ2
QJ3
QJ5
QJ6
QK9
QKIO
QKllA
QKIIB
QKIIC
QK13A
QK13B
QK14A
QK14B
QL2
QL14
QL15
QL17
QL20
QL21
QMl
QM6
QM15
QM16
QOIA
QOIB
QOIC
QOID
QOIE
Q03
Q04
Q05
QQl
QRl
QR19A
QR19B
QR19D
QR19E
QR19I
QR19J
QR19M
QR190
QSIA
QSIB

APPENDIX 3 CONT'D

Highest Level of Education
Now Working Full-t'ime or Part-time
Main Occupation - StatsCanada Code
Choose Same Job Again
Ottawa Treatment of Province
Ottawa Attention of Quebec
Federal or Provincial Power
Concessions. to Quebec
Favour Force to Stop Separation
Result of Foreign Investment
Enough U.S. Capital in Canada
Government Take Over Foreign-Owned Companies
Foreign Companies Sell Shares to Canadians
New Foreign Company Shares Owned by Canadians
Shortage of Energy, Other Resources
Government Intervention - Energy, Resources
Government Control Big Business
Government Ownership of Industry
Personal Income - 1978
Satisfaction - Present Income
Any Major Things Could Not Afford
Able to Buy More Next Year than Last
Satisfaction - Standard of Living
Satisfaction - Present Financial Situation
Own or Rent House, Apartment
Number Years Lived This House, Apartment
Satisfaction with House, Apartment
How Likely Live Here in 2 Years
Hopeless Everything Will Turn Out Right
Good Things Come from Worst Situations
Society, Civilization Falling to Pieces
Things Look Good, Something Bad Happen
Every Cloud has a Silver Lining
Do Plans Work Out
Sure Life Would Work Out
Run Life as You Want
Marital Status
Number of Children
Scale - Community
Scale - Neighbourhood
Scale - Life in Canada Today
Scale - Present Job
Scale - Financial Situation
Scale - Standard of Living
Scale - Marriage
Scale - Life as a Whole
Political Involvement - Volunteer Worker
Political Involvement - Community Problems
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APPENDIX 3 CONT'D

QSIC
QSID
QSIE
QS2A
QS2B
QS2C
QS2D
QS2E
QS3
QS4A
QS4B
Qs6
QS8
QS9
QSll

QJ4

Source:

Political Involvement - Spoken, Written Representative
Political Involvement ~ Signed Petition
Political Involvement ~ Protest Meeting
Justification of Strikes
Justification of Boycotts
Justification of' Rallies, Picketing, etc.
Justification of Sit-Ins
Justification of Violent Protests
Interested in Politics, Political Events
Belong to Social Class
Which Social Class Belong To
Federal Political Party Preference
Federal Election Held Today - Party Favour
Provincial Political Party Preference
Provincial Election Held Today - Party Favour

OPINION - QUEBEC SEPARATING FROM CANADA

~tkinson, Tom; Blisheri, Bernard; Ornstein, Michael; and
Stevenson, H. Michael

1979 Social Change in Canada: Trends in Attitudes,
Values, and Perceptions National Cross-Sectional
Survey Phase II May-August, 1979, Toronto, Instit
ute for Behavioural Research (York University),
May-August 1979.






